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IMPORTANT NOTICE
This Offering Circular provides details of information relating to the Issuer and the
Sukuk being offered. In applying for the Sukuk, investors will be treated as applying on
the basis of the information contained in the Offering Circular, copies of which are
available for inspection from the Issuer and the Lead Managers (as defined below) or
by visiting their respective websites or the website of the Authority (www.sabic.com,
www.riyadbank.com, www.sabb.com and www.cma.org.sa).
HSBC Saudi Arabia Limited and Riyad Bank have been appointed by the Issuer to act
as the Lead Managers and Bookrunners (the "Lead Managers") in relation to the
Sukuk described herein.
This Offering Circular includes information given in compliance with the Listing Rules of
the Authority. The Directors, whose names appear in the "Management and
Employees" section of this Offering Circular, collectively and individually accept full
responsibility for the accuracy of the information contained in this Offering Circular
relating to the Issuer and the Sukuk and confirm, having made all reasonable enquiries,
that to the best of their knowledge and belief, there are no other facts the omission of
which would make any statement in this Offering Circular misleading. The Authority
and Tadawul do not take any responsibility for the contents of this Offering Circular, do
not make any representation as to its accuracy or completeness, and expressly
disclaim any liability whatsoever for any loss arising from, or incurred in reliance upon,
any part of this Offering Circular.
While the Issuer has made all reasonable enquiries as to the accuracy of the
information contained in this Offering Circular as at the date hereof, substantial portions
of the market and industry information herein are derived from external sources, and
while neither the Issuer, the Lead Managers, the Lead Managers' advisers nor the
Issuer’s advisers have any reason to believe that any of the market and industry
information is materially inaccurate, such information has not been independently
verified and no representation is made with respect to the accuracy or completeness of
any of this information.
The information contained in this Offering Circular as at the date hereof is subject to
change. In particular, the actual financial state of the Issuer and the value of the Sukuk
may be adversely affected by future developments in inflation, financing charges,
taxation, calculation of zakat or other economic, political and other factors, over which
the Issuer has no control. Neither the delivery of this Offering Circular nor any oral,
written or printed interaction in relation to the Sukuk is intended to be, or should be
construed as or relied upon in any way as, a promise or representation as to future
earnings, results or events.
The Offering Circular is not to be regarded as a recommendation on the part of the
Issuer, the Lead Managers or any of their advisers to purchase the Sukuk. Moreover,
information provided in this Offering Circular is of a general nature and has been
prepared without taking into account individual investment objectives, financial situation
or particular investment needs. Prior to making an investment decision, each recipient
of this Offering Circular is responsible for obtaining independent professional advice in
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relation to the Offering and for considering the appropriateness of the information
herein, with regard to individual objectives, financial situations and needs.
References herein to "this Offering Circular" shall be deemed to include this
document dated 9 July 2007 together with any supplements and amendments hereto.
This Offering Circular contains a summary of the key provisions of each of the drafts as
of the date of this Offering Circular of the Purchase Undertaking, the Sukuk Assets
Transfer Agreement, the Declaration of Agency, the Sukuk Assets Administration
Agreement (as defined in the Conditions) and the Payments Administration Agreement
(as defined in the Conditions).
The offering, sale and delivery of the Sukuk is limited solely to certain persons in the
GCC countries who are not a Specified Counterparty (as defined in the Conditions).
The distribution of this Offering Circular and the offering, sale and delivery of the Sukuk
in any jurisdictions other than Saudi Arabia may be restricted by law. Any person who
comes into possession of this Offering Circular is required by the Issuer and the Lead
Managers to inform themselves about and to observe any such restrictions. For a
description of certain restrictions on offers, sales and deliveries of the Sukuk and on
distribution of this Offering Circular and other offering material relating to the Sukuk,
see "Subscription and Sale" of this Offering Circular.
Financial Information
The audited financial statements as at and for the years ended 31 December 2004,
2005 and 2006 and the notes thereto, each of which are incorporated elsewhere in the
Offering Circular, have been prepared in conformity with the Saudi Organisation for
Certified Public Accountants ("SOCPA") Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.
The Issuer publishes its financial statements in Saudi Arabian Riyals.
In this Offering Circular, unless otherwise specified, references to "SAR", "Saudi Riyal"
and "Riyal" are to the currency of Saudi Arabia and references to "halalah" are to the
sub-unit of the Riyal. References to "billions" are to thousands of millions and
references to "Kmt" are to thousands of metric tons.
Certain figures included in this Offering Circular have been subject to rounding
adjustments; accordingly, figures shown for the same category presented in different
tables may vary slightly and figures shown as totals in certain tables may not be an
arithmetic aggregation of the figures which precede them.
Forecasts and Forward Looking Statements
Forecasts set forth in this Offering Circular have been prepared on the basis of certain
stated assumptions. Future operating conditions may differ from the assumptions used
and consequently no representation or warranty is made with respect to the accuracy
or completeness of any of these forecasts.
Certain statements in this Offering Circular constitute "forward-looking-statements".
Such statements can generally be identified by their use of forward-looking words such
as "plans", "estimates", "projects", "believes", "expects", "anticipates", "may", "will",
"should", "expected", "would be" or the negative or other variation of such terms or
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comparable terminology. These forward-looking statements reflect the current views of
the Issuer with respect to future events, and are not a guarantee of future performance.
Many factors could cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the
Issuer to be significantly different from any future results, performance or achievements
that may be expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Some of the
risks and factors that could have such an effect are described in more detail in other
sections of this Offering Circular (see "Risk Factors" section). Should any one or more
of the risks or uncertainties materialise or any underlying assumptions prove to be
inaccurate or incorrect, actual results may vary materially from those described in this
Offering Circular as anticipated, believed, estimated, planned or expected.
Subject to the requirements of the Listing Rules, the Issuer does not intend to update
or otherwise revise any industry or market information or forward-looking statements in
this Offering Circular, whether as a result of new information, future events or
otherwise. As a result of these and other risks, uncertainties and assumptions, the
forward-looking events and circumstances discussed in this Offering Circular might not
occur in the way the Issuer expects, or at all. Prospective purchasers should consider
all forward-looking statements in light of these explanations and should not place
undue reliance on forward-looking statements.
Supplementary Offering Circular
The Issuer shall prepare a supplement to this Offering Circular in accordance with the
requirements of the Authority if, at any time after the date of this Offering Circular but
before the Sukuk are admitted to the Official List maintained by the Authority, the
Issuer becomes aware that:
(i)

there has been a significant change in material matters contained in this Offering
Circular or any other document required by the Listing Rules of the Authority; or

(ii)

additional significant matters have become known which would have been
required to be included in this Offering Circular.
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SUMMARY OF THE OFFERING
A Summary of the Offering which summarises certain information appearing elsewhere
in this Offering Circular is set out below.
Reference is made to, and such Summary is qualified in its entirety by, the more
detailed information contained elsewhere in this Offering Circular. Capitalised terms
used but not defined in the Summary have the meanings given to them in "Terms and
Conditions of the Sukuk".
Issuer and Sukuk
Administrator:

Saudi Basic Industries Corporation ("SABIC")

Lead Managers and
Bookrunners:

HSBC Saudi Arabia Limited and Riyad Bank

Sukukholders’ Agent:

HSBC Saudi Arabia Limited

Payments Administrator:

The Saudi British Bank

Custodian:

SABIC Sukuk LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of the
Issuer being a limited liability company with
commercial registration number 1010220370 issued
on 18 Jumad Al-Awwal 1427H with a share capital of
SAR 500,000.

Registrar:

The Saudi Stock Exchange ("Tadawul")

Listing:

Application has been made for the Sukuk to be
admitted to the Official List maintained by the
Authority.

Issue Price:

100 per cent. of the aggregate face value of the
Sukuk.

Form of the Sukuk:

Sukuk will only be issued in dematerialised registered
form and will be represented at all times by interests
in a registered form global certificate (as more
particularly described in Condition 2 (Form and
Denomination) of this Offering Circular) without
coupons attached, which will be deposited with the
Sukukholders’ Agent.

Currency:

Sukuk will be denominated in Saudi Riyals.

Status of the Sukuk:

The Sukuk constitute undivided beneficial ownership
interests in the Sukuk Assets and will be issued on an
unsecured and unsubordinated basis.

Term:

The Sukuk will expire in July 2027. However, Holders
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will be entitled to sell the Sukuk to the Issuer at the
Purchase Price at the end of every 5 years in the
circumstances described in Condition 11.1 (Fifth-year
Date) of this Offering Circular.
Obligatory purchase of the
Sukuk by the Issuer:

Holders may only oblige the Issuer to purchase the
Sukuk at the applicable Purchase Price prior to the
Expiry Date (as defined in Condition 1 (Definitions) of
this Offering Circular) on each Fifth-year Date (as
described in Condition 11.1 (Fifth-year Date) of this
Offering Circular) or otherwise in the limited
circumstances set out in Condition 11.2 (Events of
Default) of this Offering Circular.

Purchase Price:

An amount payable upon an obligatory purchase of
the Sukuk by the Issuer. The Purchase Price
applicable to the Sukuk (expressed as a percentage
of the face value of the Sukuk) will be 90% at the first
Fifth-year Date, 60% at the second Fifth-year Date
and 30% at the third Fifth-year Date, as described in
Condition 1 (Definitions) of this Offering Circular. No
Purchase Price is payable to the Holders on the
expiry of the Sukuk at the end of 20 years.

Periodic Distribution Amount:

The Benchmark Rate plus a specified margin,
calculated as a percentage rate per annum, (see
further under "Subscription and Sale" of this Offering
Circular) payable quarterly in arrears out of the Net
Income from the Sukuk Assets.

Net Income:

The Applicable Percentage of the gross income
attributable to the Marketing Agreements less the
Administrator’s Allowable Costs, the Administration
Fee and the Agency Fee as further described in
Condition 5 (Sukuk Assets) of this Offering Circular.

Extra Amount:

An amount payable (up to 10 per cent. of the
aggregate face value of the Sukuk) out of the Reserve
on each Fifth-year Date and the Expiry Date as
further described in Condition 5(c) (Application of
Proceeds - Reserve) of this Offering Circular.

Denominations:

Sukuk will be issued in denominations of SAR 10,000,
subject to a minimum holding of SAR 50,000.

Negative Pledge:

The Sukuk will have the benefit of a negative pledge
as described in Condition 6 (Negative Pledge) of this
Offering Circular under which the Issuer will agree not
to create or permit to subsist any security interests
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(other than certain permitted security interests) upon
its undertaking, assets or revenues to secure
indebtedness in the form of a security (within the
meaning of the Capital Market Law) or a guarantee of
such indebtedness.
Cross Default:

The Sukuk will have the benefit of a cross default as
described in Condition 11.2 (Events of Default) of this
Offering Circular.

Taxation:

All payments in respect of the Sukuk will be made
free and clear of withholding taxes of Saudi Arabia
unless such withholding is required by law. In that
event, the Issuer shall pay the Holders such additional
amounts to cover such withholding but only to the
extent that such amounts are otherwise available for
distribution to the Holders from the Net Income and
the Reserve.

Selling Restrictions:

The offering, sale and delivery of the Sukuk is limited
to persons who are Qualified Persons (as defined in
Condition 1 (Definitions). In addition, the primary
distribution of the Sukuk will be only to Institutional
Investors (as defined in "Subscription and Sale" of
this Offering Circular), although Qualified Persons
who are not Institutional Investors may be able to
purchase Sukuk from Institutional Investors
subsequently. For a more detailed description of
these and other restrictions on offers, sales and
deliveries of Sukuk and on the distribution of offering
material relating to the Sukuk, see the "Subscription
and Sale" section of this Offering Circular.

Risk Factors:

A purchase of Sukuk should not be made until after
careful consideration of a potential Holder’s
investment circumstances. See "Risk Factors" of this
Offering Circular.
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SHARIAH SUPERVISORY COMMITTEE AND PRONOUNCEMENT
Detailed pronouncement of the SABB Amanah Shariah Supervisory Committee
A copy of the detailed pronouncement issued by the SABB Amanah Shariah
Supervisory Committee relating to the Sukuk is attached to this Offering Circular as
Appendix V.
Overview of the SABB Amanah Shariah Supervisory Committee
The SABB Amanah Shariah Supervisory Committee (the "Committee") was appointed
by the board of directors of The Saudi British Bank in 2001. The Committee is an
independent committee, guiding SABB Amanah and meeting regularly for review and
appraisal to ensure full compliance with Shariah.
Biographical information of the SABB Amanah Shariah Supervisory Committee
Sheikh Abdullah Bin Sulaiman Al-Manea
Sheikh Abdullah has been a member of the Supreme Judiciary Committee of Saudi
Arabia since its inception in the year 1391H.
He is a member of the Islamic Fiqh Academy of the OIC and was formerly Deputy
President of the Makkah Courts and former Judge of the Court of Cessation in Makkah
Al Mukarramah.
Sheikh Abdullah is a member of many Saudi banks' Shariah supervisory committees.
He is also a member of many Shariah councils such as the Accounting & Auditing
Organisation of Islamic Financial Institutions (Bahrain).
The Sheikh has supervised a number of PhD theses and has participated in the
discussion of a number of MA and PhD dissertations. He has compiled a number of
Shariah rulings (interpretive opinions) and is an author of a number of books on Islamic
finance.
Sheikh Dr Abdullah Bin Mohammed Al-Mutlaq
Sheikh Abdullah is a member of the Permanent Committee for Research and
Pronouncements (iftaa).
Sheikh Abdullah received his doctorate from Imam Mohammed Bin Saud University in
1404H and was formerly Chairman of the University's Comparative Fiqh Department.
The Sheikh is a member of many Saudi banks' Shariah supervisory committees.
The Sheikh has supervised a number of PhD theses and has participated in the
discussion of a number of MA and PhD dissertations. He has compiled a number of
Shariah rulings (interpretive opinions) and is an author of a number of books on Islamic
finance.
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Sheikh Dr Muhammad A Elgari Bin Eid
Sheikh Elgari is a Professor of Islamic Economics at King Abdul Aziz University
(Jeddah) and former Director of the Centre for Research in Islamic Economics at the
same university.
Sheikh Elgari is the laureate of the Islamic Development Bank International Prize in
Islamic Banking and Finance for the year 2004. He is an Expert at the Islamic Fiqh
Academy of the Organisation of the Islamic Conference and the Islamic Jurisprudence
Academy of the Islamic World League (the "IWL").
He is a member of the editorial board of several academic publications in the field of
Islamic Finance and Jurisprudence, including the journals of the Jurisprudence
Academy (of the IWL), Islamic Economic Studies (of the Islamic Development Bank),
Islamic Economics (of the International Association of Islamic Economics, London) and
the advisory board of the Harvard Series in Islamic Law.
Sheikh Elgari is a member of numerous Shariah committees of banks and financial
institutions.
He has authored several books and articles on Islamic finance in both Arabic and
English. Sheikh Elgari is also a frequent speaker in conferences worldwide and was a
visiting scholar at Harvard University in 1995. Sheikh Elgari holds a PhD from the
University of California.
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RISK FACTORS
Prior to making an investment decision, prospective purchasers of the Sukuk should
consider carefully, in light of the circumstances and their investment objectives, all of
the information contained in this Offering Circular, including (without limitation) the Risk
Factors described below. These Risk Factors are not exhaustive and other
considerations or factors, including some which may not be presently known to SABIC,
or which SABIC presently deems to be immaterial, may impact on any investment in
the Sukuk. Accordingly, prospective purchasers should make their own independent
assessment of the risks related to any purchase of the Sukuk and of the economic and
regulatory environment in which SABIC operates.
(A)

Factors relating to the SABIC Group Business

1.

Performance of the SABIC Group's affiliates and subsidiaries

As a holding company, SABIC depends on dividends from its subsidiaries and
affiliates, marketing fees it charges from the sale of products made by it for its
subsidiaries and affiliates, and other fees and charges it generates from certain
administrative and other technical services it provides to its subsidiaries and affiliates.
Some of its subsidiaries and affiliates are parties to credit agreements and joint venture
agreements that contain financial covenants and other restrictions in certain
circumstances on their ability to upstream dividends and make other payments to
SABIC. In addition, any declining profitability of those subsidiaries and affiliates could
have an effect on their ability to make dividend and other payments to SABIC. SABIC
has, however, in the last five years, generated sufficient cash from its subsidiaries and
affiliates to make dividend payments to its shareholders.
2.

Operating risk of the SABIC Group's affiliates and subsidiaries

The smooth and uninterrupted operation of the plant of various SABIC affiliates and
subsidiaries is largely dependent on the performance and reliability of equipment and
machinery. In addition, the period leading up to the commencement of operations of
newly constructed plants involves a number of risks including (without limitation)
engineering, procurement and construction cost overruns and delays, environmental
issues and costs, start-up and commissioning problems. SABIC's affiliates and
subsidiaries, in co-operation with SABIC, have a comprehensive insurance program to
cover the risk of business interruption resulting from, among other things, fire or
machinery breakdown. Any unforeseen shutdown, breakdown, failure or
malfunctioning of the equipment or machinery, or any part of the production process,
may result in the loss of efficiency and product delays which could adversely affect the
SABIC Group's profitability.
3.

Risks relating to sukuk issues and other asset-backed securities issued by
SABIC

On 29 July, 2006 SABIC issued a SAR 3 billion sukuk maturing in 2026. Pursuant to
the sukuk, 30 per cent. of SABIC's revenues from marketing services for its
subsidiaries and affiliates has been transferred to a special purpose custodian
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company for the benefit of holders of that sukuk. Therefore, the revenues transferred
to those sukuk holders will not be available to satisfy the liabilities of SABIC to Holders.
Pursuant to Condition 6 (Negative Pledge) of the Sukuk, the Issuer agrees not to
create or permit to subsist any security interests (other than certain permitted security
interests) upon its undertaking, assets or revenues to secure any Relevant
Indebtedness or a guarantee of such indebtedness.
4.

Risks relating to debt financing

If loan or debt facility repayments, in respect of financing taken by the Issuer or any
affiliate or subsidiary, cannot be refinanced, extended or paid with the proceeds of
other capital transactions, such as new equity or debt capital, the Issuer's or such
affiliate's or subsidiary's cash flows may not be sufficient in all years to repay all
maturing debt. If prevailing financing costs or other factors at the time of refinancing
result in higher financing costs, such increased financing costs could adversely affect
the Issuer's or an affiliate's or subsidiary's ability to service debt and complete various
projects. In addition, if the Issuer or any affiliate or subsidiary is unable to refinance
indebtedness on acceptable terms, or at all, it may need to dispose of one or more of
its assets on disadvantageous terms. This in turn could have an material adverse
effect on the SABIC Group's profitability.
5.

Risks relating to acquisitions

The planned acquisition of GE Plastics will represent a significant acquisition for the
SABIC Group. SABIC may seek to grow the SABIC Group and its businesses by
making further acquisitions or embarking on projects or entering into partnerships and
joint ventures. Acquisitions, projects, partnerships or joint ventures may require that
the SABIC Group makes a significant cash investment, issues stock or incurs
substantial debt. In addition, acquisitions, projects, partnerships or investments may
require significant managerial attention, which may stretch its managerial resources.
Furthermore, any projects or acquisitions of businesses or facilities could entail a
number of additional risks, including problems with effective integration of operations
and inability to maintain key pre-acquisition business relationships.
6.

Competition in international markets

The SABIC Group operates in a highly competitive marketplace, competing against a
number of domestic and foreign producers. Certain of its competitors are large
companies that might have greater financial resources than the SABIC Group. These
competitors may also be able to maintain considerable operating and financial flexibility
and therefore be well equipped to withstand changes in general economic conditions.
Additionally, competitors' pricing decisions could compel the SABIC Group to decrease
its prices, which could reduce the SABIC Group's margins of profitability.
7.

The cyclical nature of the petrochemical, fertiliser and steel industries

The SABIC Group operates within the petrochemical, fertiliser and steel industries,
which are cyclical in nature and experience price and demand volatility. Each industry
is becoming increasingly mature and capital intensive worldwide. Undersupply could
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result in higher operating expenses and profit margins, while oversupply will result in
lower operating expenses and profit margins.
Today the petrochemical industry is witnessing high levels of growth and prosperity and
the trading environment for steel and fertiliser is also generally positive. However there
is no assurance that these conditions will continue.
Weak economic conditions worldwide could reduce demand for petrochemicals,
fertiliser and steel products and put pressure on profit margins. It is not possible to
accurately predict future supply/demand levels or market conditions. As a result, the
SABIC Group may experience periodic fluctuations in its future financial results
because of industry-wide conditions.
A decline in oil prices could have a material adverse effect on the SABIC Group's
business prospects, financial condition and results of operations.
8.

Variations in cost of raw materials

There can be no assurance of the stability of the price of feedstock available to the
SABIC Group in the future. Increases in the costs of feedstocks and supplies would
adversely affect the SABIC Group's liquidity and working capital and adversely affect its
business prospects, financial condition and results of operations.
Although the SABIC Group plans to implement operating strategies responsive to
changing market conditions in order to ease the impact of price changes in these
commodities, there can be no assurance that variations in the costs and supplies of
these commodities would not adversely affect the SABIC Group's liquidity and working
capital and the ability to cope with contractual commitments and debt obligations.
9.

Environmental factors

The SABIC Group's business involves the manufacture and marketing of
petrochemical, fertiliser and metals products some of which entail the use of toxic,
hazardous, inflammable or volatile products and processes. As with any business that
involves the handling, processing, transportation, storage, or manufacturing of
potentially dangerous substances, the SABIC Group's business is exposed to
environmental risks, accidents involving persons or property, and other liabilities. The
SABIC Group has not had any material losses in respect of environmental factors,
accidents or other liabilities relating to the nature of its business operations in the past
five years. See "Description of the Issuer - Environmental, Health and Safety Matters"
of this Offering Circular for a description of environmental matters related to the SABIC
Group.
10.

Dependence on key suppliers

A key ingredient of SABIC's profitability is its ability, similar to other qualifying Saudi
Arabian entities, to obtain feedstock from the Saudi Arabian Oil Company ("Saudi
Aramco") at prices which are controlled by the Saudi Arabian government and which
are generally below those available outside Saudi Arabia. The cost of feedstock (which
includes sales of gas, propane and ethane) purchased from Saudi Aramco represents
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a significant portion of the operating costs for a number of the SABIC Group's affiliates
and subsidiaries. Any increase in prices of such feedstock or any material interruptions
in supply from Saudi Aramco where SABIC is unable to find sufficient alternative
sources at reasonable prices on a timely basis, could cause operating costs to
escalate and have an adverse effect on the SABIC Group's profitability.
The SABIC Group's manufacturing business is dependent upon the supply of electricity
to meet its energy needs. The Saudi Electricity Company supplies electricity in Saudi
Arabia. At present, MARAFIQ, a utility company (in which SABIC has an equity stake
of 25%), is the utility company which supplies water and sewage disposal services
within the industrial cities of Yanbu and Jubail, where most of the SABIC Group's Saudi
Arabian manufacturing facilities are located. Any material increase in the tariffs charged
by these two utility companies or material interruptions in the supply of electricity could
have an adverse effect on the SABIC Group's profitability.
11.

Intellectual property and technology licences

The SABIC Group depends upon a wide range of intellectual property to support its
business and has obtained licences for certain technologies which are used in its
manufacturing business. Any cancellation of a material technology licence or disputes
related to its use could require the relevant affiliates or subsidiaries to cease using the
relevant technology and therefore, adversely affect its ability to produce the relevant
products. SABIC's inability to maintain any head licenses which is the subject of a sublicence of technology to any affiliate or subsidiary and which are necessary to develop
new products and product enhancements, could require the relevant affiliate or
subsidiary to cease using the technology and to licence such rights from other third
parties on less favourable commercial terms, or obtain substitute technology of lower
quality or performance standards at greater cost.
Further, technologies and processes are being continuously developed in the
petrochemical sector worldwide. Significant developments in technology could result in
existing technologies and processes currently utilised by the SABIC Group becoming
uncompetitive and thereby impacting adversely on the SABIC Group's competitiveness.
12.

The SABIC Group is exposed to foreign currency risks

The SABIC Group conducts a significant portion of its sales and marketing activities
outside of Saudi Arabia and is therefore exposed to risks associated with the
fluctuations of foreign currency exchange rates.
The SABIC Group is also subject to credit risks to the extent that counterparties to
transactions may not be able to perform their contractual obligations. Although SABIC
aims to limit the risk of default by entering into transactions only with selected financial
institutions and by adhering to fixed limits, defaults with respect to significant contracts
may adversely affect the SABIC Group's operating results.
13.

Insurance risk

To protect the interests of the SABIC Group, each affiliate or subsidiary, in cooperation
with SABIC, takes responsibility to procure comprehensive insurance coverage for
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construction and operations (as the case may be). Insurance coverage during the
construction phase in respect of subsidiaries indemnifies the relevant affiliate or
subsidiary in respect of its rights and interests.
If any affiliate or subsidiary uses hazardous materials in its business, in a manner that
causes injury or violates laws, it may be liable for substantial damages. The SABIC
Group cannot eliminate the risk of accidental contamination or discharge and any
resultant injury from these hazardous materials. There can be no assurance that the
insurance coverage obtained by an affiliate or subsidiary will be adequate to cover all
losses which such affiliate or subsidiary may incur in future periods, or that the liability
imposed on such affiliate or subsidiary will not exceed its total assets. If such affiliate
or subsidiary is required to meet the costs of claims which exceed its insurance
coverage, the affiliate or subsidiary's costs may increase and could, in turn, have an
adverse effect on the SABIC Group's profitability.
14.

Reliance upon skilled personnel

Competition for highly qualified management and technical personnel is intense in the
industries in which the SABIC Group operates. The SABIC Group's businesses and
operations are dependent upon its ability to recruit and retain skilled personnel.
Historically, the SABIC Group has a good track record of recruiting and retaining the
skilled personnel necessary for its business and operations. The continuity of recruiting
and retaining skilled personnel is critical to the SABIC Group's operations. If at any
time SABIC Group are unable to recruit and maintain qualified management and
technical personnel, this may have an adverse effect on the SABIC Group's operations
and /or profitability.
15.

Economic factors

A significant proportion of the SABIC Group's assets and operations are located in
Saudi Arabia. As a result, the SABIC Group's operating results and growth are and will
be affected in general by economic developments in or affecting Saudi Arabia.
(B)

Factors relating to the Sukuk

1.

Trading, settlement and listings

The Sukuk will be admitted to the clearing and settlement system of the Registrar.
However, as of the Closing Date the Sukuk will not be admitted to any trading system
or platform and trading of the Sukuk will need to be conducted through over-thecounter transactions. The Issuer may in the future apply for the Sukuk to be admitted
to trading on one or more trading systems or platforms in Saudi Arabia when and if
such systems or platforms for the trading of such securities are established. Until the
Sukuk have been admitted to trading on such trading system(s) or platform(s), trading
of the Sukuk is likely to take longer and be less efficient than it would be if the Sukuk
were traded through a trading system or platform, thereby potentially restricting the
liquidity of the Sukuk. Moreover, if the Sukuk are admitted to the Registrar's clearing
and settlement system or a trading system and platform there can be no assurance
that there will be no interruption to, or errors in, trading, clearing or settlement of the
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Sukuk as a result of the inexperience or lack of familiarity of the operations in regard to
trading, clearing and settlement systems or of inherent inadequacies of any such
trading, clearing or settlement system.
The Saudi British Bank currently intends to give indicative pricing in relation to the
Sukuk and to promote its trading, but shall be under no obligation to do so. There is,
however, currently no established secondary market for the Sukuk, and there can be
no assurance that one will develop after the Sukuk are issued. Any sale of the Sukuk
by Holders in any secondary market that may develop may be at a lower price than the
original purchase price of such Sukuk.
2.

Payments under the Sukuk - Periodic Distribution Amount and Extra Amount

Prospective Holders should note that if they do not receive payment of the Periodic
Distribution Amount or the Extra Amount (as the case may be) on the relevant payment
date in full (after taking into account any grace period), subject to SABIC, the
Custodian, the Sukukholders' Agent and the Payments Administrator having fulfilled all
of their respective obligations under the relevant Sukuk Documents to which they are a
party, prospective Holders will not have any recourse to SABIC unless such shortfall
directly results from the default or negligence of SABIC in the performance of its
obligations under the Sukuk Documents.
(For further information on SABIC's obligations under the Sukuk, see the Conditions
and also the section in the Offering Circular entitled "Summary of the Sukuk
Documents").
3.

Payments under the Sukuk - Payment upon the expiry of the Sukuk

Prospective Holders should note that the amount of the Purchase Price to be paid by
SABIC upon purchase of the Sukuk (following a Fifth-year Date or upon any Event of
Default) shall be calculated on the aggregate face value of the Sukuk as are current as
of such date multiplied by a percentage value which will decrease over the term of the
Sukuk. Prospective Holders should be aware that they will be entitled to receive a
payment of the Purchase Price equal to 90 per cent. of the face value of their Sukuk, if
they exercise their rights to have their Sukuk purchased on the first Fifth-year Date
falling in July 2012. The Purchase Price payable to Holders declines to 60 per cent. on
the Fifth-year Date falling in July 2017 and 30 per cent. on the Fifth-year Date falling in
July 2022. If the Sukuk is not purchased by SABIC prior to the Expiry Date, the value
of the Sukuk on the Expiry Date will be zero and the Sukuk will be cancelled.
Holders will also receive (to the extent that there is available Net Income and Reserve
on such dates) an Extra Amount of up to 10 per cent. of the face value of their Sukuk
payable on each Fifth-year Date to the extent their Sukuk are current on such dates.
Accordingly, assuming that there is available sufficient Net Income and Reserve and
that the Extra Amount is paid on a Fifth-year Date and that SABIC pays all amounts
due to Holders, Holders would have received, in aggregate, 100% of the face value of
the Sukuk if they exercised their rights to have their Sukuk purchased after 5 years.
The amount Holders would receive would fall to 80% of the value of the Sukuk if they
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exercised their rights to have their Sukuk purchased after 10 years, 60% after 15 years
and 40% after 20 years.
4.

Governing law, jurisdiction and enforceability

The Sukuk are governed by, and are to be construed in accordance with, the laws of
Saudi Arabia and in accordance with the rules of the Shariah as applied in Saudi
Arabia. As per Condition 18 (Governing Law and Jurisdiction), Saudi Arabia's
Committee for the Resolution of Securities Disputes and the Appeal Panel shall have
exclusive jurisdiction to hear and determine any suit, action or proceedings, and to
settle any disputes, which may arise out of or in connection with the Sukuk.
Prospective Holders should note that to the best of SABIC's knowledge, no securities
of a similar nature to the Sukuk have previously been the subject of adjudicatory
interpretation or enforcement in Saudi Arabia. Accordingly, it is uncertain exactly how
and to what extent the Sukuk, the Conditions and/or the Sukuk Documents (as defined
below) would be enforced by a Saudi Arabian court or the Committee for the
Resolution of Securities Disputes and the Appeal Panel.
5.

Shariah

Prospective Holders should note that different Shariah advisers, and Saudi courts and
judicial committees, may form different opinions on identical issues and therefore
prospective Holders may wish to consult their own legal and Shariah advisers to
receive an opinion if they so desire. Prospective Holders should also note that
although the SABB Amanah Shariah Supervisory Committee has issued a
pronouncement confirming that the Sukuk as described in the detailed pronouncement
attached as Appendix V to this Offering Circular are in compliance with Shariah
principles, such a pronouncement would not bind a Saudi Arabian court or judicial
committee, including in the context of any insolvency or bankruptcy proceedings
relating to the Issuer, and any Saudi Arabian court or judicial committee will have the
discretion to make its own determination about whether the Sukuk, the Sukuk
Documents and the related structure (or any part thereof) complies with Saudi law and
Shariah principles and therefore is enforceable or otherwise. Accordingly, no person
(including, without limitation, the Issuer) makes any representation that the Sukuk, the
Conditions and any other Sukuk Documents comply with Shariah principles, except for
the detailed pronouncement of the SABB Amanah Shariah Supervisory Committee.
(C)

Risk Factors related to the Marketing Agreements

1.

Level of marketing fee income

The level of SABIC’s marketing fee income under each Marketing Agreement could be
affected by a variety of factors such as (without limitation): (a) the quantities of products
actually supplied to SABIC by the relevant Specified Counterparty, (b) the Customer
Prices actually received by SABIC for the products sold by it, (c) any interruptions in
supply of the relevant products, (d) any direct sales undertaken by a Specified
Counterparty, or (e) market factors (such as fluctuations in price or demand) affecting
the sale of the relevant products.
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2.

Pricing

Each Specified Counterparty has the right to specify periodically, at times in
consultation with SABIC, the minimum Netback Prices in respect of the relevant
products. If the minimum Netback Prices are set at a level that would preclude SABIC
from selling the relevant products competitively, then SABIC is not obliged to provide
any Marketing Services in respect of the relevant products during the period in which
such minimum Netback Prices prevail.
3.

Supply of quantities of the relevant products

None of the Marketing Agreements impose a firm obligation on the Specified
Counterparties to supply fixed quantities of the relevant products to SABIC and each
Specified Counterparty has the right to determine levels of production for their
products. In addition, a Specified Counterparty is not obliged to supply any products to
SABIC if it is affected by a force majeure event.
The foregoing factors could have an effect on the quantities of products which are
made available to SABIC for sale and accordingly, the level of SABIC’s marketing fee
income under the relevant Marketing Agreements.
It should be noted, however, that there have been no material interruptions or delays in
the supplies of the relevant products from the Specified Counterparties during the last
three financial years ending on 31 December 2006. In addition, SABIC and its affiliates
and subsidiaries plan to expand production capacity at a number of existing plants
which in turn is expected to increase the quantities of products available for marketing
by SABIC under a number of the Marketing Agreements (see "Planned Capital
Investments and Expansion Plans" of this Offering Circular).
4.

Product sales by Specified Counterparties

The majority of the Marketing Agreements provide SABIC with a non-exclusive right to
market the relevant products. In addition, certain of the Marketing Agreements, provide
the relevant Specified Counterparty with the right to market and sell its own products
directly. In addition, if SABIC breaches any of its material obligations under a Marketing
Agreement and such a breach is not remedied within the applicable grace period, then
the relevant Specified Counterparty may sell the relevant products directly to
purchasers and is entitled to claim from SABIC the amounts which it would have
received had SABIC performed its obligations under the relevant Marketing Agreement.
If a Specified Counterparty is a joint venture between SABIC and another partner (or
partners), then SABIC’s joint venture partners have the right to off-take a certain
portion of the products produced by such Specified Counterparty.
It should be noted, however, that there have been no instances of a Specified
Counterparty undertaking direct sales of its own products during the last three financial
years ending on 31 December 2006.
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5.

Termination

The Marketing Agreements permit either party to terminate the agreement if the other
party is in breach of its material obligations. Certain of the Marketing Agreements also
permit either party to terminate it by advance notice to the other. In addition, certain
Marketing Agreements are only for a specified term and any renewal of such
agreements would depend upon the consent of both parties. Accordingly, no assurance
can be given that any of the Marketing Agreements will remain in force for the duration
of the Sukuk. However, SABIC is not aware of any intention to terminate the Marketing
Agreements nor does SABIC have any plans to terminate any Marketing Agreements
at this stage.
6.

Amendments

The Marketing Agreements are subject to formal periodic review by SABIC and the
relevant Specified Counterparty every five years, following which the terms of the
agreement may be amended by the consent of both parties (including the percentage
rates for calculating SABIC’s marketing fee). Under the terms of the Sukuk Assets
Administration Agreement, SABIC as the Sukuk Administrator has the discretion to
agree to any amendments to any Marketing Agreement subject to the conditions
specified therein.
The majority of the Marketing Agreements provide that, in certain circumstances,
SABIC may not enter into sales agreements with third parties without the prior approval
of the relevant Specified Counterparty.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE SUKUK
The following is the text of the Terms and Conditions of the Sukuk which (subject to
completion and amendment) will be attached and (subject to the provisions thereof)
apply to the Global Certificate:
Introduction
Each of the Sukuk expiring July 2027 (the "Sukuk") represents an undivided beneficial
ownership interest in the Sukuk Assets (as defined below) held by SABIC Sukuk LLC
(the "Custodian", which expression includes any successor custodian in relation to the
Sukuk Assets) for the benefit of the registered holders of the Sukuk (the "Holders").
Pursuant to a declaration of agency (the "Declaration of Agency") to be entered into
on or about the Closing Date (as defined below) by the Issuer (as defined in these
Terms and Conditions), the Custodian and HSBC Saudi Arabia Limited as
sukukholders’ agent (the "Sukukholders’ Agent", which expression includes any
successor sukukholders’ agent in relation to the Sukuk), the Sukukholders’ Agent will
be appointed to act as agent, and the Custodian will be appointed to act as custodian
of the Sukuk Assets (as defined below), for and on behalf of the Holders. Each Holder
by subscribing to, acquiring and holding Sukuk agrees to the terms of the Declaration
of Agency including, but not limited to, the appointment of the Sukukholders’ Agent and
the appointment of the Custodian.
In these Conditions, references to "Sukuk" shall be references to the Sukuk as
represented by a Global Certificate as described in Condition 2 (Form and
Denomination).
Payments relating to the Sukuk will be made pursuant to a payments administration
agreement to be entered into on or about the Closing Date (the "Payments
Administration Agreement") between, amongst others, the Issuer and The Saudi
British Bank in its capacity as payments administrator (the "Payments Administrator",
which expression includes any successor or other payments administrator appointed in
respect of the Sukuk).
Each initial Holder, by acquiring and holding Sukuk, shall be deemed to authorise, ratify
and approve the appointment of the Sukukholders’ Agent as its agent and the entry by
the Sukukholders’ Agent and the Custodian into the Sukuk Documents (as defined
below) to which it is a party and to the terms of each of the Sukuk Documents.
Certain provisions of these Conditions are summaries of the Declaration of Agency and
are subject to its detailed provisions. The Holders are bound by, and are deemed to
have notice of, all the provisions of the Sukuk Documents applicable to them. Copies
of the Declaration of Agency, the Sukuk Assets Administration Agreement, the Sukuk
Assets Transfer Agreement and the Purchase Undertaking (as defined below) are
available for inspection from the Closing Date by Holders during normal business hours
at the specified offices of each of the Issuer, the Custodian and the Sukukholders’
Agent, the specified offices of which are set out in the section entitled "Parties and
Advisers" in this Offering Circular.
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1.

Definitions

1.1

In these Conditions, words and expressions have the following meanings:
"Administration Fee" means the administration fee of 1 per cent. per annum of
the Administrator’s Allowable Costs during such period payable to the Issuer
semi-annually pursuant to, and as more particularly described in, the Sukuk
Assets Administration Agreement;
"Administrator’s Allowable Costs" means the aggregate of the costs incurred
by the Issuer corresponding to the categories of direct costs set out in Schedule
1 of the Sukuk Assets Administration Agreement, in connection with providing
the relevant marketing services to the Specified Counterparties under the
Marketing Agreements, multiplied by the Applicable Percentage;
"Agency Fee" means the on-going fees and expenses (if any) payable to the
Payments Administrator and the Sukukholders' Agent for their services in
connection with the Sukuk as further described in the Payments Administration
Agreement or, as the case may be, the Declaration of Agency (the Sukukholders'
Agent will be paid periodic fees of SAR 75 per annum and the Payments
Administrator will be paid periodic fees of SAR [•] per annum for its services in
relation to the Sukuk);
"Applicable Percentage" means the percentage value obtained by dividing the
aggregate face value of Sukuk on the Closing Date by SAR 17,000,000,000 and
such percentage not to exceed 70 per cent. (given that 30 per cent. has been
previously transferred to constitute the sukuk assets in relation to SABIC's SAR
3,000,000,000 Sukuk expiring 2026 issued in July 2006);
"Authorised Holding" means a holding of Sukuk in the minimum amount of
SAR 50,000 or an integral multiple of SAR 10,000 in excess thereof;
"Authority" means the Capital Market Authority in Saudi Arabia;
"Benchmark Rate" means, in relation to any Periodic Distribution Period,
SIBOR, the Saudi inter-bank offered rate for 3 month Saudi Riyal deposits
determined in accordance with Condition 7(b) (Benchmark Rate) in relation to
such Periodic Distribution Period;
"Business Day" means a day on which commercial banks are open for general
business in Riyadh;
"Closing Date" has the same meaning as set out in the Offering Circular;
"Conditions" means the terms and conditions of the Sukuk;
"Custodian" has the meaning given to it above under "Introduction";
"Declaration of Agency" has the meaning given to it above under
"Introduction";
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"Event of Default" has the meaning given to it in Condition 11.2 (Events of
Default);
"Exercise Event" means an Event of Default or a Fifth-year Date;
"Exercise Notice" has the meaning given to it in Condition 11 (Exercise Events);
"Exercise Period" has the meaning given to it in Condition 11 (Exercise Events);
"Expiry Date" means the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2027;
"Extra Amount" means, in respect of a Fifth-year Date or the Expiry Date, an
amount equal to 10 per cent. of the aggregate face value of the Sukuk as are
current on the third Business Day immediately preceding such Fifth-year Date or
the Expiry Date, as the case may be;
"Extraordinary Resolution" means a resolution passed by a majority of at least
one half of the Sukuk represented at a duly convened meeting of the Holders;
"Fifth-year Date" means the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2012, July
2017 or July 2022;
"Global Certificate" means the registered form global certificate representing
the Sukuk;
"Guarantee" means, in relation to any Indebtedness of any person, any
obligation of another person to pay such Indebtedness including (without
limitation):
(a)

any obligation to purchase such Indebtedness;

(b)

any obligation to lend money, to purchase or subscribe shares or other
securities or to purchase assets or services in order to provide funds for
the payment of such Indebtedness;

(c)

any indemnity against the consequences of a default in the payment of
such Indebtedness; and

(d)

any other agreement to be responsible for such Indebtedness;

"Holders" means the registered holders of the Sukuk;
"Indebtedness" means any indebtedness of any person for money borrowed or
raised including (without limitation) any indebtedness for or in respect of:
(a)

amounts raised under any note purchase facility;

(b)

the amount of any liability in respect of leases or hire purchase contracts
which would, in accordance with applicable law and generally accepted
accounting principles, be treated as finance or capital leases;
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(c)

the amount of any liability in respect of any purchase price for assets or
services the payment of which is deferred for a period in excess of 90
days; and

(d)

amounts raised under any other transaction (including, without limitation,
any forward sale or purchase agreement) having the commercial effect
of a borrowing;

"Issuer" means Saudi Basic Industries Corporation in its capacity as issuer of
the Sukuk and/or as Sukuk Administrator (as the context requires);
"Lead Managers" means HSBC Saudi Arabia Limited and Riyad Bank as lead
managers and bookrunners;
"Margin" means [•] per cent. per annum;
"Marketing Agreements" means the thirteen agreements specified in the
section entitled "The Marketing Agreements" of the Offering Circular and
Schedule 1 (Marketing Agreements) to the Sukuk Assets Transfer Agreement;
"Net Income" has the meaning given to it in Condition 5 (Sukuk Assets);
"Offering Circular" means this offering circular dated 9 July 2007 relating to the
Sukuk;
"Payments Administration Agreement" has the meaning given to it above
under "Introduction";
"Payments Administrator" has the meaning given to it above under
"Introduction";
"Periodic Default Amount" means, in relation to any day, other than a
Fifth-year Date, on which the Issuer is to purchase Sukuk following the delivery
of an Exercise Notice, an amount equal to the sum of (a) and (b) below:
(a)

(b)

the Periodic Distribution Amount as would have been payable on the
next Periodic Distribution Date if an Exercise Notice had not been
delivered (provided, however, that for the purposes of calculating such
Periodic Distribution Amount, "P" shall mean the aggregate face value of
such Sukuk as are current on the Transfer Record Date immediately
preceding the date of such purchase); multiplied by
(i)

the number of days between the immediately preceding Periodic
Distribution Date and the date of such purchase; divided by

(ii)

the number of days between the immediately preceding Periodic
Distribution Date and the next scheduled Periodic Distribution Date;

the lesser of (i) the amounts standing to the credit of the Reserve as at
the date of such purchase and (ii) the Extra Amount which would have
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been payable on the next scheduled Fifth-year Date or the Expiry Date,
as the case may be, but for the occurrence of such purchase;
"Periodic Determination Date" has the meaning given to it in Condition 7
(Periodic Distributions);
"Periodic Distribution Amount" has the meaning given to it in Condition 7
(Periodic Distributions);
"Periodic Distribution Date" means the 15th of July, October, January and April
in each year, commencing on 15 October 2007; provided, however, that if any
such day is not a Business Day, the Periodic Distribution Date will be the next
following Business Day;
"Periodic Distribution Period" means the period from and including the Closing
Date to but excluding the first Periodic Distribution Date, and each successive
period from and including a Periodic Distribution Date to but excluding the next
succeeding Periodic Distribution Date;
"Permitted Security Interest" means a Security Interest over any of the Issuer’s
present or future assets or revenues or any part thereof in connection with:
(a)

any asset-based financing (including, without limitation, a securitisation
or project financing) where the primary source of payment of the
obligations secured by such Security Interest is the assets or revenues
subject to such Security Interest, without further recourse to the Issuer;

(b)

any Islamic financing arrangement; or

(c)

any domestic issue of securities which is required by the Capital Market
Authority to be secured;

"person" means any individual, company, corporation, firm, partnership, joint
venture, association, organisation, state or agency of a state or other entity,
whether or not having separate legal personality;
"Purchase Notice" has the meaning given to it in Condition 11.2 (Events of
Default);
"Purchase Price" means:
(a)

as of any Fifth-year Date, the product of the aggregate face value of all Sukuk as
are current on such date multiplied by the percentage set out opposite such date
in the following table:
Date
First Fifth-year Date (the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July
2012)
Second Fifth-year Date (the Periodic Distribution Date falling in
July 2017)
Third Fifth-year Date (the Periodic Distribution Date falling in
July 2022)
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Percentage
90%
60%
30%

and
(b)

as of any other date, the product of the aggregate face value of all Sukuk as are
current on such date multiplied by the percentage set out opposite the period in
which such date falls in the following table:
Date
After the Closing Date but before the Periodic Distribution Date
falling in July 2011
After the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2011 but
before the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2013
After the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2013 but
before the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2015
After the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2015 but
before the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2016
After the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2016 but
before the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2018
After the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2018 but
before the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2019
After the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2019 but
before the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2021
After the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2021 but
before the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2022
After the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2022 but
before the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2024
After the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2024 but
before the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2026
After the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2026 but
before the Periodic Distribution Date falling in July 2027
On the Expiry Date

Percentage
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
5%
0%

"Purchase Undertaking" means the purchase undertaking to be entered into by
the Issuer, the Custodian and the Sukukholders’ Agent on or about the Closing
Date;
"Qualified Person" means, a person who is a national or resident of Saudi
Arabia or a national of a member state of the Gulf Corporation Council ("GCC")
or, Saudi Arabian or GCC companies, banks or mutual funds and, in each case,
who is not a Specified Counterparty;
"Registrar" means Tadawul (and includes any successor registrar as may be
appointed in accordance with the provisions of the Registry Agreement);
"Registry Agreement" means the registry and trading agreement to be entered
into between the Issuer and the Registrar in relation to the Sukuk on or about the
Closing Date;
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"Relevant Indebtedness" means any Indebtedness which is in the form of or
represented by a security (within the meaning of the Capital Market Law),
including, without limitation, any bond, note, loan stock, certificate or similar
instrument which is, or is capable of being, listed, quoted or traded on any stock
exchange or in any securities market (including, without limitation, any
over-the-counter market);
"Required Holders", as of any date, means Holders of at least 33 1/3 per cent.
in aggregate of the face value of the Sukuk as are current on such date;
"Reserve" has the meaning given to it in Condition 5 (Sukuk Assets);
"Security Interest" means any mortgage, charge, pledge, lien or other security
interest including, without limitation, anything analogous to any of the foregoing
under the laws of any jurisdiction;
"Shortfall" has the meaning given to it in Condition 5 (Sukuk Assets);
"Specific Instruction" has the meaning given to it in Condition 11.1 (Fifth-year
Date);
"Specified Amount" means, in respect of any Event of Default occurring under
Condition 11.2(a) (Default resulting in non-payment of Periodic Distribution
Amount or Extra Amount), the amount of any shortfall in amounts distributed to
the Holders as referred to therein which occurred as a direct result of the Sukuk
Administrator’s default or negligence in performing its obligations under the
Sukuk Assets Administration Agreement and/or the Declaration of Agency to the
extent such amounts are not already compensated for by payment of the
Periodic Default Amount.
"Specified Counterparty" means each of the parties (other than the Issuer) to a
Marketing Agreement;
"Standing Instruction" has the meaning given to it in Condition 11.1 (Fifth-year
Date);
"Subsidiary" means, in respect of any person (the "first person") at any
particular time, any other person (the "second person") controlled by the first
person. For this purpose, "control" of the second person (being a company)
means the ability to influence the acts or decisions of that person in accordance
with standard 8 of the Accounting Standards published by the Saudi
Organisation for Certified Public Accountants;
"Sukuk Assets" has the meaning given to it in Condition 5 (Sukuk Assets);
"Sukuk Administrator" means Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC) in its
capacity as administrator of the Sukuk Assets;
"Sukuk Assets Administration Agreement" has the meaning given to it in
Condition 5 (Sukuk Assets);
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"Sukuk Assets Transfer Agreement" has the meaning given to it in Condition 5
(Sukuk Assets);
"Sukuk Documents" means the the Purchase Undertaking, Sukuk Assets
Transfer Agreement, the Declaration of Agency, the Sukuk Assets Administration
Agreement, the Payments Administration Agreement, the Registry Agreement,
the Sukuk and any other agreements and documents delivered or executed in
connection therewith;
"Sukukholders’ Agent" has the meaning given to it above under "Introduction";
"Taxes" means any present or future taxes, zakat, duties, assessments or
governmental charges of whatever nature imposed, levied, collected, withheld or
assessed by or on behalf of Saudi Arabia or any political subdivision thereof or
any authority therein or thereof having power to tax;
"Transaction Account" has the meaning given to it in Condition 5 (Sukuk
Assets); and
"Transfer Record Date" has the meaning given to it in Condition 3 (Register,
Title and Transfers).
Without prejudice to its status for any other purpose, a Sukuk shall be
considered to be "current" unless it has been dissolved pursuant to Condition 10
(Dissolution of the Sukuk), or purchased under Condition 8 (Purchase of Sukuk)
or Condition 11 (Exercise Events) and in either case has been cancelled in
accordance with Condition 8(c) (Cancellation); provided, however, that, for the
purposes of (i) ascertaining the right to attend and vote at any meeting of
Holders, (ii) Condition 14(a) (Meetings of Holders; Modification) and Schedule 2
of the Declaration of Agency (Provisions for Meetings of Holders), (iii)
determining the Required Holders for the purposes of Condition 11 (Exercise
Events) or Condition 12(b) (Enforcement and Exercise of Rights) and (iv)
Condition 12(c) (Enforcement and Exercise of Rights), those Sukuk (if any)
which are for the time being held by any person (including but not limited to any
Subsidiary of the Issuer) for the benefit of the Issuer or any Subsidiary of the
Issuer shall (unless and until ceasing to be so held) be deemed not to be current.
1.2

All references in these Conditions to an agreement, instrument or other
document (including the Declaration of Agency, the Payments Administration
Agreement, the Purchase Undertaking, the Registry Agreement, the Sukuk
Assets Administration Agreement, the Sukuk Assets Transfer Agreement and
the Sukuk) shall be construed as a reference to that agreement, instrument or
other document as the same may be amended, supplemented, replaced or
novated.

2.

Form and Denomination
The Sukuk are issued in dematerialised registered form, subject to a minimum
holding of at least SAR 50,000, and in denominations of SAR 10,000 if more
than SAR 50,000. The Sukuk will be collectively represented by the Global
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Certificate which will be deposited with the Sukukholders' Agent. Individual
Sukuk representing holdings of the Global Certificate will not be issued, but
Holders will on request be entitled to receive a statement from the Registrar
recording their holding of Sukuk. The Global Certificate will represent all of the
Sukuk that are current and the ownership by the Holders of an undivided
beneficial ownership interest in the Sukuk Assets.
3.

Register, Title and Transfers

(a)

Register: The Registrar will maintain a register (the "Register") in respect of the
Sukuk in accordance with the provisions of the Registry Agreement. In these
Conditions, the "Holder" of Sukuk means the person in whose name such Sukuk
is for the time being registered in the Register (or, in the case of a joint holding,
the first named). Only Qualified Persons may be registered as Holders.

(b)

Title: The Holder of each Sukuk shall (except as otherwise required by law) be
treated as the absolute owner of such Sukuk for all purposes (whether or not it is
overdue and regardless of any notice of ownership, trust or any other interest
therein).

(c)

Transfers: Subject to paragraphs (e) and (f) below, Sukuk may be transferred in
accordance with the regulations and procedures established by the Registrar by
delivering to the Registrar such information as such regulations and procedures
shall require. Sukuk may not be transferred unless:
(i)

the face value of Sukuk to be transferred together with any existing
holding of Sukuk by the party acquiring the Sukuk to be transferred are
Authorised Holdings;

(ii)

where not all of the Sukuk held by a Holder are being transferred, the
face value of the balance of Sukuk not transferred are Authorised
Holdings; and

(iii)

the transferee is a Qualified Person.

(d)

Transfer Charges: The transfer of Sukuk will be subject to a charge by the
Registrar in accordance with its schedule of charges in force for its services and
all such charges shall be borne solely by the transferring Holder and the
transferee in accordance with the Registrar’s practice. For the avoidance of
doubt, neither the Issuer, the Sukukholders’ Agent nor the Custodian shall be
liable to pay any such charges imposed by the Registrar.

(e)

Transfer Record Dates and Closed Periods: Prior to the Closing Date it will be
announced publicly whether or not transfers of Sukuk effected during the period
starting at the opening of business no less than seven Business Days prior to a
due date for payment of any Periodic Distribution Amount, or any other principal
or distribution in respect of the Sukuk or, if such a day is not a Business Day, on
the next following Business Day (a "Transfer Record Date"), and ending on
(and including) the applicable due date itself (each such period being a "Closed
Period") may be registered in the usual way or whether they may only be
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registered after the expiry of the relevant Closed Period. If such transfers may
be so registered in the usual way, then, notwithstanding such registration, all
payments shall continue to be paid to such persons as are registered as Holders
of the Sukuk at the opening of business on the relevant Transfer Record Date.
The Registrar may after the Closing Date modify these Conditions insofar as
they relate to the registration of transfers effected during Closed Periods by
notice to the Issuer and the Holders.
(f)

Transfers and Standing Instructions: Where a Holder has completed a Standing
Instruction in relation to its Sukuk, and such Standing Instruction has not been
revoked by it or any subsequent Holder of such Sukuk, any transfer of such
Sukuk will be subject to the Standing Instruction, and any subsequent Holder
thereof will be deemed to accept the terms of such Standing Instruction.
Notwithstanding the above, a subsequent Holder may revoke a Standing
Instruction by notice in writing to the Sukukholders’ Agent in accordance with
Condition 11.1(a) (Fifth-year Date).

(g)

Regulations concerning transfers and registration: All transfers of Sukuk and
entries on the Register are subject to the regulations and procedures of the
Registrar and the provisions of the Registry Agreement. The regulations may be
changed by the Registrar at any time.

4.

Status; Limited Recourse; Agreement of Holders

(a)

Status: The Sukuk constitute undivided beneficial ownership interests in the
Sukuk Assets and will at all times rank pari passu amongst themselves. The
obligations of the Issuer under the Purchase Undertaking will constitute direct,
general and unconditional obligations of the Issuer which will at all times rank at
least pari passu with all other present and future unsecured obligations of the
Issuer, save for such obligations as may be preferred by provisions of law that
are both mandatory and of general application.

(b)

Limited Recourse: Proceeds from the Sukuk Assets, payments by the Issuer
pursuant to the Purchase Undertaking and monies standing to the credit of the
Transaction Account are the sole source of payments on the Sukuk.
Accordingly, except in relation to claims relating to amounts due from the Issuer
under the Purchase Undertaking or any of the other Sukuk Documents, the
Holders will have no recourse to any assets of the Issuer, the Custodian (and, for
the avoidance of doubt, the Sukuk Assets are not, and shall not be considered to
be, an asset of the Custodian) or the Sukukholders’ Agent, or (to the extent each
fulfils all of its obligations under the relevant Sukuk Documents to which it is a
party) the Payments Administrator, the Registrar, the Lead Managers or any of
their respective affiliates in respect of any shortfall in the expected amounts from
the Sukuk Assets.
Notwithstanding the above, the Issuer is obliged to make the payments under
the relevant Sukuk Documents to which it is a party directly to the Payments
Administrator (or in certain circumstances, the Sukukholders’ Agent) and the
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Date (the "Sukuk Assets Administration Agreement"), the Issuer undertakes
to provide certain services in respect of the Sukuk Assets in return for the
Administration Fee.
(b)

Application of Proceeds - Net Income: Pursuant to the Sukuk Assets
Administration Agreement, the Issuer shall accumulate all monies (net of the
Administrator’s Allowable Costs, the Administration Fee and the Agency Fee)
received under the Sukuk Assets (the "Net Income"). On or prior to 11.00 a.m.
(Riyadh time) one Business Day prior to each Periodic Distribution Date, the
Issuer shall pay into an account of the Sukukholders’ Agent maintained with the
Payments Administrator (the "Transaction Account") the lesser of (i) such
accumulated amount and (ii) the Periodic Distribution Amount. If the Net Income
from the Sukuk Assets in any Periodic Distribution Period exceeds the Periodic
Distribution Amount, the amount of any surplus shall be retained by the Sukuk
Administrator as a reserve (the "Reserve"). The Reserve shall be recorded by
the Issuer through a book-entry notional account and will not be maintained in a
separate defined bank account. The Issuer shall have the right to use and invest
the Reserve for its own account and it may be recorded as a liability of the
Issuer. Any return from such use or investment, and any losses arising
therefrom, are solely for the account of the Issuer.

(c)

Application of Proceeds - Reserve: Pursuant to the Sukuk Assets Administration
Agreement, the Issuer shall retain the Reserve and pay monies standing to the
credit of the Reserve (if any) as provided in this Condition 5(c) (Application of
Proceeds - Reserve).
(i)

(ii)

On or prior to 11.00 a.m. (Riyadh time) one Business Day prior to each
Periodic Distribution Date, the Issuer shall pay into the Transaction
Account, the monies (if any) standing to the credit of the Reserve in the
following order of priority:
(A)

firstly, towards the aggregate amount of any shortfall between the
amounts paid to Holders on any previous Periodic Distribution
Date(s) and the corresponding Periodic Distribution Amount(s) for
such date(s) (each, a "Shortfall") to the extent these remain
unpaid; and

(B)

secondly, towards the amount of any Shortfall for the current
Periodic Distribution Period.

On or prior to 11.00 a.m. (Riyadh time) one Business Day prior to each
Fifth-year Date and the Expiry Date, after making the payments set out
in Condition 5(c)(i) (Application of Proceeds - Reserve) above the Issuer
shall pay the monies (if any) standing to the credit of the Reserve into
the Transaction Account at the lesser of the Extra Amount or such
monies as are standing to the credit of the Reserve on such date. The
balance of the Reserve, if any, shall be held by the Issuer in accordance
with Condition 5(b) (Application of Proceeds - Net Income).
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(iii)

6.

Upon dissolution of the Sukuk as specified in Condition 10 (Dissolution
of the Sukuk), the Issuer shall receive the balance of the Reserve (if
any) for its own account as a sukuk assets administration incentive fee.

Negative Pledge
So long as any Sukuk remains outstanding, the Issuer shall not create or permit
to subsist any Security Interest (other than a Permitted Security Interest) upon
the whole or any part of its present or future undertaking, assets or revenues to
secure any Relevant Indebtedness or Guarantee of Relevant Indebtedness.

7.

Periodic Distributions

(a)

Periodic Distribution Dates: Subject to Condition 5(b) (Application of Proceeds Net Income), Condition 5(c) (Application of Proceeds - Reserve) and Condition 9
(Payments), the Issuer shall instruct the Payments Administrator to distribute to
the Holders pro rata, out of amounts collected in the Transaction Account, a
distribution in relation to the Sukuk on each Periodic Distribution Date equal to
the applicable Periodic Distribution Amount plus, if such Periodic Distribution
Date is a Fifth-year Date or the Expiry Date, the applicable Extra Amount.
In these Conditions:
"Periodic Distribution Amount" means, for each Periodic Distribution Period,
an amount calculated as follows:
P x (S+M) x D
360
where:

(b)

P

=

the aggregate face value of such Sukuk as are current on the
Transfer Record Date immediately preceding the last day of such
Periodic Distribution Period;

D

=

the actual number of days in such Periodic Distribution Period;

S

=

the Benchmark Rate for such Periodic Distribution Period; and

M

=

Margin.

Benchmark Rate: The Benchmark Rate for each Periodic Distribution Period
shall be determined by or on behalf of the Payments Administrator on the
following basis:
(i)

the Payments Administrator will determine the rate for deposits in Saudi
Riyals for a period equal to the relevant Periodic Distribution Period
which appears on the Reuters Screen SUAA Page across from the
caption "AVG" (or such other page as may replace that page on that
service, or such other service as may be nominated by the Payments
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Administrator as the information vendor for the purpose of displaying
comparable rates) as of 11.00 a.m. (Riyadh time) on the second
Business Day before the first day of the relevant Periodic Distribution
Period (the "Periodic Determination Date"); or
(ii)

if such rate does not appear on that page, the Payments Administrator
will:
(A)

request the principal office in Saudi Arabia of each of Samba
Financial Group, The Saudi British Bank and Riyad Bank or any
substitute reference bank in the Saudi interbank market appointed
by the Payments Administrator, to provide a quotation of the rate at
which deposits in Saudi Riyals are offered by it in the Saudi
interbank market at approximately 11.00 a.m. (Riyadh time) on the
Periodic Determination Date to prime banks in the Saudi interbank
market for a period equal to the relevant Periodic Distribution
Period and in an amount that is representative for a single
transaction in that market at that time; and

(B)

determine the arithmetic mean (rounded, if necessary, to the
nearest ten thousandth of a percentage point, 0.00005 being
rounded upwards) of such quotations where two or more
quotations are available,

and the Benchmark Rate shall be the rate or (as the case may be) the arithmetic
mean so determined; provided, however, that if the Payments Administrator is
unable to determine a rate or (as the case may be) an arithmetic mean in
accordance with the above provisions in relation to any Periodic Distribution
Period, the Benchmark Rate applicable to the Sukuk during such Periodic
Distribution Period will be the Benchmark Rate or (as the case may be)
arithmetic mean last so determined in relation to the Sukuk in respect of the
most recent preceding Periodic Distribution Period.
(c)

Publication: The Payments Administrator will cause the Benchmark Rate and
the Periodic Distribution Amount determined by it, together with the relevant
Periodic Distribution Date, to be notified to the Issuer, the Custodian and the
Sukukholders’ Agent and each stock exchange on which the Sukuk are then
listed as soon as practicable after such determination but in any event not later
than the first day of the relevant Periodic Distribution Period. Notice thereof shall
also promptly be given to the Holders. The Payments Administrator will be
entitled to recalculate any Periodic Distribution Amount (on the basis of the
foregoing provisions) without notice in the event of an extension or shortening of
the relevant Periodic Distribution Period.

(d)

Notifications: All notifications, opinions, determinations, certificates, calculations,
quotations and decisions given, expressed, made or obtained for the purposes of
this Condition by the Payments Administrator will (in the absence of manifest
error) be binding on the Issuer, the Custodian, the Sukukholders’ Agent and the
Holders and (subject as aforesaid) no liability to any such person will attach to
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the Payments Administrator in connection with the exercise or non-exercise by it
of its powers, duties and discretions for such purposes.
8.

Purchase of Sukuk

(a)

Purchase at the option of the Holders: The Holders may request the Issuer to
purchase the Sukuk upon the occurrence of an Exercise Event as set out in
Condition 11 (Exercise Events).

(b)

Purchase: The Issuer may at any time purchase Sukuk in the open market or
otherwise and at any price agreed between the Holder and the Issuer.

(c)

Cancellation: All Sukuk so purchased by the Issuer (if any) shall be cancelled
and may not be reissued or resold.

9.

Payments

(a)

General: Payments under the Sukuk shall be made by transfer to a Saudi Riyal
account maintained by the payee with a bank in Saudi Arabia as notified in
writing to the Registrar and the Payments Administrator not later than 11.00 a.m.
(Riyadh time) one Business Day prior to the date of the relevant payment.

(b)

Payments subject to fiscal laws: All payments in respect of the Sukuk are
subject in all cases to any applicable fiscal or other laws and regulations in the
place of payment. No distributions or expenses shall be charged to the Holders
in respect of such payments.

(c)

Payments on business days: Payment instructions will be initiated for value on
the due date, or, if the due date is not a Business Day, for value on the next
succeeding Business Day. A Holder shall not be entitled to any distribution or
other payment in respect of any delay in payment resulting from the due date for
a payment not being a Business Day.

(d)

Transfer Record Date: Each payment in respect of the Sukuk will be made to
the person shown as the Holder in the Register at the opening of business in the
place of the Registrar’s specified office on the Transfer Record Date.

10.

Dissolution of the Sukuk
The Sukuk will be dissolved on the earlier of:

(a)

the Expiry Date; and

(b)

the occurrence of an Exercise Event following which the Issuer has purchased
all of the Sukuk pursuant to the Purchase Undertaking and all the Sukuk have
been purchased by the Issuer and cancelled.

11.

Exercise Events

11.1

Fifth-year Date
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(a)

On or prior to the Closing Date, and at any time thereafter, Holders will be
entitled to complete a standing instruction available from the Sukukholders’
Agent (a "Standing Instruction") to the Sukukholders’ Agent requesting it to
give a notice in the form set out in Appendix IV of this Offering Circular requiring
the Issuer to purchase their Sukuk (an "Exercise Notice") 30 days prior to a
Fifth-year Date, unless the Holder otherwise advises the Sukukholders’ Agent in
writing no later than 90 Business Days before the applicable Fifth-year Date.

(b)

Between 90 days and 180 days prior to any Fifth-year Date, the Sukukholders’
Agent will give notice to the Holders informing them that the occurrence of such
Fifth-year Date will potentially give rise to the Issuer purchasing the Sukuk
Assets under the Purchase Undertaking as a result thereof and accordingly
describing the consequences of exercising and not exercising their rights in
respect thereof.

(c)

Each Holder shall be entitled, by Standing Instruction (including any Standing
Instruction. deemed to be transferred under Condition 3(f) (Transfers and
Standing Instructions)) or otherwise by notice in writing given during the period of
between 90 days and 30 days prior to such Fifth-year Date in the form set out in
Appendix II of this Offering Circular (such a notice being a "Specific
Instruction"), to require the Sukukholders’ Agent to give an Exercise Notice
under the Purchase Undertaking in relation to all of that Holder’s Sukuk and the
corresponding portion of the Sukuk Assets. Sukuk in respect of which Standing
Instructions are in force in relation to a particular Fifth-year Date may not be
transferred after the date which is 30 days prior to such Fifth-year Date and
Sukuk in relation to which a Specific Instruction is given may not be transferred
after the date of such Specific Instruction. Following receipt of such Standing
Instructions or Specific Instructions, the Sukukholders’ Agent shall promptly
deliver an Exercise Notice relating to such Sukuk to the Issuer and the Issuer
shall, pursuant to the Purchase Undertaking and subject to paragraph (d) below,
purchase such Holders’ Sukuk by payment on such Fifth-year Date of the
Purchase Price calculated as a percentage to which the Sukuk to be purchased
bears to the aggregate face value of such of the Sukuk as are current on such
date. Any Periodic Distribution Amount and Extra Amount payable on such
Fifth-year Date shall be payable to such person as is registered as the Holder on
the opening of business on the relevant Transfer Record Date in accordance
with Condition 3(e) (Transfer Record Dates and Closed Periods).

(d)

If on or before the date which is 30 days prior to a Fifth-year Date, the
Sukukholders’ Agent receives Standing Instructions (which have not been
subsequently revoked) and/or Specific Instructions from Holders who together
hold, in aggregate, at least 70 per cent. of the face value of such of the Sukuk as
are current on such date, the Sukukholders’ Agent shall promptly deliver to the
Issuer an Exercise Notice (with a copy to the Holders) so notifying the Issuer.
Following receipt of such an Exercise Notice, the Issuer shall, pursuant to the
Purchase Undertaking, purchase the Sukuk from all Holders by payment of the
Purchase Price and any Extra Amount on such Fifth-year Date.
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11.2

Events of Default
Each of the following events and circumstances constitutes an "Event of
Default":

(a)

Default resulting in non-payment of Periodic Distribution Amount or Extra
Amount:
(i)

the amount distributed to Holders on any Periodic Distribution Date in
accordance with Condition 5(b) (Application of Proceeds - Net Income)
is less than the Periodic Distribution Amount for such Periodic
Distribution Date; or

(ii)

the amount distributed to Holders on any Fifth-year Date is less than the
Extra Amount for such Fifth-year Date,

and such shortfall in amounts remains unpaid in full five days after its due date
(as a result of an administrative or technical error) and occurs as a direct result
of the Sukuk Administrator’s default or negligence in performing its obligations
under the Sukuk Assets Administration Agreement and/or the Declaration of
Agency; or
(b)

Breach of other obligations: the Sukuk Administrator defaults in the performance
or observance of any of its other obligations under or in respect of the Sukuk or
the Sukuk Documents and such default remains unremedied for 30 days after
written notice thereof, addressed to the Issuer by any Holder, has been delivered
to the Issuer or to the specified office of the Payments Administrator; or

(c)

Cross-default of Sukuk Administrator:
(i)

any Indebtedness of the Issuer or the Sukuk Administrator is not paid
when due or (as the case may be) within any originally applicable grace
period;

(ii)

any such Indebtedness becomes due and payable prior to its stated
maturity as a result of an event of default or other acceleration event
(howsoever described); or

(iii)

the Sukuk Administrator fails to pay when due any amount payable by it
under any Guarantee of any Indebtedness;

provided that the amount of Indebtedness referred to in sub-paragraph (i) and/or
sub- paragraph (ii) above and/or the amount payable under any Guarantee
referred to in sub- paragraph (iii) above, individually or in the aggregate, exceeds
SAR 175,000,000 (or its equivalent in any other currency or currencies); or
(d)

Unsatisfied judgment: one or more judgment(s) or order(s) for the payment of an
amount in excess of SAR 175,000,000 (or its equivalent in any other currency or
currencies), whether individually or in aggregate is rendered against the Sukuk
Administrator and continue(s) unsatisfied and unstayed for a period of 30 days
after the date(s) thereof or, if later, the date therein specified for payment; or
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(e)

Insolvency: (i) the Sukuk Administrator becomes insolvent or is unable to pay its
debts as they fall due, (ii) an administrator or liquidator is appointed over the
whole or at least 25 per cent. of the undertaking, assets and revenues of the
Sukuk Administrator (or application for any such appointment is made) and such
appointment is not discharged within 28 days, (iii) the Sukuk Administrator takes
any action for a readjustment or deferment of any of its obligations or makes a
general assignment or an arrangement or composition with or for the benefit of
its creditors (including any arrangement under the Settlement to Avoid
Bankruptcy Law) or declares a moratorium in respect of any of its Indebtedness
or any Guarantee of any Indebtedness given by it or (iv) the Sukuk Administrator
ceases or threatens to cease to carry on all or at least 25 per cent. of its
business (otherwise than for the purposes of, or pursuant to, an amalgamation,
reorganisation or restructuring whilst solvent approved by an Extraordinary
Resolution); or

(f)

Winding up of the Sukuk Administrator: an order is made or an effective
resolution is passed for the winding up, liquidation or dissolution of the Sukuk
Administrator (otherwise than for the purposes of, or pursuant to, an
amalgamation, reorganisation or restructuring whilst solvent approved by an
Extraordinary Resolution); or

(g)

Analogous event: any event occurs under the laws, regulations or rules of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has an analogous effect to any of the events referred
to in paragraphs (d) (Unsatisfied judgement) to (f) (Winding up to the Sukuk
Administrator) above; or

(h)

Failure to take action: failure to take, fulfil or do any action, condition or thing at
any time required to be taken, fulfilled or done in order (i) to enable the Issuer
lawfully to enter into, exercise its rights and perform and comply with its
obligations under and in respect of the Sukuk or the Sukuk Documents and (ii) to
ensure that those obligations are legal, valid, binding and enforceable; or

(i)

Unlawfulness: it is or becomes unlawful for the Issuer to perform any or all of its
obligations under or in respect of the Sukuk or the Sukuk Documents; or

(j)

Non-Effectiveness of Sukuk Assets: it is or becomes unlawful for the Issuer to
perform any of its material obligations under the Sukuk Assets or any documents
relating to the Sukuk Assets or any Sukuk Assets or documents relating to the
Sukuk Assets are held by a court not to be legally effective or the Issuer or the
Custodian repudiates or evidences an intention to repudiate any document
relating to the Sukuk Assets; or

If an Event of Default occurs and is continuing, the Sukukholders’ Agent will as soon as
is reasonably practicable after it receives notice thereof give notice of the occurrence of
such Event of Default to the Holders requiring them to indicate within a period of up to
15 days, or such other date as is notified to Holders by the Sukukholders’ Agent, (the
"Exercise Period") whether they wish to exercise their rights under the Purchase
Undertaking. Any Holder may then deliver a notice in the form set out in Appendix III to
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the Offering Circular (a "Purchase Notice") within such Exercise Period to the
Sukukholders’ Agent declaring the Sukuk held by it to be purchasable.
Sukuk in respect of which a Purchase Notice is so delivered may not be transferred
until after the expiry of the Exercise Period and only to the extent not purchased by the
Issuer during such Exercise Period in accordance with the Conditions. If the
Sukukholders’ Agent receives a Purchase Notice, the Sukukholders’ Agent shall
promptly give notice to the Issuer, the Custodian, the Payments Administrator and the
Lead Managers that such a Purchase Notice has been received, specifying the Event
of Default referred to therein (but so that such notice shall only be given in relation to
the first Purchase Notice received in respect of any Event of Default). If the
Sukukholders’ Agent receives Purchase Notices from the Required Holders within the
Exercise Period, then the Sukukholders’ Agent shall promptly deliver to the Issuer an
Exercise Notice so notifying the Issuer (with a copy to the Holders) and, provided that
the Event of Default in respect of such Exercise Notice is continuing, the Issuer shall,
pursuant to the Purchase Undertaking, immediately purchase the Sukuk from all
Holders by payment of the Purchase Price applicable to the Sukuk as of the date on
which Purchase Notices from the Holders were first received, together with payment of
the Periodic Default Amount (calculated as of the date of such purchase) and any
Specified Amount (if relevant).
12.

Enforcement and Exercise of Rights

(a)

Following the distribution of the proceeds of the Sukuk Assets in respect of the
Sukuk to the Holders in accordance with these Conditions and the Declaration of
Agency, the Sukukholders’ Agent shall not be liable for any further sums, and
accordingly no Holder may take any action against the Sukukholders’ Agent or
any other person to recover any such sum in respect of the Sukuk or the Sukuk
Assets.

(b)

The Sukukholders’ Agent shall not be bound in any circumstances to take any
action to enforce or to realise the Sukuk Assets or take any action against the
Issuer under any Sukuk Document to which the Issuer or the Custodian is a
party unless directed or requested to do so (a) by an Extraordinary Resolution or
(b) in writing by the Required Holders and in either case then only if it shall be
indemnified to its satisfaction from the Net Income and amounts standing to the
credit of the Reserve, to the extent such amounts are otherwise available for
distribution to Holders, against all liabilities to which it may thereby render itself
liable or which it may incur by so doing.

(c)

No Holder shall be entitled to proceed directly against the Issuer or the
Custodian unless (i) the Sukukholders’ Agent, having become bound so to
proceed, fails to do so within 60 days of becoming so bound and such failure is
continuing and (ii) the relevant Holder (or such Holder together with the other
Holders who propose to proceed directly against the Issuer or the Custodian)
holds at least 25 per cent. of the aggregate face value of the Sukuk then current
on such date. Under no circumstances shall the Sukukholders’ Agent or any
Holders have any right to cause the sale or other disposition of any of the Sukuk
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Assets except pursuant to the Purchase Undertaking, and the sole right of the
Sukukholders’ Agent and Holders against the Issuer or the Custodian shall be to
enforce the obligation of the Issuer to pay the amounts to the credit of, or
required to be credited to, the Transaction Account. For the avoidance of doubt,
the Sukukholders’ Agent shall not be bound to act or proceed unless it has been
indemnified to its satisfaction.
(d)

The foregoing paragraphs in this Condition 12 (Enforcement and Exercise of
Rights) are subject to this paragraph. After distributing the net proceeds of the
Sukuk Assets in accordance with Condition 5(b) (Application of Proceeds - Net
Income) and Condition 5(c) (Application of Proceeds - Reserve), the obligations
of the Sukukholders’ Agent in respect of the Sukuk shall be satisfied and no
Holder may take any further steps against the Sukukholders’ Agent to recover
any further sums in respect of the Sukuk and the right to receive any such sums
unpaid shall be extinguished. Without prejudice to any liability that the Issuer
may have under the Purchase Undertaking, no Holder shall be entitled to petition
or to take any other steps against the Issuer, the Custodian or the Sukukholders’
Agent in respect of the Sukuk or the Sukuk Assets.

(e)

Notwithstanding any other provision of the Sukuk Documents and these
Conditions, the Sukuk Administrator shall have no liability to any Holder or to the
Sukukholders’ Agent for any default or negligence, or alleged default or
negligence, in the performance of its obligations under the Sukuk Assets
Administration Agreement and/or the Declaration of Agency so long as the
Sukuk Administrator (or any person on its behalf ) transfers into the Transaction
Account the full amount of any Periodic Distribution Amount and/or Extra Amount
payable to the Holders on the due date in accordance with these Conditions, and
upon such payment being made no Event of Default will be deemed to have
occurred.

13.

Agents
In acting under the Payments Administration Agreement and in connection with
the Sukuk, the Payments Administrator acts as agent of the Issuer and does not
assume any obligations towards or relationship of agency for or with any of the
Holders. The Payments Administrator and its initial specified office are set out of
the Offering Circular. The Issuer reserves the right at any time to vary or
terminate the appointment of the Payments Administrator and to appoint a
successor Payments Administrator; provided, however, that the Issuer shall at
all times maintain a Payments Administrator in Saudi Arabia. Notice of any
change of the Payments Administrator or in its specified office shall promptly be
given to the Holders.

14.

Meetings of Holders; Modification

(a)

Meetings of Holders: The Declaration of Agency contains provisions for
convening meetings of Holders to consider matters relating to the Sukuk,
including the modification of any provision of these Conditions. Any such
modification (and certain other proposals) may be made if approved by the
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Issuer and sanctioned by an Extraordinary Resolution. Such a meeting may be
convened by the Issuer and shall be convened by the Issuer upon the request in
writing of Holders holding not less than one-tenth of the aggregate face value of
such of the Sukuk as are current as of such date. The quorum at any meeting
convened to vote on an Extraordinary Resolution will be two or more persons
holding or representing at least half of the aggregate face value of such of the
Sukuk as are current as of such date or, at any adjourned meeting, one-quarter
of the aggregate face value of such of the Sukuk as are current as of such date.
An Extraordinary Resolution requires the affirmative vote of at least one more
than half of those represented in the relevant meeting in order for it to be
passed. Any Extraordinary Resolution duly passed at any such meeting shall be
binding on all Holders, whether present or not.
(b)

Modification: The Sukuk and these Conditions may be amended without the
consent of the Holders to correct a manifest error. In addition, the parties to the
Declaration of Agency may agree to modify any provision thereof or of the other
Sukuk Documents, but the Sukukholders’ Agent shall not agree, without the
consent of the Holders, to any such modification unless it is of a formal, minor or
technical nature, it is made to correct a manifest error or it is, in the opinion of
such parties, not materially prejudicial to the interests of the Holders.

15.

Taxation
All payments or distributions in respect of the Sukuk by or on behalf of the Issuer
shall be made free and clear of, and without withholding or deduction for or on
account of, any Taxes unless the withholding or deduction of such Taxes are
required by the Income Tax Regulation. In that event, but only to the extent that
such amounts are otherwise available for distribution to the Holders from the Net
Income or amounts standing to the credit of the Reserve, the Issuer shall pay
such additional amounts (the "Tax Amount") as would result in the receipt by
the Holders of such amounts as would have been received if no such withholding
or deduction had been required. If such amounts are insufficient to pay the Tax
Amount, no further amounts shall be payable to the Holders. References herein
to the Periodic Distribution Amount, the Extra Amount and any other amounts
payable to the Holders, shall include any additional amounts so payable
pursuant to this Condition 15 (Taxation).

16.

Indemnification and Liability of the Sukukholders’ Agent

(a)

The Declaration of Agency contains provisions for the indemnification of the
Sukukholders’ Agent in certain circumstances and for its relief from
responsibility, including provisions relieving it from taking action unless
indemnified to its satisfaction. In particular, in connection with the exercise of
any of its rights in respect of the Sukuk Assets, the Sukukholders’ Agent shall in
no circumstances take any action unless directed to do so in accordance with
Condition 12 (Enforcement and Exercise of Rights), and then only if it shall have
been indemnified to its satisfaction from the Net Income or amounts standing to
the credit of the Reserve, to the extent such amounts are otherwise available for
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distribution to Holders. Subject thereto, the Sukukholders’ Agent waives any
right to be indemnified by the Holders in circumstances where such amounts are
insufficient to indemnify it in full.
(b)

The Sukukholders’ Agent makes no representation and assumes no
responsibility for the validity, sufficiency or enforceability of the obligations of the
Issuer under any Sukuk Document to which the Issuer is a party and shall not
under any circumstances have any liability or be obliged to account to the
Holders in respect of any payment which should have been made by the Issuer
or on its behalf, but is not so made, and shall not in any circumstances have any
liability arising from the Sukuk Assets other than as expressly provided in these
Conditions or in the Declaration of Agency.

(c)

The Sukukholders’ Agent is excepted from (i) any liability in respect of any loss
or theft of the Sukuk Assets or any cash, (ii) any obligation to insure the Sukuk
Assets or any cash and (iii) any claim arising from the fact that the Sukuk Assets
or any cash are held by or on behalf of the Sukukholders’ Agent or on deposit,
unless such loss or theft arises as a result of default or misconduct of the
Sukukholders’ Agent.

17.

Notices
Notices to the Holders will be sent to them by registered mail to their respective
addresses on the Register. Any such notice shall be deemed to have been
given on the fifth day after the date of mailing. In addition, notices of any
meetings of Holders shall be published in the Official Gazette and in a daily
newspaper with circulation in the locality of the Issuer’s head office at least 25
days prior to the date set for the initial meeting and at least 30 days prior to the
date set for any adjourned meeting.

18.

Governing Law and Jurisdiction

(a)

Governing law: The Sukuk are governed by, and are to be construed in
accordance with, the laws and regulations of Saudi Arabia in accordance with
the rules of the Shariah as applied in Saudi Arabia.

(b)

Jurisdiction: The Committee for the Resolution of Securities Disputes and the
Appeal Panel (the "Committee") shall have exclusive jurisdiction to hear and
determine any suit, action or proceedings, and to settle any disputes, which may
arise out of or in connection with the Sukuk or the Sukuk Documents and, for
such purposes, all relevant parties (including, the Issuer and the Holders)
irrevocably submit to the jurisdiction of the Committee. No suit, action or
proceedings which may arise out of or in connection with the Sukuk or the Sukuk
Documents may be filed or brought outside Saudi Arabia and no court or any
judicial authority outside Saudi Arabia shall have jurisdiction to hear any such
claim.
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USE OF PROCEEDS
The net proceeds of the issue of the Sukuk, after deduction of the combined
management and selling commission, will be used by the Issuer for general corporate
purposes including meeting working capital requirements, financing acquisitions and
capital expenditure and the making of other investments.
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SELECTED FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The following information has been extracted from, and should be read in conjunction
with, SABIC’s audited consolidated financial statements (the "Consolidated Financial
Statements"). The Consolidated Financial Statements are included elsewhere in this
Offering Circular.
For the years ended 31 December
2004
2005
2006
(SAR in thousands)
INCOME STATEMENT DATA
Sales
Cost of sales
Gross profit
Administration and marketing expenses
Income from operations
Other income
Financial charges
Loss arising from a legal case
Income before minority interests and
zakat
Minority interests
Income before zakat
Zakat
Net income for the year

1

Earnings per share
Earnings per share2

68,539,076
(41,604,638)
26,934,438
(3,429,494)
23,504,944
1,299,199
(1,020,541)
(1,782,355)

78,253,536
(45,169,206)
33,084,330
(3,914,352)
29,169,978
1,237,428
(1,397,257)
-

86,327,862
(51,415,477)
34,912,385
(4,026,265)
30,886,120
2,552,369
(1,567,042)
-

22,001,247

29,010,149

31,871,447

(7,337,559)
14,663,688
(450,000)
14,213,688

(9,100,464)
19,909,685
(750,000)
19,159,685

(10,527,505)
21,343,942
(1,050,000)
20,293,942

SAR
47.38
5.69

SAR
47.89
7.66

SAR
8.12
8.12

1 Calculated on the basis of the number of shares outstanding as at the end of the relevant financial year.
The number of ordinary shares of SABIC as at 31 December 2005 were 400,000,000. Pursuant to Council
of Minister's resolution No. 4-154-2006 dated 27 March 2006 the nominal value of shares changed from
SAR 50 per share to SAR 10 per share. Consequently, the number of ordinary shares of SABIC was
increased to 2,000,000,000 with effect from 15 April 2006.
2 Calculated on the basis of the number of shares outstanding as at the date of this Offering Circular. On 22
April 2006, the Extraordinary General Meeting approved an increase in capital by way of a stock dividend
of 500,000,000 ordinary shares, with a nominal value of SAR 10 each, thereby increasing the share capital
of SABIC 25,000,000,000 represented by 2,500,000,000 authorised ordinary shares.
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As at 31 December
2004
2005
(SAR in thousands)

2006

ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Other receivables and prepayments
Total current assets

23,245,131
13,504,142
9,154,624
2,993,208
48,897,105

28,172,569
14,520,648
10,642,446
2,945,182
56,280,845

41,227,735
16,475,589
13,658,245
2,612,872
73,974,441

Non-current assets:
Investments
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Other non-current assets
Total Non-current assets

2,689,971
63,843,751
5,998,646
3,515,173
76,047,541

5,898,098
66,096,734
4,957,112
3,717,691
80,669,635

3,531,839
79,970,622
5,094,003
4,017,915
92,614,379

TOTAL ASSETS

124,944,646

136,950,480

166,588,820

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable
Short-term bank facilities
Current portion of long-term debt
Accrued liabilities and provisions
Total current liabilities

8,298,460
483,529
6,050,315
7,135,207
21,967,511

7,781,718
351,695
6,352,264
7,461,439
21,947,116

11,065,422
607,622
5,521,174
8,529,868
25,724,086

Non-current liabilities:
Long-term debt
Other non-current liabilities
Total non-current liabilities

27,292,725
4,966,707
32,259,432

23,017,180
6,764,647
29,781,827

33,611,628
6,762,869
40,374,497

Total Liabilities

54,226,943

51,728,943

66,098,583

Shareholders’ equity:
Share capital
Statutory reserve
Research and technology reserve
General reserve
Retained earnings
Total shareholders’ equity
Minority interest

15,000,000
7,500,000
1,291,691
13,881,503
13,209,138
50,882,332
19,835,371

20,000,000
9,415,968
1,291,691
17,589,241
14,043,717
62,340,617
22,880,920

25,000,000
11,445,362
1,291,691
20,631,558
14,514,548
72,883,159
27,607,078

BALANCE SHEET DATA
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Total equity
TOTAL
LIABILITIES
SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY

70,717,703
AND 124,944,646
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85,221,537

100,490,237

136,950,480

166,588,820

THE MARKETING AGREEMENTS
1.

Overview of SABIC’s Marketing Arrangements with its affiliates and
subsidiaries
SABIC is primarily responsible for conducting marketing and sales activities for
most of its affiliates and subsidiaries incorporated in Saudi Arabia through its
strategic business units ("SBUs"). Historically, the marketing and sales activities
for most of its affiliates and subsidiaries were conducted through two wholly
owned subsidiaries of SABIC, namely: (1) Sabic Marketing Limited ("SML") and
(2) Saudi Arabian Fertilizer Marketing Company ("SANAPIK"). Both SML and
SANAPIK were merged into SABIC as part of the reorganisation of SABIC’s
business into SBUs (as defined below), and the marketing and sales activities
conducted through these subsidiaries were assumed directly by SABIC.

2.

Marketing Agreements
The following table sets out the key details of all of the marketing agreements
entered into by SABIC which are the subject of the Sukuk Assets (the
"Marketing Agreements"). These Marketing Agreements are the same as the
marketing agreements used in relation to SABIC's SAR 3,000,000,000 Sukuk
expiring 2026 issued in July 2006 under which 30% of certain specified rights
and obligations under each of the Marketing Agreements have previously been
transferred to SABIC Sukuk LLC as Custodian leaving up to 70% of such rights
and obligations available for transfer as the Sukuk Assets for the Sukuk, that are
the subject of this Offering Circular.
The Marketing Agreements constitute all the marketing agreements entered into
by SABIC with its subsidiaries and affiliates that are incorporated in Saudi Arabia
excluding those with HADEED and YANSAB (as it is scheduled to commence
production in 2008).
Marketing agreements have not yet been entered into between SABIC and GAS
(SABIC does not provide any marketing services to GAS at present) and SABIC
and Saudi Kayan Petrochemical Company or in connection with SABIC's joint
venture with Ma'aden.
Counterparty to Marketing
Agreement (the "Specified
Counterparty")
Jubail United Petrochemical
Company (UNITED)

Arabian Industrial Fibres Company
(IBN RUSHD)

Date of
Agreement

Products

20 November 2001

Ethylene, Ethylene
glycols,
Polyethylene and
Linear Alpha
Olefins.
Aromatics (Xylenes
and Benzene),
Purified
Terephthalic Acid

1 January 1996
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Counterparty to Marketing
Agreement (the "Specified
Counterparty")

Date of
Agreement

Al-Jubail Chemical Fertilizer
Company (AL-BAYRONI)

5 July 1994

Saudi Arabian Fertilizer Company
(SAFCO)

1 April 1991

National Chemical Fertilizer
Company (IBN AL-BAYTAR )

1 April 1991

Saudi European Petrochemical
Company (IBN ZAHR)
Arabian Petrochemicals Company
(PETROKEMYA)

10 July 1988
22 March 1986

Eastern Petrochemical Company
(SHARQ)

7 August 1985

Saudi Petrochemical Company
(SADAF)

19 November 1984

Al-Jubail Petrochemical Company
(KEMYA)
Saudi Yanbu Petrochemical
Company (YANPET)

13 November 1984
3 November 1984
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Products

(PTA), Polyester
Textile Chips,
Textile Staple,
Bottle Grade Chips
and Carpet Staple.
2 Ethyl Hexanol
(2EH), Dioctyl
Phthalate (DOP),
Ammonia and
Urea.
Ammonia, Urea,
Sulphuric Acid and
Melamine.
Ammonia, Urea,
Compound and
Phosphate
Fertilisers.
MTBE and
Polypropylene.
Ethylene,
Polystyrene,
Butene-1,
Propylene,
Butadiene,
Benzene, and
Polyethylene (from
October 2003).
Linear low density
Polyethylene and
Ethylene glycols.
Ethylene, Caustic
soda, Styrene,
Ethylene
dichloride, Crude
industrial ethanol
and MTBE.
Polyethylenes and
Ethylene.
Ethylene, Linear
low density
Polyethylene, high
density
Polyethylene,

Counterparty to Marketing
Agreement (the "Specified
Counterparty")

3.

Date of
Agreement

National Methanol Company (IBN
SINA)

1 April 1983

Saudi Methanol Company
(AR-RAZI)

16 February 1983

Products

Ethylene glycols,
Propylene and
Polypropylene.
Chemical grade
methanol and
MTBE
Chemical grade
methanol.

Overview of the Rights and Obligations which are the subject of the Sukuk
Assets
SABIC’s Obligations
SABIC’s primary obligation under each Marketing Agreement is to provide
marketing and sales services (the "Marketing Services") in respect of the
quantities of the relevant products made available to it by each Specified
Counterparty. These Marketing Services include, inter alia, contacting
customers and defining their requirements, negotiating and executing sales
contracts, processing orders, credit information and risks, invoicing, collecting
payments, investigating claims and complaints, technical sales services,
advertising, promotion, distributing specification sheets and sales brochures
relating to the relevant products.
The products delivered to SABIC by each Specified Counterparty in accordance
with its Marketing Agreement are marketed and sold by SABIC at prices agreed
between SABIC and the relevant purchaser (the "Customer Price"). SABIC is
entitled to deduct certain costs and expenses and its applicable marketing fee
from the Customer Prices received by it and is obliged to remit the balance (the
"Netback Price") to the relevant Specified Counterparty within the time period
specified in the relevant Marketing Agreement.
The majority of the Marketing Agreements oblige SABIC to indemnify the
relevant Specified Counterparty against losses, claims and liabilities relating to
the performance by SABIC of its obligations under the relevant agreement,
except in cases where the loss, claim or damage is caused by the indemnified
party’s negligence or breach of warranty as to the quality of the products
supplied by it.
SABIC’s Rights
Under the Marketing Agreements, SABIC has the right to market and sell the
products that it receives from each Specified Counterparty in the specified
territories. In the case of a specified territory including Europe, the marketing is
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undertaken by SABIC Europe under arrangements agreed between SABIC and
SABIC Europe.
SABIC is entitled to a marketing fee under each Marketing Agreement in respect
of the quantities of products sold by it. The marketing fee is generally calculated
as a percentage of the sales price net of principally shipping and ocean freight in
respect of the relevant products and the percentage rate for the marketing fee
varies from agreement to agreement.
4.

Selected Historical information regarding the Marketing Agreements
Marketing fee income
Marketing fee income under the Marketing Agreements for the years 2004, 2005
and 2006, and the amount of such marketing fee income allocated to the sukuk
expiring 2026 issued in July 2006 (30% of the marketing fee income was
allocated to the relevant sukuk holders) was as follows:
Year

Total marketing fee
income (SAR in 000's)

Markting fee income
allocated to sukuk
expiring 2026 (SAR in
000's)

2004

1,670,648

-

2005

2,140,600

-

2006

2,504,485

396,002*

* Note - 30% of the total marketing fees were allocated to SABIC Sukuk LLC in
its capacity as custodian for the sukuk holders in respect of the sukuk issued in
July 2006 for the period from 29 July 2006 to 31 December 2006.
Costs and expenses
The costs and expenses which fall under the definition of Administrator’s
Allowable Costs for the years ended 2004, 2005 and 2006, and the amount of
such costs and expenses allocated to the sukuk expiring 2026 issued in July
2006 (30% was allocated to the relevant sukuk holders) was as follows:
Year

Total costs and expenses
(SAR in 000's)

Costs and expenses
allocated to sukuk expiring
2026 (SAR in 000's)

2004

84,528

-

2005

93,182

-

2006

106,819

17,270**
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** Note - 30% of the total costs and expenses were allocated to SABIC Sukuk
LLC in its capacity as custodian for the sukuk holders in respect of the sukuk
issued in July 2006 for the period from 29 July 2006 to 31 December 2006.
The Administrator’s Allowable Costs represent only some of the direct costs and
expenses of SABIC in connection with the Marketing Agreements and are
identified only for the purposes of calculating the Net Income in relation to the
Sukuk Assets. Accordingly, these costs and expenses represent only a small
part of the total costs and expenses incurred by SABIC in connection with
providing the relevant Marketing Services under the Marketing Agreements.
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DESCRIPTION OF SUKUK DOCUMENTS
The following is a summary of certain key provisions of the Sukuk Assets Transfer
Agreement, the Sukuk Assets Administration Agreement and the Purchase
Undertaking. This summary is for information purposes only and is not intended to be
(nor should it be construed as being) all inclusive. Prospective Holders should note
that this summary is not a substitute for reviewing the relevant Sukuk Documents in
full, which are available for inspection during normal business hours from the Closing
Date until the Expiry or early purchase by the Issuer of all the Sukuk at the specified
offices of each of the Issuer, the Custodian and the Sukukholders' Agent. Prospective
Holders are reminded that pursuant to the Conditions, all Holders are bound by, and
are deemed to have notice of, all the provisions of the Sukuk Documents.
Except as indicated otherwise below, terms and/or expressions used and not defined
herein have the same meanings as is given to them in the Conditions.
The Sukuk Assets comprise certain rights and obligations of the Issuer in relation to an
undivided interest in each Marketing Agreement equal to the Applicable Percentage for
such Marketing Agreement, namely:
(a)

the rights of the Issuer under each Marketing Agreement to market and sell the
products made available to it by the counterparties to such Marketing Agreement
and the right to receive the related marketing fees therefore; and

(b)

the obligations of the Issuer under such Marketing Agreement generally to
provide marketing and sales services in respect of the products made available
to it by the relevant counterparties.

The Applicable Percentage of such rights and obligations constituting such undivided
interest are referred to as the "Specified Rights" and the "Specified Obligations",
respectively.
The Sukuk Assets and the extent of the rights and entitlements that attach to them are
more particularly described in the Sukuk Assets Transfer Agreement. Such rights and
entitlements will be purchased by the Holders (through the Sukukholders' Agent) from
the Issuer for a period of 20 years and the Sukuk Assets will be transferred by the
Issuer to the Custodian for the benefit of the Holders.
30% of certain rights and obligations under each of the Marketing Agreements (as
defined below) have previously been transferred to the Custodian to constitute the
sukuk assets in relation to SABIC's SAR 3,000,000,000 Sukuk expiring 2026 issued in
2006.
Sukuk Assets Transfer Agreement
The Issuer, the Custodian and the Sukukholders' Agent are parties to the Sukuk Assets
Transfer Agreement, pursuant to which:
(1)

the Issuer agrees to transfer to the Custodian, for the benefit of the Holders, the
Sukuk Assets for the duration of 20 years;
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(2)

the transfer of the Sukuk Assets takes effect on and with effect from the Closing
Date and shall remain in force in respect of each Marketing Agreement until the
earlier to occur of (i) the expiry of the Transfer Period (as defined in the Sukuk
Assets Transfer Agreement) and (ii) the termination or expiry of such Marketing
Agreement.

(3)

the transfer of the Sukuk Assets will not entitle any Holder to (a) undertake any
marketing or sale of any products produced by any Specified Counterparty; (b)
receive or request any products from the Issuer or any Specified Counterparty;
(c) without prejudice to a Holder's entitlement to receive the Periodic Distribution
Amount, the Periodic Default Amount (if any), the Extra Amount (if any) and the
Specified Amount (if any) in accordance with the Conditions, receive or request
any fee income or other amounts from any Specified Counterparty; (d) have any
rights or claims against any Specified Counterparty regarding the types,
quantities or quality of products produced by it; (e) receive or request any
information from the Issuer or any Specified Counterparty regarding the business
or operations of any Specified Counterparty; (f) receive or request copies of any
Marketing Agreements or any information related to them which is in addition to
the information set out in this Agreement and the Offering Circular; (g) give any
directions or instructions to any Specified Counterparty regarding the conduct of
its business or operations or require it to comply with any directions, instructions
or requests from a Holder; (h) any interest of any kind whatsoever in any
Specified Counterparty, its assets, its business or the products produced by it; (i)
amend, modify, supplement, suspend or terminate any Marketing Agreement or
require the Issuer or any Specified Counterparty to do so; (j) require any
Specified Counterparty to seek its consent to amend, modify, supplement,
suspend or terminate a Marketing Agreement; and/or (k) require any Specified
Counterparty to seek its consent to change or restructure its business or
operations, including (without limitation) changing the types or quantities of
products produced by it.

Pursuant to the Sukuk Assets Transfer Agreement, the Issuer covenants that for the
duration of 20 years it shall (a) not, in any manner, dispose of all or any part of the
Marketing Agreements nor create, grant or permit to subsist any Security Interest over
all or any of its right, title and interest in the Marketing Agreements except to the extent
expressly contemplated by the Sukuk Documents; (b) comply with its obligations under
the terms of each Marketing Agreement for so long as it remains in force; and (c)
promptly notify the Custodian and the Sukukholders' Agent if a Marketing Agreement is
terminated or replaced.
The Custodian covenants with the Issuer and the Sukukholders' Agent to perform or
procure the performance of the Specified Obligations, and to enforce or procure the
enforcement of the Specified Rights under the Sukuk Assets. The parties acknowledge
that the Custodian irrevocably delegates the performance of the Specified Obligations
and the benefit of the Specified Rights to the Sukuk Administrator under the Sukuk
Assets Administration Agreement.
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The Issuer acknowledges that it provides the Issuer Warranties to induce the
Custodian and the Sukukholders' Agent to enter in to the Sukuk Assets Transfer
Agreement and that neither the Custodian nor the Sukukholders' Agent has made or
shall make any enquires in respect of, any Marketing Agreement, the creditworthiness
of any Specified Counterparty, the burden associated with any Specified Obligation or
the suitability of the Sukuk Assets. The Custodian and the Sukukholders' Agent
acknowledge that they have only relied upon the Issuer Warranties and no other
representation or warranty. If any Issuer Warranties or the Issuer Covenants are
breached, the Issuer must notify the Custodian and the Sukukholders' Agent.
The Issuer Warranties given to the Custodian and the Sukukholders' Agent on the date
of the Sukuk Asset Transfer Agreement (and deemed to be repeated on each date
falling on or before the Closing Date) consist of representations and warranties by the
Issuer that (a) immediately prior to transferring the Sukuk Assets to the Custodian, the
Issuer is the legal and beneficial owner of the Sukuk Assets; (b) the Issuer is a party to
each Marketing Agreement as principal and each such Marketing Agreement is in full
force and effect, enforceable in accordance with its terms and the Issuer is not in
breach of any material term or condition of such Marketing Agreement; (c) as of the
Closing Date: (i) there will be no restrictions on the Issuer's ability to transfer the Sukuk
Assets in the manner contemplated by the Sukuk Assets Transfer Agreement, whether
contained in the Marketing Agreements or in any other document; and (ii) the Sukuk
Assets Transfer Agreement will be effective to transfer the Sukuk Assets to the
Custodian (on behalf of the Holders and the Sukukholders' Agent); (d) the Issuer has
not sold or otherwise disposed of, or created, granted or permitted to subsist any
Security Interest over, all or any of its right, title and interest in the Marketing
Agreements; (e) the Issuer has the necessary capacity, power and authority to enable
it to enter into and perform its obligations under the Sukuk Assets Transfer Agreement;
(g) subject to the matters of Saudi Arabian and Shariah law described in the "Risk
Factors" section in this Offering Circular and the related disclaimers and exemptions
set out herein, the Sukuk Assets Transfer Agreement constitutes legal, valid and
binding obligations enforceable against it in accordance with its terms; (h) all necessary
authorisations and consents to enable the Issuer to enter into the Sukuk Assets
Transfer Agreement and to make it admissible in evidence in Saudi Arabia (save for its
translation into Arabic by a duly licensed translator) have been obtained and are in full
force and effect.
Sukuk Assets Administration Agreement
The Custodian, the Sukukholders' Agent and the Sukuk Administrator are parties to the
Sukuk Assets Administration Agreement, pursuant to which:
(1)

the Custodian (on behalf of the Holders) irrevocably engages the Sukuk
Administrator to perform the services and other duties set out in the Sukuk
Assets Administration Agreement for the duration of the Sukuk and the Sukuk
Administrator agrees to so act as administrator in respect of the Sukuk Assets
for and on behalf of the Holders. The Sukuk Administrator acts as independent
contractor (ajeer mushtarak) not as employee (ajeer khas); and
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(2)

the Sukuk Administrator agrees to the extent practicable to administer, perform
and discharge the Specified Obligations and the Specified Rights relating to the
Sukuk Assets. In particular, it will in relation to each Marketing Agreement,
provide all the marketing services that the Issuer is required to provide to the
relevant Specified Counterparty to the best of its abilities in accordance with the
terms of the relevant Marketing Agreement so long as it remains in force,
exercise prudence with respect to the level of Administrator's Allowable Costs,
preserve and safeguard the income relating to the Sukuk Assets, ensure that
accounting and auditing in relation to the income and expenses of the Custodian
is carried out and that the Custodian meets all regulatory and taxation
requirements.

Under the Sukuk Assets Administration Agreement, the Sukuk Administrator
undertakes that it shall (a) devote to the performance of its obligations under the Sukuk
Assets Administration Agreement at least the same amount of time and attention, and
exercise at least the same level of skill, care and diligence as it does in performing its
own rights and obligations under the Marketing Agreements (b) to the extent
practicable, comply with any directions, orders and instructions which the Custodian or
the Sukukholders' Agent, as the case may be, acting reasonably may from time to time
give to it in connection with the performance of its obligations under the Sukuk Assets
Administration Agreement and (c) promptly notify the Custodian and the Sukukholders'
Agent of the following:
(a)

any part of the marketing fee income arising under the Marketing Agreements
which is contested or claimed and which is material in the context of the Sukuk
(including in respect of any payments to be made under the Sukuk);

(b)

if it is required to indemnify a Specified Counterparty against any losses, claims
and liabilities relating to the performance by it of the relevant Specified
Obligations which are material in the context of the Sukuk (including in respect of
any payments to be made under the Sukuk);

(c)

as to any factor which could significantly affect the level of marketing fee income
arising under a Marketing Agreement; and

(d)

if it breaches any material obligation under a Marketing Agreement and fails to
remedy such a breach within any applicable grace periods resulting in the
relevant Specified Counterparty selling the relevant product directly to
purchasers and claiming from the Sukuk Administrator the amounts which it
would have received had the Sukuk Administrator performed its obligations
under the relevant Marketing Agreements, if such amounts are material in the
context of the Sukuk (including in respect of any payments to be made under the
Sukuk).

The Sukuk Administrator's fee in relation to the Sukuk Assets Administration
Agreement is set out in Conditions 5(b) (Sukuk Assets: Application of Proceeds - Net
Income) and 5(c) (Sukuk Assets: Application of Proceeds - Reserve) in the Conditions.
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The Sukuk Administrator makes the following various representations and warranties to
the other parties to the Sukuk Assets Administration Agreement and acknowledges that
the other parties to the Sukuk Assets Administration Agreement have entered into such
agreement in reliance upon such representations and warranties: (a) that it has full
power and authority to enter into the Sukuk Assets Administration Agreement and to
exercise its rights and perform its obligations thereunder; (b) that all acts, conditions
and things required to be done, fulfilled and performed in order (i) to enable it lawfully
to enter into, exercise its rights under and perform and comply with the obligations
expressed to be assumed by it in the Sukuk Assets Administration Agreement; (ii) to
ensure that the obligations expressed to be assumed by it in the Sukuk Assets
Administration Agreement are legal, valid, binding and enforceable, in reliance upon
certain matters and subject to the matters of Saudi Arabian and Shariah law described
in "Risk Factors" in the Offering Circular and the related disclaimers and exclusions set
out therein, have been done, fulfilled and performed; (iii) to make the Sukuk Assets
Administration Agreement (save for its translation into Arabic by a duly licensed
translator) admissible in evidence in Saudi Arabia; (c) subject to the matters of Saudi
Arabian and Shariah law described in "Risk Factors" in this Offering Circular and the
disclaimers and exclusions set out herein, the obligations expressed to be assumed by
it in the Sukuk Assets Administration Agreement are legal, valid and binding
obligations, enforceable against it in accordance with the terms thereof; and (d) the
execution of the Sukuk Assets Administration Agreement and its exercise of its rights
and performance of its respective obligations hereunder do not and shall not (i) conflict
in any material respect with any agreement, mortgage or other instrument or treaty to
which it is a party or which is binding upon it or any of its assets; (ii) conflict with its
constitutive documents; or (iii) conflict with any applicable law, regulation or official or
judicial order.
Purchase Undertaking
Pursuant to this undertaking, the Issuer:
(1)

irrevocably undertakes to the Sukukholders' Agent that, following the occurrence
of an Exercise Event, it shall purchase the relevant Sukuk from the relevant
Holder or Holders (as the case may be) and pay to the Transaction Account all
amounts due (if any) in respect of the relevant Sukuk to the relevant Holder(s);

(2)

unconditionally and irrevocably accepts, following the receipt of an Exercise
Notice from the Sukukholders' Agent, the automatic transfer of the Sukuk Assets
to the Issuer free and clear of any Security Interest. By its acceptance of such
Sukuk Assets, the Issuer shall be deemed to have unconditionally and
irrevocably accepted and agreed that the Purchase Price together with any
applicable Extra Amount or Specified Amount is a fair price for such Sukuk
Assets.
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Common terms of all documents
Assignment
The Issuer and the Custodian may not assign or transfer their rights and/or obligations
under any of the Sukuk Documents or any interest in any of the Sukuk Documents.
However, the Sukukholders' Agent has the right to assign or transfer its rights and
obligations under any of the Sukuk Documents in accordance with, and subject to the
terms of, the Declaration of Agency provided that (i) the Sukukholders' Agent assigns
or transfers its rights and obligations under one of the Sukuk Documents at the same
time as assigning or transferring its rights and obligations under all other Sukuk
Documents; and (ii) all such assignments or transfers are made to the same party.
Termination
Each of the Sukuk Documents terminates on the earlier to occur of (i) the expiry of the
Transfer Period (as defined in the Sukuk Assets Transfer Agreement), (ii) and the date
on which the last Sukuk which is current is purchased by the Issuer in accordance with
the Purchase Undertaking.
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DESCRIPTION OF ISSUER
Introduction
Saudi Basic Industries Corporation ("SABIC" and, together with its subsidiaries and
affiliates, the "SABIC Group"), a joint stock company incorporated under the laws of
Saudi Arabia ("Saudi Arabia"), is a holding company for a group of companies that
together constitute the Middle East's largest non-oil industrial group (Source: according
to SABIC estimates). The SABIC Group's principal business is the manufacture and
sale of basic chemicals, intermediates (including industrial gases), polymers, fertilisers
and metals. It is one of the world's leading producers of basic chemicals, intermediates
and polymers.
For the years ended 31st December 2005 and 2006, the SABIC Group's sales were
SAR 78.3 billion and SAR 86.3 billion, respectively generating net income of SAR 19.2
billion and SAR 20.3 billion, respectively. As at 31st December 2005 and 2006, the
SABIC Group had total assets of SAR 136.9 billion and SAR 166.6 billion, respectively.
For the three months ended 31 March 2006 and 2007, the SABIC Group's sales were
SAR19.3 billion and SAR 26.3 billion, respectively generating net income of SAR 4.2
billion and SAR 6.3 billion, respectively. As at 31 March 2006 and 2007, the SABIC
Group had total assets of SAR 146.9 billion and SAR180.7 billion, respectively.
The SABIC Group's businesses other than that of SABIC Europe B.V. (together with its
subsidiary companies, "SABIC Europe") are grouped into six Strategic Business Units
("SBUs") reflecting its product base: Basic Chemicals, Intermediates, Polymers,
Specialty Products, Fertilisers and Metals. For segment financial reporting purposes,
Metals is reported as a separate unit and all other SBUs are reported on a combined
basis.
The SABIC Group conducts its European operations through SABIC Europe. SABIC
Europe originally comprised the petrochemical business of DSM N.V., an integrated
producer of polyolefins and olefins. The business was acquired by the SABIC Group in
2002, with SABIC Europe later becoming the marketing channel for all the SABIC
Group products in Europe.
The SABIC Group's global presence has grown steadily over the years. It currently has
21 manufacturing facilities (18 facilities in Saudi Arabia and a single facility in each of
Germany, The Netherlands and the United Kingdom), with a further two large-scale
manufacturing complexes under construction, in Al-Jubail on the Arabian Gulf coast
and in Yanbu on the Red Sea coast. SABIC's global network also comprises several
overseas SABIC affiliates, distribution centres, storage facilities and research, and
development units strategically located to serve key markets around the world. The
locations of SABIC's manufacturing and trading operations worldwide are set out in
Appendix I to this Offering Circular.
In 2006, the production level of the SABIC Group was approximately 49 million tonnes
of products. Through investments made on a global basis, SABIC plans to increase
production capacity to 80 million tonnes per annum by 2012.
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History and Development
SABIC was established by the Saudi government in 1976 in furtherance of a
government policy to diversify the Saudi industrial base outside the oil sector, and in
order to make use of crude oil-associated gases at well-heads which had, until that
point, been flared off. The intention was to build a chain of basic, large-scale industries
located close to or with easy access to, gas resources, and to develop export-oriented
non-oil businesses of strategic importance to Saudi Arabia, including
hydrocarbon-based chemicals and basic metal industries.
In cooperation with the Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbu, which built the
surrounding infrastructure, SABIC transformed a fishing village on the coast of the
Arabian Gulf, Al Jubail, into a modern industrial city in the late 1970s and early 1980s,
building a diversified portfolio of basic industries. The first SABIC joint venture
company, Saudi Methanol Company ("AR RAZI"), was formed in 1979 with a
consortium of Japanese companies led by Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Company in order
to construct a methanol plant. The plant came on stream in 1983.
In 1984, the Saudi government sold 30% of the share capital of SABIC through a public
offering to Saudi citizens and investors in other GCC countries.
In 2002, SABIC acquired the petrochemical business of DSM N.V. in Europe, which
became SABIC Europe. In late 2002, SABIC Europe acquired Owens Corning's 50%
share in StaMax BV, a joint venture originally formed with DSM in 1999. In 2003,
SABIC Europe, in a 50:50 partnership with Süd Chemie AG, acquired Scientific Design,
Inc. of New Jersey, whose business is process and catalyst-related chemical
technologies. In mid 2003, SABIC Europe opened a new propylene plant in Geleen,
The Netherlands.
In the 4th quarter of 2005, work commenced on an expansion project to increase the
production capacity of Eastern Petrochemical Company ("SHARQ"), a 50:50 joint
venture with a Japanese consortium led by the Japanese government and the
Mitsubishi group of companies, located in Al-Jubail. This project is expected to be
completed by the third quarter of 2008.
In December 2005, SABIC established Yanbu National Petrochemical Company
("Yansab") to construct and operate a green-field, new-build petrochemicals complex
in Yanbu Industrial City. With a planned production capacity of more than four million
tonnes per annum, it is currently targeted to come on stream during the 3rd quarter of
2008. Yansab is owned 55% by SABIC (which includes a 4% holding owned by SABIC
Industrial Investments Company ("SIIC"), which was sold to eligible employees at par
value under a stock grant scheme), 35% by members of the public and 10% by other
private investors.
In the 4th quarter of 2006, SABIC affiliate Saudi European Petrochemical Company
("IBN ZAHR") began construction of a polypropylene-3 plant in Al-Jubail. The project
is scheduled to complete in August 2008.
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In April 2006, SABIC and Al-Kayan Petrochemical Company established, Saudi Kayan
Petrochemical Company, to construct and operate a green-field, new build
petrochemicals complex in Al-Jubail. The complex, which is due to become fully
operational during the 3rd quarter of 2010, is designed to produce approximately 6
million tonnes of diversified petrochemicals annually, including approximately 1.4
million tonnes of ethylene, making it one of the largest ethylene plants in the world, and
2.8 million tonnes of marketable products. In May 2007, SAR 6.75 billion (U.S.$1.8
billion) was raised by Saudi Kayan Petrochemical Company from a public offering of
shares constituting 45% of its total shareholding capital, with SABIC holding 35% and
Al-Kayan Petrochemical Company holding 20% of the total shareholding capital.
On 29th December 2006, SABIC Europe completed the acquisition of Huntsman
Petrochemicals (UK) Ltd. since renamed SABIC UK Petrochemicals Limited, giving
SABIC Europe a cracker and aromatics complex based in Teesside, United Kingdom
along with a 400,000 tonnes Low Density Polyethylene (LDPE) plant due to be
completed by the end of 2007.
On 12 March 2007, SABIC signed a Heads of Terms with Saudi Arabian Mining
Company (Ma'aden) to engage in a strategic project with an anticipated capital cost of
SAR 13 billion to exploit the phosphate reserves in the minerals city in the Ras Azur
Region of Saudi Arabia to produce phosphate fertilizers. In addition, the project
includes a mine and a refinery in the Al-Jalameed region in the north west of the
Kingdom. The Heads of Terms contemplate that SABIC will hold a 30% shareholding
interest in the share capital of the joint venture company, with Ma’aden holding the
remaining 70% shareholding interest.
On 21st May 2007, SABIC signed a stock purchase agreement with General Electric
Company ("GE") to acquire its plastics business ("GE Plastics") for a total purchase
price of U.S.$ 11.6 billion. Completion of the acquisition, which is scheduled to take
place in the third quarter of 2007, is subject to the receipt of regulatory approvals. GE
Plastics is a global supplier of plastic resins widely used in automotive, healthcare,
consumer electronics, transportation, performance packaging, building and
construction, telecommunications and optical media applications. For more information
on the acquisition of GE Plastics, see "Recent Developments and Outlook".
Saudi Government's Shareholding
SABIC was established by the government of Saudi Arabia as a 100% state-owned
company, subject to a requirement in its bylaws that the Saudi government should
reduce its shareholding to 25% within six years from the company's incorporation.
Although, in 1984, the Saudi government sold 30% of the share capital of SABIC
through a public offering, no plan has been announced by the Saudi government to
reduce its shareholding further. In addition, SABIC's bylaws provide that the Saudi
government is required to retain ownership of twenty five per cent (25%) of SABIC
shares for the duration of SABIC's existence. A portion of these retained shares may,
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by a decision of the Minister of Industry and Electricity*, be sold to public organisations,
endowments or charity societies.
Strategy
SABIC's strategic objective is to consolidate its position as one of the world's leading
producers of petrochemicals. The key elements of this strategy are as follows:
x

SABIC's "20:20" strategy (its vision of the company in the year 2020) is to
diversify its product range into higher value specialty chemicals, with a target of
generating 20% of its revenues from specialty chemicals by that year. With the
completion of the acquisition of GE Plastics and the coming on - stream of Saudi
Kayan Petrochemical Company, SABIC may be able to realise this strategic goal
as early as 2010.

x

SABIC intends to expand the geographical base of its operations, primarily by
adding sales and distribution outlets in local markets but also by setting up or
acquiring production facilities in locations which benefit from feedstock or other
advantages.

Structure
SABIC's businesses are grouped into six SBUs, supported by corporate departments
and a shared services organisation. The SBUs are designed to enhance SABIC's
customer-oriented focus by dedicating specialised resources and expertise to the
customer and product segment that each SBU serves. The SBUs are Basic
Chemicals, Intermediates, Polymers, Specialty Products, Fertilisers and Metals. The
Polymers SBU was formed in November 2006 as a result of the merger of the SABIC
Group's former PVC/Polyester and Polyolefins SBUs, in a move to streamline its
polymer operations. Also in 2006, the SABIC Group established the Specialty
Products SBU, with a focus on diversifying its product range to include high-end,
value-added specialty derivatives.
In Saudi Arabia, the SABIC Group has 16, excluding Saudi Kayan Petrochemical
Company and Yansab, operating companies, of which two are 100% owned by SABIC
while the remainder are joint ventures with partners, such as Exxon Mobil, Mitsubishi
Chemicals and Shell. Outside Saudi Arabia, its manufacturing operations are
concentrated in SABIC Europe which is 100% owned by SABIC.
The following chart presents the main manufacturing companies within the SABIC
Group, including SABIC's total direct and indirect percentage of ownership in these
companies as of the date of this Offering Circular.
*

Note - The Minister of Commerce and Industry has since succeeded the Minister of Industry and Electricity.
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Operations
The following table contains a breakdown by SBU of the SABIC Group's total
production for the periods indicated.

Year Ended
31st December
2005

2006
'000s
tonnes

Basic Chemicals

20,432

20,981

Intermediates

9,444

10,341

Polymers

7,760

8,043

Specialty Products

--

--

Fertilisers

5,418

5,922

Metals

3,765

3,856

Total production

46,819

49,143

Basic Chemicals
Overview
Basic Chemicals is the SABIC Group's largest SBU accounting for approximately 40%
of its total production by volume in 2006. It provides the bulk of the raw material needs
of the Intermediates and Polymers SBUs. With a total production level for 2006 of
approximately 21 million tonnes, it is one of the largest producers of basic chemicals
globally.
Raw materials in the form of derivatives are supplied internally from within the SABIC
Group and in the form of feedstocks by Saudi Aramco. This SBU comprises three
businesses: Olefins, Aromatics and Oxygenates. These businesses form the
foundation for SABIC's higher value-added hydrocarbon activities. In this field, SABIC
operates some of the largest petrochemical plants in the world, with its hydrocarbon
cracking plants averaging production levels of over one million tonnes per annum.
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Products
Olefins
Olefins are the petrochemical industry's most common building blocks, used in the
production of many petrochemicals and plastic products. The SABIC Group's primary
olefins products include:
x

Ethylene, which provides the base for three of the world's most extensively used
polymers - polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride ("PVC") and polystyrene - as well as
a range of chemical intermediates, such as ethylene glycol, which is used to
make polyester and antifreeze. The uses of these plastic resins include sterile
medical applications, detergents, energy-saving insulation, packaging, textiles
and computer casings.

x

Propylene, an important feedstock for the petrochemical industry, which is used
in the production of polypropylene, acrylonitrile, acrylic acid and rigid
polyurethane. Propylene is the basic feedstock in the manufacture of phenol
and acetone.

x

Butene -1, which is primarily used as a co-monomer in the production of linear
low density polyethylene (LLDPE).

Expansion projects in progress are due to increase olefins production from 8.3 million
tonnes in 2006 to 10.8 million tonnes by 2008 and to 12.15 million tonnes by 2009.
Aromatics
Aromatics are a group of hydrocarbon products that form the basis for commodity
chemicals used in the production of clothing, paints, packaging and other products.
The following are the most significant aromatics products produced by the SABIC
Group:
x

Styrene, a compound used in the manufacture of polystyrene, synthetic rubber
and plastics.

x

Benzene, which is the starting material for many of the derivatives required in the
production of a wide range of goods. It combines with ethylene to produce
styrene and is also used to produce cyclohexane, a precursor in the production
of nylon.

x

Paraxylene, a principal raw material used to produce purified terephthalic acid
("PTA"), a chemical used to make polyester fibres and polyethylene
terepehthalate ("PET") resins, used extensively in packaging applications and
soft drink bottles.

Oxygenates
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Oxygenates are a group of chemicals comprising alcohols and ethers. Approximately
7.4 million tonnes per annum of oxygenates are produced by the SABIC Group. The
primary oxygenates produced by the SABIC Group are:
x

Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether ("MTBE"), one of the major oxygenates is used as an
octane enhancer that is blended with gasoline.

x

Methanol, the starting material in the manufacture of the formaldehyde resins, is
used extensively in the production of adhesives, paints and decorative laminate.
Methanol is also used to produce MTBE, acetic acid, cleaner-burning fuels and
solvents. Expansion projects in progress will increase methanol production by
1.7 million tonnes per annum by 2008.

x

Crude Industrial Ethanol, which is used most commonly as a feedstock, after
purification, to produce acetaldehyde and acetic acid; and in the creation of
many perfumes, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and insecticides.

Production volume
The following table sets out the production volume of the most significant basic
chemicals produced by the SABIC Group (excluding SABIC Europe) and the total
production volumes of SABIC Europe for periods indicated:
Year Ended
31st December
2005

2006
'000s tonnes

Ethylene

7,150

7,185

Methanol

4,090

4,129

MTBE (methyl tertiary butyl ether)

3,350

3,308

Propylene

750

870

Styrene

950

1,074

Benzene

400

374

Paraxylene

250

252

Pyrolysis gasoline

90

117

CIE (crude industrial ethanol)

140

70

Butadiene

100

121

Butene-1

150

151

SABIC Europe

3,012

3,330

Total production

20,432

20,981
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Intermediates
Overview
Intermediates are raw materials for products downstream from basic chemicals. The
SABIC Group's Intermediates are produced for use within the SABIC Group and for
export to industrial companies around the world using basic chemicals as raw
materials. This SBU comprises four businesses: Chemical Intermediates, Fibre
Intermediates, Linear Alpha Olefins and Industrial Gases.
Products
Fibre Intermediates
The SABIC Group's fibre intermediates operation produces monoethylene glycol
("MEG"), diethylene glycol ("DEG"), triethylene glycol ("TEG") and purified terephthalic
acid ("PTA"). A large part of ethylene glycol production is used within the SABIC
Group as raw material for downstream manufacturing.
x

MEG is mainly used in the production of polyester, polyethylene
terephthalate and antifreeze solutions. With a production capacity of
3.5 million tonnes per annum, the SABIC Group is the world's largest
producer of MEG, responsible for over 15% of global supply (Source:
according to SABIC estimates).

x

DEG is an industrial solvent, utilised in the manufacture of unsaturated
polyesters, plasticisers and resins, as well as other applications.

x

TEG is a common non-volatile industrial solvent used in the dehydration of
gases, the manufacture of insecticides and in the synthesis of organic
derivatives. Pure TEG is essential in the production of plasticisers for
cellophane, glue, powdered ceramics and plastics and is a component in
the formulation of printing dyes and inks.

x

PTA is used in the polymerisation process that produces polyester - the
world's most widely used synthetic fibre. Non-domestic sales are mainly
in the Middle East and Asia but in newer markets such as Europe, PTA
provides a competitive complement to ethylene glycol sales, consolidating
SABIC's position as a regional supplier.

Chemicals Intermediates
The SABIC Group supplies chemical intermediates to its Polymers SBU as well as to
its customers in Saudi Arabia and export markets around the world. Its principal
chemical intermediate products are:
x

Caustic Soda, which is used extensively in a range of applications that
include acid neutralisation, bleaching in paper making and cotton
processing, petroleum refining, and the production of soaps and
detergents.
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x

Ethylene dichloride, which is created by the combination of chlorine with
SABIC's ethylene feedstock and used in combination with vinyl chloride
monomer ("VCM") to produce PVC. SABIC produces over 400,000
tonnes of VCM every year.

x

2-Ethyl hexanol, of which the SABIC Group produces over 150,000 tonnes
per annum. It is used in the production of phthalates for rubber and plastic
fabrication.
x

Dioctyl phthalate, used mainly as a plasticiser, giving elasticity to
plastics, and it is also used in the operation of vacuum pumps.
SABIC has an annual dioctyl phthalate production capacity of about
29,000 tonnes.

Linear Alpha Olefins
Linear Alpha Olefins ("LAOs") have a wide range of uses, from co-monomers, drilling
oils and detergents to flavours and fragrances.
The SABIC Group has formed a partnership with international engineering group Linde
AG to develop new technology for the competitive production of LAOs. The
technology, developed jointly at the SABIC Group's research and technology division in
Riyadh, is called Alpha-SABLIN. This technology enables LAOs to be made with less
plant components and at lower temperatures and pressures than used in current
processes. It produces very high purity levels, making the products suitable for an
increased variety of uses. Alpha-SABLIN production is expected to commence in 2007
from new facilities in Al-Jubail, with a capacity of 150,000 tonnes per annum.
Production volume
The following table sets out the SABIC Group's production volume of its most
significant intermediates products for the periods indicated.
Year Ended
31st December
2005

2006
'000s
tonnes

Monoethylene glycol (MEG)

3,055

3,505

Diethylene glycol (DEG)

296

332

Triethylene glycol (TEG)

18

18

Purified terephthalic acid (PTA)

378

298

Ethylene dichloride (EDC)

845

827

Caustic Soda (NaOH)

652

632

2-ethylene hexanol (2EH)

146

166
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Dioctyle phthalate (DOP)

26

29

Vinyl chloride monomer (VCM)

422

434

Gases

3,589

4,100

ISO-Butyl Aldehyde (IBAL)

17

-

Total production

9.444

10,341

Polymers
Overview
SABIC created the Polymers Strategic Business Unit in November 2006 after merging
the former PVC/Polyester and Polyolefins SBUs. The move is aimed at further
streamlining the functioning of the polymers division.
Within the Middle East, the growth and development of the polymer resins converter
industries depends heavily on polymers produced and marketed by the SABIC Group.
This SBU benefits from access to competitively priced gas feedstock and
self-sufficiency in ethylene, propylene and butene-1.
Products
The Polymers SBU produces polyethylene and polypropylene, which are the major
petrochemical derivatives produced by the SABIC Group, and also PVC, polystyrene,
polyester and melamine. These products have a wide variety of uses in the converter
industry, including packaging, construction, agriculture and medical supplies as well as
in the processes of blown films, injection moulding and rotomoulding.
Production volume
The following table sets out the SABIC Group's production volume of its most
significant polymers products for the periods indicated.
Year Ended
31st December
2005

2006
'000s
tonnes

Polyethylenes
Saudi Arabia

3,995

4,095

Europe

1,191

1,264

679

774

Polypropylenes
Saudi Arabia
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Europe

1,094

1,162

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC)

406

415

Polystyrene (PS)

174

174

Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) resin

73

79

Polyester fibres

87

8

Textile chips

40

51

Melamine

21

21

Total production

7,760

8,043

The SABIC Group ranks third and sixth globally in terms of volume of production in
polyethylene and polypropylene, respectively, (Source: Capital Markets Associates,
Inc ("CMAI")) and the fourth largest producer in terms of volume in polymers (Source:
according to SABIC estimates).
Specialty Products
Overview
SABIC recently created a new SBU to focus on developing, producing and marketing
derivative products. This is part of SABIC's long term growth strategy to expand into
selected specialty derivatives. The new specialty derivatives will be selected based on
maximising value addition to SABIC and recognising the special market needs of these
segments. The main application segments of the new SBU include automotive,
catalysts, oilfield chemicals, rubber chemicals, construction materials, specialty
polymers, adhesives, sealants and polymer additives. The new SBU will focus on
close customer support and product development to achieve efficient market presence
and increasing market share in the targeted regions of the world. The SBU will utilise
SABIC's research & development capabilities to proactively understand customers'
needs and to provide high service content with a focus on application technology.
Products
The Specialty Products SBU will be in charge of selling and marketing certain specialty
derivatives to be produced by the SABIC Group. It is anticipated that the Specialty
Products SBU will market approximately 500,000 tonnes per annum of specialty
derivatives, including ethanoamines, ethoxylates, dimethylformamide, chlorine chloride
and polycarbonates, Innovative use of resources to produce world-class specialty
products for international and rapidly expanding domestic markets shall drive further
product selection and expansion.
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Fertilisers
Overview
The SABIC Group has three fertiliser manufacturing affiliates: SAFCO, Al Jubail
Fertiliser Company ("AL-BAYRONI"), and National Chemical Fertiliser Company ("IBN
AL-BAYTAR"). In 2006, the production level of Fertilisers SBU was 5.9 million tonnes.
A new production plant is under construction by SAFCO which will increase the SBU's
production capacity by around 2.2 million tonnes per annum.
SAFCO was the first fertiliser production company in Saudi Arabia, having commenced
production in 1969. SAFCO is a publicly traded company, of which SABIC is a 42.99%
shareholder. AL-BAYRONI (formerly known as SAMAD), a 50:50 joint venture
between Taiwan Fertiliser Company and SABIC, was established in 1979 and
commenced production in 1983. IBN AL-BAYTAR, a joint venture between SABIC and
SAFCO in which SABIC owns a 71.5% stake and SAFCO the remainder, was
established in 1987 and commenced production in 1988.
The Fertiliser SBU is dedicated to promoting agriculture and the quality crops yields.
Its range of nitrogen, phosphate and compound fertilisers is used extensively to
increase crop yields and the quality of food stocks worldwide. The Fertiliser SBU
consists of two businesses: Urea and Ammonia/Phosphates.
The Fertiliser SBU is virtually self-sufficient in all of its raw material requirements for
ammonia and urea production. Proximity to supply sources and end markets gives this
SBU a competitive advantage in terms of transportation costs.
Products
The SABIC Group produces and markets the two main grades of urea most widely
consumed worldwide: prilled urea and granular urea. Urea is the most popular and
economical of all nitrogenous fertilisers. Urea has a nitrogen content of 46% by weight,
a higher concentration than is available in other solid sources of nitrogen. Urea is an
ideal source of nitrogen for many kinds of crops (including, wheat, barley, rice and
maize), and an important raw material for melamine and for the manufacture of other
industrial products such as adhesives. The SABIC Group is the largest producer of
granular urea globally (Source: according to SABIC estimates). More than 80% of
SABIC's total urea capacity is designated for export to major markets in Africa, Asia,
Northern America and Oceania. Ammonia/phosphates constitute SABIC's second
group for fertiliser products, after urea. SABIC's production meets 90% of Saudi
Arabia's requirements for phosphates and 100% of its requirements for ammonia.
Approximately 75% of the ammonia produced by the SABIC Group is used by the
SABIC Group companies to produce urea and other fertilisers; the remainder of which
is sold in international markets (mainly Asia).
Other products include anhydrous ammonia (a gas that is the principal raw material for
the production of urea, and is used as one of the raw materials for the manufacture of
several other fertiliser products and has a number of industrial applications),
diammonium phosphate (used in fertilisers for farming wheat, barley and vegetables),
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monoammonium phosphate(used in fertilisers for farming clover, wheat and barley,
especially in sandy soil) and other compounds that are used as ingredients in fertilisers
with a number of applications.
Production volume
The following table sets out the SABIC Group's production volume of its most
significant Fertiliser products for the periods indicated.
Year Ended
31st December
2005

2006

Ammonia

'000s tonnes
2,162

2,451

Urea

2,839

3,105

Phosphate, compound and liquid

317

256

Sulphuric acid

100

97

Urea formaldehyde

-

13

Total production

5,418

5,922

Metals
Overview
The activities of the Metals SBU are conducted through SABIC's wholly-owned
subsidiary Saudi Iron & Steel Co. ("HADEED"). HADEED operates the largest
integrated iron and steel complex in the GCC countries. It is located at Jubail and is
the leading regional steel maker. Commercial operations at a new rebar and wire rod
products plant began in 2006, boosting HADEED's long steel products capacity by
500,000 tonnes a year. A hot strip mill commenced commercial operations after
completing an enhancement project designed to double flat production capacity to two
million tonnes of hot rolled products. Other ongoing expansion projects include a new
direct reduction plant, steel plant and color coating line. Between them, these projects
will raise production capacity from 3.9 million tonnes in 2006 to 5.5 million tons in 2007.
SABIC also has ownership interests in two aluminium manufacturing affiliates: a 20%
stake in Bahrain based Aluminium Bahrain B.S.C. (having a value of SAR 690.7 million
at 31 December 2006) and a 31.28% stake in Gulf Aluminium Rolling Mill Company
located in Bahrain (having a value of SAR 132.4 million as at 31 December 2006).
Products
HADEED has produced long steel products since 1983, primarily for the Saudi
construction industry. It now also produces a wide range of flat steel products including
hot and cold rolled flat steel and galvanised steel products for the expanding Saudi
engineering and manufacturing industries. Its long steel products include reinforcing
bars, wire rods, and light sections mainly for the domestic construction industry while
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its flat steel products have a wide range of applications including in the manufacture of
pre-engineered steel buildings, warehouses and industrial plants and in the
manufacture of steel pipes used in the gas and oil industry, water pipes, tanks and oil
drums, containers, auto body parts, air conditioning and refrigeration units and
household appliances.
Production volume
The following table sets out the SABIC Group's production volume of its most
significant steel products for the years ended 31 December 2005 and 2006.
Year Ended
31st December
2005

2006

'000s tonnes
Long products

2,706

2,702

Flat products

1,059

1,154

Total production

3,765

3,856

Competition
The SABIC Group's principal competitors in the segments of basic chemicals,
intermediate products and polymers products, consist of large international
petrochemical companies such as BASF, The Dow Chemical Company, Basell and
Formosa Plastics Corporation. SABIC competes against these companies and other
competitors on the basis of price, ability to supply customers with a diversified product
offering and proximity to the customer.
The SABIC Group's principal competitors in the fertiliser segment consist of
international companies that produce fertilisers on a large scale. SABIC competes in
this line of business on a combination of price, quality of product and standard of
customer service. SABIC's main competitors in both urea and ammonia are Qatar
Fertiliser Company (Qafco), the Gulf Petrochemical Industries Company and Ruwais
Fertilizer Industries (FERTIL) in the Arabian Gulf; Kaltim, Bintulu and Petronas from
Indonesia and Malaysia; and certain other producers based near the Black Sea.
Despite a highly competitive environment, SABIC either leads or maintains its position
as among the top three suppliers in most of its strategic markets for fertiliser (Source:
according to SABIC estimates).
In the steel segment, SABIC's principal market for its long steel products is Saudi
Arabia, where it is the dominant supplier. HADEED's management consider that it
offers the most competitive product mix among the suppliers to the Saudi market.
There are presently no flat steel producers based in Saudi Arabia other than HADEED.
As with long steel products, HADEED competes in the flat steel products market based
on its comprehensive product mix and customer service.
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Suppliers
In Saudi Arabia, the SABIC Group purchases its gas (ethane, methane, butane,
propane, and natural gas) from Saudi Aramco. Saudi Aramco is the Saudi
government's wholly-owned oil company and the principal supplier to the SABIC Group
of gas and liquid feedstock. Supply contracts normally run for 25 to 30 years. Under
these contracts, Saudi Aramco is obligated to supply the SABIC Group with the
maximum quantity of ethane per annum at the Saudi government's regulated price,
which has, since 1999, been set at U.S.$ 0.75 per million British thermal units. This
price is significantly lower than the SABIC Group's principal competitors are able to
obtain in the open market. As feedstock costs represent a significant portion of
expense for the SABIC Group's chemicals and fertilisers, the arrangement with Saudi
Aramco is a significant competitive advantage for the SABIC Group. In Europe, SABIC
Europe purchases its gas feedstock in the open market from a range of suppliers,
generally on the basis of long-term supply contracts.
In relation to its steel-making business, HADEED's requirements for supplies of iron ore
are mostly fulfilled under long term contracts with leading international suppliers. Scrap
metal is sourced from Saudi-based dealers and other dealers based in the GCC at spot
prices.
Within the industrial cities of Yanbu and Al-Jubail, in which most of the SABIC Group's
Saudi based manufacturing facilities are located, MARAFIQ, a utility company (in which
SABIC has an equity stake of 25%), supplies the SABIC Group with its water and
sewage disposal requirements at its normal rates for industrial customers. Saudi
Electricity Company, a Saudi public utility, meets the SABIC Group's electricity
requirements across Saudi Arabia at normal rates for industrial customers. The only
exception to this is SADAF, which commissioned an independent power plant to supply
it with most of its electricity requirements. In Europe, utility suppliers have been
specifically established to service the Geleen plants, the site in Gelsenkirchen benefits
from an arrangement by which utilities are provided at cost by the site owner, and the
UK site is supplied by commercial suppliers at normal rates for industrial customers.
Sales and Marketing
The SABIC Group's marketing and sales activities in all regions except Europe are
primarily conducted directly through the SBUs. SABIC has entered into several
marketing agreements with its subsidiaries and affiliates, pursuant to which SABIC is
responsible for selling their products, the proceeds of which sales are passed on to the
relevant subsidiaries and affiliates net of distribution expenses and marketing fees.
Within Europe, all marketing and sales of the SABIC Group products is conducted by
SABIC Europe, for which SABIC Europe charges an agreed margin in respect of each
sale. For details of the marketing agreements between SABIC and other SABIC Group
members, see the "Marketing Agreements" section of this Offering Circular.
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The following table sets forth certain information in relation to the principal components
of the SABIC Group's sales and cost of sales for the periods presented:
Year Ended

Three Months

31st December

Ended 31st
March

2005

2006

2006

2007

SAR
(billion)

SAR
(billion)

SAR
(billion)

SAR
(billion)

Sales

78.3

86.3

19.3

26.3

Cost of sales

(45.2)

(51.4)

(11.7)

(15.6)

Cost of sales as a percentage of sales

57.7%

59.6%

60.6%

59.3%

Gross profit

33.1

34.9

7.6

10.7

The SABIC Group operates a fleet of twenty two time-chartered vessels for the
shipment of products to the Indian sub-continent, South East Asia, Far East, Arabian
Gulf, Mediterranean and North West Europe. Shipment of products is handled by
SABIC Terminal Services Company ("SABTANK"), which shipped approximately 15.5
million tonnes of chemicals to SABIC Group customers and affiliates during 2006.
Planned Capital Investments and Expansion Plans
In the period from 1 January 2007 to 31 December 2010, the SABIC Group estimates
the cost of projects in which SABIC will invest to be approximately SAR 110 billion.
SABIC's expansion plans for this period include:
x

the construction of new petrochemical plants in Yanbu to be operated by Yansab
with an annual production capacity of approximately 4 million tonnes of ethylene,
ethylene glycol, polyethylene and polypropylene products by the end of 2008;

x

the capacity expansion at SHARQ, a 50:50 joint venture with SPDC, a Japanese
consortium headed by Mitsubishi, to add annual production capacity of
approximately 3 million tonnes of ethylene, polyethylene and ethylene glycol by
the end of 2008;

x

the capacity expansion at AR-RAZI of additional annual production capacity of
approximately 1.7 million tonnes of methanol by the first quarter of 2008;

x

the capacity expansion at IBN ZAHR to add annual production capacity of
500,000 tonnes of polypropylene as well as construction of a new olefins
conversion technology unit with an annual production capacity of 450,000 tonnes
to be completed in the fourth quarter of 2008;
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x

the three-stage capacity expansion at SABIC's affiliate, National Industrial Gases
Company (GAS)'s Jubail and Yanbu plants, to add production capacity of 5.2
million tonnes of oxygen and nitrogen by the end of April 2008;

x

the construction of Saudi Kayan Petrochemical Company's diversified
petrochemicals complex in Jubail with an expected annual production capacity of
6 million tonnes of ethylene, propylene, polypropylene, ethylene glycol,
aminoethanols, aminomethyls and dimethylformamide. The project is expected
to come on-stream in 2010; and

x

the development of the a phosphate mine at Al Jalamid (in a joint venture with
Ma'aden in which SABIC will hold a 30% shareholding interest in the share
capital of the joint venture company, with Ma’aden holding the remaining 70%
shareholding interest.) in north western Saudi Arabia together with fertilizer
production facilities at Ras Az Zawr on the Arabian Gulf shoreline comprising an
ammonia plant, sulphuric acid plant, phosphoric acid plant and diammonium
phosphate (DAP) plant with the capacity to process 4.5 MTPY of phosphate
concentrate into 2.9 MTPY of diammonium phosphate.

Capital Resources and Indebtedness
SABIC Group intends to fund its planned capital investments through a combination of
internally generated cash, existing and future credit facilities and debt financings and
capital contributions from its partners and other shareholders, if required. The Board of
Directors and the executive management of the SABIC confirm that the SABIC has
sufficient working capital for the 12 month period immediately following the date of this
Offering Circular.
The following table sets out details of the debt instruments issued by SABIC and its
long-term debt as at 31 December:

As at 31st December

Public Investment Fund (PIF)
Saudi Industrial Development Fund (SIDF)
Commercial debt
Euro Bond
Sukuk
Total
Less: Current portion
Non current portion

2006
2005
SAR in thousands
6,698,572
6,257,974
1,263,794
1,172,904
24,458,086 21,938,566
3,712,350
3,000,000
39,132,802 29,369,444
(5,521,174)
(6,352,264)
33,611,628
23,017,180

See also Note 14 to SABIC's consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31
December 2006.
As at 31 December 2006, SABIC Group had drawn short term bank facilities of SAR
607.6 million and had unused short term credit facilities of SAR 3.8 billion. The SABIC
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Group had long term loans of SAR 39.1 billion as at 31 December 2006 of which the
current portion amounted to SAR 5.5 billion.
As at the date of this Offering Circular, SABIC has issued a SAR 3 billion Sukuk
expiring 2026 and Sabic Group plans to establish a euro medium term note programme
in a principal amount of up to U.S.$3 billion.
As at December 31, 2006, the Company's bankers have issued, on its behalf, bank
guarantees amounting to SAR 2.1 billion (2005: SAR 1.5 billion) in the normal course of
business. SABIC does not have any other material contingent liabilities as at the date
of this Offering Circular.
For the year ended 31 December 2006, SABIC Group generated cash in the amount of
SAR 36.4 billion from operating activities, used cash in the amount of SAR 17.9 billion
in investing activities, and used cash in the amount of SAR 5.5 billion in financing
activities, yielding a net increase in cash and cash equivalents of SAR 13.1 billion.
The following table sets forth the repayment schedule of long term debt obligations as
at 31 December 2006:
SAR in thousands
5,521,174
4,595,599
3,276,057
3,676,067
6,051,178
16,012,727
39,132,802

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
Thereafter
Total

In addition to this offering, SABIC may consider future borrowings and additional equity
financing activities, depending on market conditions, SABIC Group's financial
performance and other relevant factors.
The SABIC Group does not have any mortgages, rights and charges on SABIC or the
SABIC Group's properties other than mortgages in favour of the Saudi Industrial
Development Fund securing debts of SAR1,263,794,000.
The Management of SABIC consider it is in a position to meet its long-term financial
obligations through a variety of external funding sources and through cash generated
through the SABIC Group's businesses.
Environmental, Health and Safety Matters
Central oversight of the SABIC Group's safety, health and environmental ("SHE")
performance is the responsibility of SABIC's Corporate Industrial Security &
Environment Department and the Corporate Environmental & Industrial Hygiene
Department ("CEID"), introduced an Environmental Management System ("EMS") in
2000. The EMS requirements go beyond the International Standard ISO 14001
Environmental Management Standard. An increasing number of SABIC affiliates have
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achieved the ISO 14001 Environmental Management Standard. Each of the SABIC
Group's sites and each department applies the EMS to ensure and improve the
integrity and safe operation of the installations as well as providing adequate training
for employees and the expert support required. SHE performance is systematically
measured, recorded and analysed by CEIHD to ensure continued management of SHE
factors and to support continual improvement. SHE audits, both internal and external,
and management reviews are conducted periodically to maintain the suitability and
effectiveness of the management systems
SABIC and its affiliates have achieved independent recognition for their positive health
and safety records. In 2006, for example, Jubail United Petroleum Company
("UNITED") achieved a "Perfect Safety Award" from the National Safety Council in the
United States for its safety record of 48.2 million safe man hours with an incident rate
of 0.24 as compared to an industry target of 0.5.
SABIC has implemented an innovative seawater cooling technique that protects marine
life by maintaining stable temperatures in the Arabian Gulf. The system transports
water to SABIC's Jubail plants through a complex network of canals. As a result, water
is released into the sea at a minimally increased temperature, with no harmful effect on
the local ecosystem.
SABIC is carrying out a U.S.$50 million programme to remove chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs) from all of its manufacturing processes. Over the next few years, all SABIC
affiliates will phase out CFCs in line with the Montreal Protocol targets for reducing
ozone depleting substances.
Research and Technology
The SABIC Group research and technology development ("R&T") is conducted by the
SABIC Group's Research and Technology Division (the "R&T Division").The R&T
Division's main role is to provide research into improving production efficiency, assess
modifications to existing products, pilot innovative processes, and to seek and test new
and emerging technologies. The division is also involved in selecting new technologies
for the SABIC Group's manufacturing plants and in licensing out the use of
technologies owned by the SABIC Group (either in whole or in part) to other companies
within and outside Saudi Arabia. The SABIC Group additionally enters into
collaborative relationships with national and/or international petrochemical companies,
universities, research institutes and consultants, and projects have been undertaken
with partner institutions in Finland, Italy, Germany and Japan, amongst others.
The commissioning of a modern industrial complex for R&T at Riyadh began in 1991,
enabling the SABIC Group to launch several R&T projects to support its manufacturing
affiliates, subsidiaries and customers. The facility in Riyadh remains the SABIC
Group's primary centre for research and technical services. Today, the 33-acre
science campus employs more than 500, researchers, engineers and technicians from
around the world. The complex now consists of several pilot plants, two catalyst
manufacturing units and state-of-the-art analytical testing laboratories.
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The flagship R&T centre in Riyadh is supported by satellite technology centres in Jubail
in Saudi Arabia, Houston in the USA, Geleen in The Netherlands and Vadodara in
India. These facilities enable the SABIC Group to deliver on-the-ground technical
support for customers, as well as strengthen the SABIC Group's R&T expertise by
drawing on a global pool of research talent and experience.
Some research and technology activities that the SABIC Group has undertaken have
resulted in: (i) the development of new processes for the production of acetic acid and
linear alpha olefins with LINDE, Germany; (ii) the development of Butene-1 technology
with IFP, France; (iii) the development of new catalysts and the improvement of
catalysts for polyolefins; (iv) process improvements for expandable polystyrene; (v)
improvements to the PET bottle manufacturing process; and (vi) improvements in the
purification process of carbon dioxide by-product during production of ethylene glycol.
Intellectual Property
Intellectual property plays a critical role in the operation of the SABIC Group's
businesses. SABIC has obtained licences in relation to certain technologies on behalf
of its affiliates and subsidiaries and licenses out intellectual property rights in relation to
certain technologies itself on a worldwide basis, including polyethylene, acetic acid,
linear-alpha olefins and butene-1. In 2006, 103 new patents applications were filed by
members of the SABIC Group.
Information Technology
SABIC recently completed a global initiative, called FANAR, which was intended to
achieve the following strategic goals:
x

implement a single set of consistent business processes throughout SABIC's
worldwide operations; and

x

support these processes with a single enterprise system used by all SABIC
locations, replacing all local IT solutions.

The FANAR project also concurrently initiated the establishment of the shared services
organisation which delivers accounting services, general services, employee services,
IT Run & Maintain services, project engineering and supply management. The shared
services organisation currently operates as a cost centre supporting all the SABIC
Group companies in Saudi Arabia, including SABIC's headquarters in Riyadh and
Jubail.
Risk Management
The SABIC Group has in place a programme of risk management for the benefit of its
affiliates and subsidiaries in order to manage and provide cover against risks
associated with its business and operations, including, risks of property damage,
business interruption and legal and contractual liabilities to third parties arising out of
the SABIC Group's operations. SABIC is satisfied that the risk management
programme that it presently has in place provides adequate cover against all material
risks associated with its business and operations.
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Price of Gas Feedstock
The SABIC Group, as with other Saudi companies operating within the petrochemical
industry, is currently accessing natural gas feedstock at U.S$0.75 per million BTU.
This price level has been unchanged since 1999. The Saudi Ministry of Petroleum and
Mineral Resources has announced a policy decision stating that the price of ethane will
remain fixed at this level for projects that consume ethane which are brought on-stream
before 31 December 2008 for a period of seven years following the start-up of such
projects.
Saudi Arabia joined the World Trade Organisation ("WTO") in November 2005. One of
the key accomplishments of Saudi Arabia with respect to its accession to the WTO was
the fact that the accession was achieved without compromising domestic feedstock
pricing policy, which underlies the strong petrochemical competitive cost advantage
enjoyed by the petrochemical industry in Saudi Arabia.
In European operations, gas feedstock is purchased in the open market from a range
of suppliers, generally pursuant to long-term supply contracts.
Legal Proceedings
As at the date of this Offering Circular, members of the SABIC Group are involved in
legal proceedings, both as claimant and as defendant, in the ordinary course of their
business. However, they are not currently involved in any such proceedings which
could have, individually or in aggregate, a material adverse effect on the financial
position of the SABIC Group given that the amounts in dispute are less than SAR
25,000,000. Accordingly, no provision has been made in respect of any such claims.
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MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEES
Management
SABIC's management structure consists of a board of directors (the "Board") and a
team of executive officers (the "Executive Management"). The Board's main functions
are to supervise the policy of the Executive Management and the general management
of SABIC and to advise the Executive Management. The Executive Management is
responsible for the day-to-day management of SABIC's operations. The business
address of the members of the Board and Executive Management is Saudi Basic
Industries Corporation, P.O. Box 5101, Riyadh 11422, Saudi Arabia.
Board of Directors
The Board consists of seven members, five of whom represent the Saudi Government,
including the Chairman and Vice Chairman, and two of whom are representatives from
the private sector. Currently, the Board comprises:
His Highness Prince Saud bin Abdullah bin Thenayan Al-Saud, SABIC Chairman (Civil
registry number 1-0990-7620-8; year of birth 1373H)
His Highness was appointed by the Government as Chairman of SABIC in 2003. He
also serves as Chairman of MARAFIQ and the Vice Chairman of the Prince Salman
Cooperative Centre. He joined the civil service in 1977 as an engineer with the Riyadh
Municipality and went on to serve in various capacities with the Riyadh Municipality.
He has also been a member of the board of directors of a number of state water and
electricity utilities and was appointed as the Chairman of the Royal Commission for
Jubail and Yanbu in 2001. His Highness is a civil engineer and obtained a bachelors
degree in civil engineering from King Saud University in 1977.
Mohamed bin Hamad Al-Mady, Vice Chairman and Chief Executive Officer (Civil
registry number 1-0154-2429-2; year of birth 1368H)
Engr. Al-Mady was appointed by the Government as SABIC's Chief Executive Officer in
1998. Engr. Al-Mady also serves as Chairman of SAFCO, SABIC's R&T Executive
Committee and SABIC Europe. He is also a member of the board of directors of ALBA
and the US-Saudi Business Council, heads the Saudi-side of the Saudi-Taiwanese
Joint Committee for Economic and Technical Cooperation, a member in the Economic
Balancing Committee, Chairman of the board of directors of the Gulf Petrochemicals
and Chemicals Association, a member in the Portugal Globalisation Council, and a
member in the International Advisory Council at King Fahad University of Petroleum
and Minerals. Engr. Al-Mady joined SABIC at its inception in 1976, is a chemical
engineer and obtained a bachelor of science degree from the University of Colorado,
USA in 1973 and a masters in chemical engineering from the University of Wyoming,
USA in 1975.
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Ahmad bin Ibrahim Al-Hakami, Board Member (Civil registry number 1-0107-3087-5;
year of birth 1365H)
Mr. Al-Hakami was appointed by the Government to the Board of SABIC in 1994. He
also serves as the Deputy Minister of Economy and Planning and heads the
department responsible for the five - year development plans. He also serves as
Chairman of SABIC Industrial Investments Company and as member of the Higher
Committee for the Development of Riyadh. He has held a number of posts with the
Ministry of Planning and has served as Chairman of AR-RAZI and has been a member
of the board of directors of Saudi Consolidated Electricity Companies in the Central
and Southwest Regions. Mr. Al-Hakami obtained a bachelors degree in agricultural
sciences from King Saud University in 1977 and a masters degree in business
administration from the Santa Clara University, USA in 1978.
Saleh bin Eid Al-Husseini, Board Member (Civil registry number 1-0372-0558-8; year of
birth 1379H)
Mr. Al-Husseini was appointed by the Government to the Board of SABIC in 2001. He
also serves as a member of the Shoura Council and a member of the Gulf Organisation
for Industrial Consulting. He previously served as the Deputy Minister of Industrial
Affairs at the Ministry of Commerce and Industry and has held a number of posts at the
Ministry of Finance and National Economy. He also worked at the International
Monetary Fund from 1991 to 1996 and was a member in the Saudi Arabian World
Trade Organisation accession negotiating team. Mr. Al-Husseini obtained a bachelors
degree in economics from King Saud University in 1980 and a masters degree in
development economics from the American University, Washington, USA.
Abdulmuhsin bin Abdulaziz Al-Faris, Board Member (Civil registry number
1-0554-7903-2; year of birth 1380H)
Mr. Al-Faris was appointed by the Government to the Board of SABIC in 2004. He is
the Chief Executive Officer designate of Inma’ Bank (currently under formation). He has
previously served with the Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency as Director of the Internal
Audit Department and then as the Director of the Public Accounts Department. He also
worked with Ernst & Young at its office in Los Angeles, USA. Mr. Al-Faris obtained a
bachelors degree in accounting from King Saud University in 1982 and a masters
degree in accounting from Western Illinois University, USA in 1989. He also qualified
as a Certified Public Accountant in California, USA. Mr. Al-Faris worked with the
Department of Zakat and Income Tax as its Director General.
Mohammed bin Suliman Abanumay, Board Member (Civil registry number
1-0001-0843-9; year of birth 1378H)
Mr. Abanumay was elected to the Board of SABIC by the general meeting of the
shareholders in 1989 and is representative from the private sector. He is the General
Manager of the Abanumay Industrial Establishment and is currently a member of the
board of directors of United Gulf Industrial Company. He has previously been a
member of the board of directors of Samba Financial Group, SAFCO, IBN Al-BAYTAR
and the National Shipping Company of Saudi Arabia. Mr. Abanumay obtained a
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bachelors degree in business administration from Western Illinois University, USA in
1981.
Abdullah bin Mohammed Al-Issa, Board Member (Civil registry number 1-0012-3490-3;
year of birth 1375H)
Mr. Al-Issa was elected to the Board of SABIC by the general meeting of the
shareholders in 1990 and is a representative from the private sector. He is the owner
of the Abdullah Mohammed Al-Issa establishment for engineering consultancy and is
currently a member of the board of directors of Mohammed Al-Issa and Sons
Company, Saudi Cement Company, Saudi Hotels and Resorts Company and Gulf
Resorts Company. He has previously been a member of the board of directors of
National Chemicals Transport Company, Tabuk Hotels Company and National Cargo
Company. Mr. Al-Issa obtained a bachelors degree in industrial engineering from
Southern Methodist University, Texas, USA in 1978 and masters degree in industrial
engineering from the same university in 1980.
Ahmed bin Mohammed Al-Umar, Secretary to the Board (Civil registry number
1-0114-0199-7; year of birth 1384H)
Mr. Al-Umar was appointed as Secretary to the Board in 2001 and also serves as the
General Manager for Aromatics & Olefins Marketing. He is a member of the board of
directors of AR-RAZI and previously has been a member of the board of directors of
IBN SINA. Mr. Al-Umar obtained a bachelors degree in business administration from
King Abdulaziz University in 1995, and is currently finishing his MBA.
Executive Management
SABIC's Vice Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Engr. Mohamed H. Al-Mady (see
above), leads an experienced team of twelve Vice Presidents. Key administrative
services are managed under the Corporate Core group, which includes five functions:
Corporate Finance, Corporate Control, Human Resources, Shared Services and
Research and Technology. The Petrochemicals group co-ordinates the three
Chemicals SBUs: Basic Chemicals, Polymers and Intermediates. The two other SBUs
are Fertilisers and Metals.
Mutlaq Al-Morished, Vice President, Corporate Finance (Civil registry number
1-0186-1468-3; year of birth 1376H)
Mr. Al-Morished is the Vice President of Corporate Finance at SABIC. Prior to his
present post, he was Vice President of Shared Services and President of SADAF and
HADEED consecutively. Currently, Mr. Al-Morished is the Chairman of the Board of
Directors of Yansab, of Saudi Kayan Petrochemical Company and of SABIC Captive
Insurance Company Limited, member of the Executive Committee of SABIC R&T, and
Board member of ALBA, SABIC Industrial Investments Company and The Saudi Fund
for Development. Mr. Al-Morished holds a bachelors degree in nuclear physics and
mathematics from the University of Denver, USA, a masters degree in nuclear
engineering from Princeton University, USA and a masters degree in business
administration from Stanford University, USA.
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Yousef Al-Zamel, Vice President, Basic Chemicals (Civil registry number
1-0128-2642-4; year of birth 1372H)
Mr. Al-Zamel was appointed Vice President of Basic Chemicals SBU in 2002 and is
responsible for SABIC's Olefins, Aromatics, and Oxygenates businesses.
Mr. Al-Zamel joined SABIC during its inception in 1977. Since that time, he has held
various positions in the organisation, most recently as the Group President of SABIC's
Fertilisers, Vice President of Marketing (SABIC Marketing Ltd.) and General Manager
of SANAPIK (Saudi Arabian Fertilizer Marketing Co.) and has held different positions in
SABIC's petrochemical, engineering, operations, and marketing departments. He is
also the Chairman of Jubail United Petrochemical Co. (UNITED)'s Board of Directors.
Mr. Al-Zamel obtained his Chemical Engineering Degree from King Fahd University of
Petroleum and Minerals in 1976.
Khaled Al-Mana, Vice President, Intermediate Chemicals (Civil registry number
1-0005-7129-7; year of birth 1379H)
Mr. Al-Mana joined SABIC in 1990 and became the Regional Sales Manager for SABIC
Singapore in 1993. Later that year he was assigned Country Manager / Chief
Representative of SABIC Far East Limited, based in the Taiwan office. In 1998 he
became the General Manager of SABIC Far East Limited, based in Hong Kong; and in
1999 returned to Singapore as General Manager of SABIC Asia Pacific Limited. Mr.
Al-Mana is Chairman of the Board of SABIC Americas Inc, and a member of SABIC's
R&T executive committee. Mr. Al-Mana obtained a bachelors degree in engineering
from Meiji University, Tokyo in 1984. He obtained a masters degree in engineering
from the National Taiwan University in 1989. Mr. Al-Mana is fluent in Japanese and
Chinese languages.
Dr. Abdulrahman Al-Ubaid, Vice President, Polymers (Civil registry number
1-0329-1299-8; year of birth 1372H)
Dr Al-Ubaid is responsible for the Global Sales and Marketing of polymers - SABIC's
core business product.
Dr. Al-Ubaid joined SABIC in 1989 as the Director of Development at the SABIC
Industrial Complex for R&D. In 1996, he was promoted to be the Director General of
R&D responsible for the overall research and technology activities of SABIC.
Following organisational changes, his title was changed to Executive Vice President of
Research & Technology. He played an important role in the establishment and
management of the state of the art SABIC R&D Complex. Dr Al-Ubaid has previously
held the positions of President SABIC's Intermediate Business Group, Vice President
of Polyolefins SBU and Chairman of SABIC's Affiliates Ibn Sina (2001-2004), Ibn Zahr
(1998-2001) and Ar-Razi (1997-1998). Dr. Al-Ubaid is currently the Chairman of the
Board of Directors of IBN ZAHR, member of the Advisory Board of SABIC Europe and
member of SABIC R&T Executive Committee. He was also the Chairman of SABIC's
Technical Committee. Prior to working at SABIC, Dr. Al-Ubaid was Associate
Professor of Chemical Engineering at the King Saud University in Riyadh. Dr. Al-Ubaid
obtained a bachelors degree in chemical engineering from King Fahd University of
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Petroleum and Minerals. He holds a masters degree from the University of California
(awarded in 1984) and acquired a Ph.D. in chemical engineering from the University of
Notre Dame, USA.
Fahad Al-Sheaibi, Vice President, Fertilizers (Civil registry number 1-0037-1397-9; year
of birth 1376H)
Mr. Al-Sheaibi was appointed Vice President of SABIC's Fertilizers on 1 November
2006. Mr. Al-Sheaibi joined SABIC in 1979 as a Petrochemicals Researcher. Between
1980 and 1982 he received training in the United States. In 1984 he became Regional
Sales Manager for Europe with responsibility for marketing research, logistics and
plastics, progressing to General Manager with responsibility for creating SABIC's
European network. In 1991, Mr. Al-Sheaibi returned to Riyadh as Business Manager,
Plastics, SABIC Marketing Ltd. with responsibilities for global plastics sales and
marketing. In 1994, he became Vice President, Sales. Prior to his present position Mr.
Al-Sheaibi was Group President, Polymers (1999-2002), Vice President,
PVC/Polyester (2002-2006). Mr Al-Sheaibi also holds the position of Chairman of the
Board of Directors Steering Committee. He has also represented SABIC at a number
of international conferences and presented papers at same. Mr. Al Sheaibi obtained a
bachelors degree in business administration from King Saud University in 1978.
Mohammed Al-Jabr, Vice President, Metals (Civil registry number 1-0212-9369-9; year
of birth 1377H)
Mr. Al-Jabr joined HADEED in 1983 where he has held a number of different positions
in the Sales and Marketing, HR, Financial, and IT fields. He was General Manager of
Finance & Administration before his appointment as President of HADEED and Vice
President of SABIC's Metals Group in September 2002. Mr. Al-Jabr is a Board
member of Aluminium Bahrain (ALBA), and also serves as a member of ALBA 's Board
Audit Committee and Hedging Committee and Human Resources Committee. Mr AlJabr is also a member of the Executive Committee of SABIC's Shared Services and
R&T. He is a Director of the International Iron & Steel Institute (IISI) and was recently
elected as Chairman of the Arab Iron & Steel Union (AISU). Mr. Al-Jabr holds a
bachelors degree in administrative science, major in economics from the King Saud
University in Riyadh (awarded in 1981).
Mosaed Al-Ohali, Vice President, Specialty Products (Civil registry number
1-0108-5910-4; year of birth 1379H)
Mr. Al-Ohali heads SABIC's the Specialty Products business. He is also Vice
Chairman of the Board of Directors of SADAF and SAFCO, a Board member of
MARAFIQ and a member of the Executive Committee of SABIC R&T. Mr. Al-Ohali is
also Chairman of the Arab Fertilisers Association. Mr. Al-Ohali began his career in
September 1984 with SADAF as a process engineer and member of the ethanol plant
start-up team. He advanced through various positions in operations, technical and
planning within SADAF (SABIC/Shell joint venture) and became the President of
SADAF in March 1999. On 1 September 2004, Mr. Al-Ohali was appointed Vice
President (Fertilisers) and on 1 November 2006 he was appointed as Vice President of
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Specialty Products. Mr. Al-Ohali holds a masters degree in chemical engineering from
King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals (awarded in 1984).
Homood Al-Tuwaijri, Vice President, Petrochemicals Coordination (Civil registry
number 1-0091-7186-7; year of birth 1372H)
Mr. Homood Al-Tuwaijri was appointed Vice President of Petrochemicals Coordination
in 2004. His responsibilities include overseeing the optimisation of business results
and synergy realisation for the Base Chemicals SBU, Intermediates SBU and Polymers
the SBU, in addition to Group Logistics. Prior to his current assignment, Mr. Al-Tuwaijri
was appointed Vice President for Corporate Finance in September 2002 in the new
organisation structure designed to spearhead the SABIC globalisation drive and to
assure the sustainability of its profitable growth. Mr. Al-Tuwaijri graduated from
Georgia Institute of Technology with a master of Industrial Engineering in 1983. Mr.
Al-Tuwaijri is a member of the Board of Directors of the Royal Commission for Jubail
and Yanbu. Mr. Al-Tuwaijri is also a Supervisory Board Member of SABIC Europe, the
Chairman of the Board of Directors of PETROKEMYA and the International Shipping
and Transportation Company, and Chairman of the Executive Steering Committee for
the SABIC Business Transformation Project.
Mohammad Al-Bat'hi, Vice President, Corporate HR (Civil registry number
1-0147-4381-7; year of birth 1376H)
Mr Al-Bat'hi is responsible for the company's HR and Corporate Communications a role
which he assumed in September 2002. Mr Al-Bat'hi is Chairman of the Board of
Directors of SABIC Asia Pacific Pte Limited, Singapore. Mr. Al-Bat'hi joined SABIC in
1981. Since then he has fulfilled a number of roles across the business, most recently
as General Manager of SABIC Americas in Houston. He started life at SABIC with its
affiliate KEMYA, working on the materials management organisation, and then at its
HR division. Since then, he has been Director of Marketing Research and has worked
on the start-up of SABIC's Shared Services organisation, and the implementation of the
Consolidated Procurement Organisation (CPO). Mr. Al-Bat'hi has also played an
influential role in SABIC Japan Ltd, and chaired the Board from 1992 to 1996. Mr.
Al-Bat'hi graduated from King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals in 1981.
Ali Al-Khuraimi, Vice President, Research & Technology (Civil registry number
1-0074-0736-2; year of birth 1373H)
Prior to working at SABIC's headquarters, Mr. Al-Khuraimi was the President of
YANPET. Prior to his current position Mr. Al-Khuraimi was the Vice President of
Corporate Control. Mr. Al-Khuraimi is the Chairman of the Board of Directors of
KEMYA and YANPET. Mr. Al-Khuraimi holds a bachelors degree in applied chemical
engineering from King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals, Dhahran (awarded
in 1974).
Ibrahim Al-Shuweir, Vice President, Legal and Audit (Civil registry number
1-0151-9446-5; year of birth 1376H)
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Prior to his current position, Mr. Al-Shuweir had been the President of Ibn-Hayyan
Plastic Products Company (TAYF) and SHARQ and Vice President of PETROKEMYA.
He is the Chairman of the Board of the National Industrial Gases Company (GAS) and
Vice Chairman of Gulf Aluminium Rolling Mill Co. (GARMCO). He has chaired the
Board of TAYF. He has also been a member of SADAF's Pricing and Industrial
Committees, and was Vice Chairman of the board of directors of SADAF. He was also
Vice President of the Intermediates SBU and was Vice President for Research and
Technology. He has also been appointed as SABIC's representative in the
Saudi/Russian committee for economic, commercial, educational and technical
cooperation. Mr. Al-Shuweir obtained a bachelors degree in chemical engineering from
King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals in 1977.
Mansour Al-Kharboush, Vice President, Shared Services Organisation (Civil registry
number 1-0225-3789-6; year of birth 1375H)
Mr. Al-Kharboush is the Vice President of the Shared Services Organisation. Prior to
his current position, he was the Project Executive for the SABIC Business
Transformation Project (FANAR) and before that he was the General Manager of the
Polyolefins SBU and served KEMYA, SHARQ, and YANPET. Mr. Al-Kharboush
obtained a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering from Louisiana State University,
USA, in 1981 and a masters degree in electrical engineering from the same institution
in 1982. Mr. Al-Kharboush is the Chairman of the Board of Directors of HADEED and
SABIC India Pvt. Limited.
Directors' compensation and interests of directors and executive management
During June 2007, the number of shares held by each of the directors of SABIC
(including their respective relatives) in SABIC and other members of the SABIC Group
were as follows:

Directors' Name

Date of
holding

No. of
shares held
in SABIC

No. of
shares held
in YANSAB

No. of
shares held
in SAFCO

His Highness Prince
Saud bin Abdullah bin
Thenayan Al-Saud

25 June 2007

48,331

9,995

0

Mohamed Al-Mady

18 June 2007

5,000

9,747

0

Ahmed Ibrahim
Al-Hakami

12 June 2007

0

0

0

Saleh Al-Husseini

11 June 2007

0

0

0

Abdulmuhsin Ibn
Abdulaziz Al-Faris

12 June 2007

0

0

0
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Directors' Name

Date of
holding

No. of
shares held
in SABIC

No. of
shares held
in YANSAB

No. of
shares held
in SAFCO

Mohammed
Abanumay

12 June 2007

214,000

0

206,000

Abdullah Al-Issa

12 June 2007

250,000

0

0

During June 2007, the number of shares held by the Secretary to the Board and each
member of the executive management of SABIC (including their respective relatives) in
SABIC and other members of the SABIC Group were as follows:

Name and Title

Date of
holding

No. of
shares held
in SABIC

No. of
shares held
in YANSAB

No. of
shares held
in SAFCO

Ahmed bin
Mohammed Al-Umar,
Secretary to the Board

18 June 2007

0

0

0

Yousef Al-Zamel, Vice
President, Basic
Chemicals

10 June 2007

27,581

1,155

16,110

Khaled Al-Mana, Vice
President,
Intermediate
Chemicals

10 June 2007

0

110

0

Abdulrahman
Al-Ubaid, Vice
President, Polymers

10 June 2007

0

80

0

Fahad Al-Sheaibi,
Vice President,
Fertilisers

10 June 2007

6,723

110

56,885

Mohammed Al-Jabr,
Vice President, Metals

10 June 2007

625

175

300

Mosaed Al-Ohali, Vice
President, Specialty
Products

9 June 2007

1,234

495

0
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Name and Title

Date of
holding

No. of
shares held
in SABIC

No. of
shares held
in YANSAB

No. of
shares held
in SAFCO

Homood Al-Tuwaijri,
Vice President,
Petrochemicals
Coordination

10 June 2007

3,780

6,800

0

Mohammad Al-Bat'hi,
Vice President,
Corporate HR

10 June 2007

1,893

0

500

Ali Al-Khuraimi, Vice
President, Research &
Technology

9 June 2007

0

0

0

Ibrahim Al-Shuweir,
Vice President,
Corporate Control

10 June 2007

0

130

0

Mutlaq Al-Morished,
Vice President,
Corporate Finance

10 June 2007

8,556

6,075

2,000

Mansour
Al-Kharboush, Vice
President, Shared
Services Organisation

10 June 2007

2,068

0

0

Except for the employee stock grant scheme in relation to shares in Yansab which is
described in more detail in note 2 to SABIC's consolidated financial statements for the
year ended 31 December 2006 in this Offering Circular, no member of the executive
management of SABIC has received any commission, discount, brokerage or other
non-cash compensation or has been granted special terms or options in connection
with the issue or sale of any securities by SABIC or any of its subsidiaries or affiliates in
the two years preceding the date of this Offering Circular.
No director SABIC has received any commission, discount, brokerage or other
non-cash compensation or has been granted special terms or options in connection
with the issue or sale of any securities by SABIC or any of its subsidiaries or affiliates in
the two years preceding the date of this Offering Circular.
As of the date hereof, none of the directors, executive management, or the secretary of
SABIC has been in bankruptcy.
No contract or arrangement is in effect or contemplated at the date of this Offering
Circular in which any of the Chief Operating Officer, the Chief Executive Officer
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("CEO") and the directors of SABIC and their respective relatives is materially
interested which is significant in relation to the business of SABIC Group.
The compensation of the members of Board of Directors of SABIC is set by proposal of
the Board of Directors to the annual general meeting of the shareholders (the "Annual
General Meeting"), which must then either approve or reject the Board's
recommendation. For the years ended 31 December 2005 and 2006 the aggregate
remuneration (including benefits in kind) paid to members of the Board Directors was
SAR 1.4 million respectively in each year.
Appointment of CEO and directors
The representatives of the Government on the Board of SABIC (including the CEO) are
appointed directly by the Council of Ministers for periods specified in the relevant
resolution of the Council of Ministers, while the other members of the Board of
Directors are appointed by the general meeting of the shareholders, normally for a
period of three years. As at the date of this Offering Circular none of the members of
the Board have any service contracts with SABIC.
The remuneration of the CEO is determined by the Board and as at the date of this
Offering Circular the CEO does not have any service or employment contract with
SABIC.
Powers of CEO and directors
For a summary of the powers of the directors, see "General Information" of this
Offering Circular.
As at the date of this Offering Circular, the bylaws of SABIC do not grant any member
of the Board any powers to vote on a contract or proposal in which he has a material
interest nor any powers to borrow from SABIC.
The CEO is a member of the Board and as such has a right to vote. However, the
CEO has no right to vote on a contract or proposal in which he has a material interest
nor does he have any power to borrow from SABIC pursuant to Articles 69 and 71
respectively of the Regulations for Companies pursuant to Royal Decree No. M/6 dated
22-3-1385H (corresponding to 22 July 1965).
Employees
The SABIC Group has approximately 19,000 employees worldwide of which
approximately 15,600 are located with Saudi Arabia. Approximately 87% of the
workforce employed in Saudi Arabia are Saudi Arabian nationals.
The following table sets forth SABIC Group's employees by category of activity for the
period indicated.
Position
Senior-Level Leader Positions
Mid-Level Manager Positions

As at 31 December 2006
194
2,909
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Position
Other Positions
Total Positions

As at 31 December 2006
16,182
19,285

(Note: The figures in the above table are subject to a 1% margin of error)

For the purposes of the above table:
"Senior-Level Leader Positions" includes Vice Chairman, Company President,
Executive Vice President, Senior Vice President, Vice President, Group President and
General Managers;
"Mid-Level Manager Positions" includes all Managers, Section Heads,
Superintendents, Supervisors, Chiefs, Group Leaders and Foremen; and
"Other Positions" includes any job title not in Senior-Level Leader Positions or
Mid-Level Manager Positions.
There were no material changes to the number of employees within the SABIC Group
during the financial year ended 31 December 2006.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND OUTLOOK
On 12 March 2007, SABIC signed a Heads of Terms with Saudi Arabian Mining
Company (Ma'aden) to engage in a strategic project with an anticipated capital cost of
SAR 13 billion to exploit the phosphate reserves in the minerals city in the Ras Azur
Region of Saudi Arabia to produce phosphate fertilizers. In addition, the project
includes a mine and a refinery in the Al-Jalameed region in the north west of the
Kingdom. The Heads of Terms contemplate that SABIC will hold a 30% shareholding
interest in the share capital of the joint venture company, with Ma’aden holding the
remaining 70% shareholding interest.
On 21st May 2007, SABIC signed a share purchase agreement with GE to acquire GE
Plastics for a total purchase price of U.S.$ 11.6 billion. Completion of the acquisition,
which is scheduled to take place in the third quarter of 2007, is subject to the receipt of
regulatory approvals. GE Plastics is a global supplier of plastin resins widely used in
automotive, healthcare, consumer electronics, transportation, performance packaging,
building and construction, telecommunications and optical media applications.
The company manufactures and compounds polycarbonate, acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene, styrene acrylonitrile, acrylonitrile styrene acrylate, polyphenylene ether,
polycarbonate/acrylonitrile butadiene styrene, polybutylene terephthalate and
polyetherimide resins, as well as the high-performance specialty compounds. GE
Plastics, specialty Film and Sheet manufactures high-performance sheets and film
products used in thousands of demanding applications worldwide. In addition, GE
Plastics' dedicated automotive organisation is an experienced, world-wide competitor,
offering leading plastics solutions for five key automotive segments: body panels and
glazing; under the hood applications; component; structures and interiors; and lighting.
SABIC believes that GE Plastic's business is complementary to, and does not compete
with, the business of the SABIC Group. The acquisition will represent an important
step in the SABIC Group's strategy of growth and diversification into higher value
specialty products.
The SABIC Group currently employs more than 200 people in the United States
through its own operations and a joint venture in New Jersey. The acquisition will
increase its workforce in the United States to almost 30,000 people.
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The following consolidated interim balance sheet and income statement information for
the three months ended 31 March 2007 and 31 March 2006 have been extracted from,
SABIC's interim financial statements which have been reviewed by SABIC's auditors
Deloitte & Touche Bakr Abulkhair & Co.
Consolidated Interim Income Statement

Sales
Cost of sales
Gross profit
Administration and marketing expenses
Operating income
Investment income and others
Financial charges
Income before minority interest and Zakat
Minority interests in net income of subsidiaries
Income before Zakat
Zakat
Net income
Earnings per share for the quarter in SAR
(based on 2.5 billion shares)
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31 March 2007
(SAR in millions)
26,266
(15,563)
10,703
(1,140)
9,563
792
(580)
9,775
(2,938)
6,837
(550)
6,287

31 March 2006
19,267
(11,684)
7,583
(969)
6,614
331
(341)
6,604
(2,271)
4,333
(150)
4,183

2.51

1.67

Consolidated Interim Balance Sheet
31 March 2007
(SAR in millions)

31 March 2006

ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Other receivables and prepayments
Total current assets

43,834
16,717
14,147
2,925
77,623

38,843
14,339
11,051
1,789
66,022

Non-current assets
Investment in associates and others
Property, plant and equipment-net
Intangible assets
Other non-current assets
Total non-current assets
TOTAL ASSETS

8,971
84,130
5,019
4,975
103,095
180,718

3,047
68,397
4,980
4,504
80,928
146,950

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current liabilities
Short-term bank facilities
Accounts payable
Current portion-long term debt
Accrued liabilities and provisions
Total current liabilities

784
11,777
4,823
16,205
33,589

447
8,298
6,431
7,882
23,058

Non-current liabilities
Long-term debt
Other non-current liabilities
Total non-current liabilities

38,449
6,710
45,159

23,781
6,006
29,787

25,000
11,445
1,292
28,895
6,287
72,919
29,051
101,970
180,718

20,000
9,416
1,292
17,589
18,226
66,523
27,582
94,105
146,950

Shareholders’ equity:
Share capital
Statutory reserve
Research and technology reserve
General reserve
Retained earnings
Total shareholders’ equity
Minority interests
Total Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’
EQUITY
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DESCRIPTION OF SHARE CAPITAL AND DIVIDENDS
As at the date of this Offering Circular, SABIC had an authorised share capital of SAR
25,000,000,000, represented by 2,500,000,000 authorised ordinary shares with a
nominal value of SAR 10 each.
SABIC is currently 70%-owned by the government of Saudi Arabia (the “Saudi
Government”). Public subscribers from Saudi Arabia, other GCC countries, and Saudi
residents hold the remaining 30% of SABIC’s share capital. As of the date of this
Offering Circular, no shareholder other than the Saudi Government holds more than
5% of SABIC’s share capital.
SABIC’s authorised share capital as at 31 December 2002, 2003, and 2004, was SAR
15,000,000,000, represented in each case by 300,000,000 authorised ordinary shares,
with a nominal value of SAR 50 each.
On 16 April 2005, the Extraordinary General Meeting approved an increase in capital
by way of a stock dividend of 100,000,000 ordinary shares, with a nominal value of
SAR 50 each. See Note 17 to the audited financial statements for the year ended 31
December 2005. Accordingly, as at 31 December 2005, SABIC’s authorised share
capital was SAR 20,000,000,000 represented by 400,000,000 authorised ordinary
shares with a nominal value of SAR 50 each.
The Council of Ministers passed a resolution requiring that the nominal value of shares
in all listed joint stock companies be reduced to SAR 10. The Board of Governors of
the Authority passed a resolution no. 4-154-2006 dated 27 March 2006 (the
“Authority’s Resolution”), which implemented the resolution of the Council of
Ministers. Pursuant to the Authority’s Resolution, the number of ordinary shares in
SABIC’s share capital were increased to 2,000,000,000 with a nominal value of SAR
10 per share with effect from 15 April 2006.
On 22 April 2006, the Extraordinary General Meeting approved an increase in capital
by way of a stock dividend of 500,000,000 ordinary shares, with a nominal value of
SAR 10 each, thereby increasing the share capital of SABIC to SAR 25,000,000,000
represented by 2,500,000,000 authorised ordinary shares.
On 31 March 2007, the Annual General Meeting approved a dividend of SAR
10,000,000,000 being a dividend of SAR 4 per share, including an interim cash
dividend of SAR 1.5 per share.
For years ended 31 December 2005 and 2006 earnings per share of SABIC
(determined based on the number of shares outstanding at the end of the year and in
respect of the 2005 shares as adjusted retroactively to reflect the bonus shares and the
stock split)) were SAR 7.66 and SAR 8.12, respectively.
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The following table sets forth dividends declared and paid by SABIC in respect of the
periods presented.
Record date
Pay date
Amount per share
Pro forma amount
per share based
on par value of
SR 10 per share
(SAR)
(SAR)
31 March 2007
14 April 2007
2.5
2.50
31 July 2006
21 August 2006
1.5
1.50
22 April 2006
6 May 2006
15.00
3.00
30 June 2005
23 July 2005
8.00
1.60
16 April 2005
30 April 2005
15.00
3.0
17 April 2004
1 May 2004
12.00
2.40
19 April 2003
5 May 2003
5.00
1.00
31 March 2002
14 April 2002
3.00
0.60
14 April 2001
24 April 2001
5.00
1.00
The amount of dividend payable is determined or recommended by the Board in light of
SABIC’s financial condition at the relevant time. While SABIC expects to continue to
pay future dividends, this will ultimately be determined by the level of its income which
may include dividends, cash distributions or other income from its subsidiaries and
affiliates. Certain of SABIC’s subsidiaries and affiliates may agree to restrictions on
their ability to make distributions.
Prospective Holders should note that a portion of YANSAB shares have been set aside
for an employee stock grant scheme which is described in more detail in note 2 to
SABIC’s consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2006
attached to this Offering Circular. Otherwise, no capital of SABIC or any of the other
members of the SABIC Group is under any option.
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TAXATION AND ZAKAT
The following is a general description of certain Saudi Arabian zakat/tax considerations
relating to the Sukuk. It does not purport to be a complete analysis of all zakat/tax
considerations relating to the Sukuk nor does it address the considerations that are
dependant on individual circumstances. Prospective purchasers of Sukuk should
consult their own tax advisers to determine the zakat/tax consequences for them of
acquiring, holding and disposing of any Sukuk and receiving distributions, payments of
principal, profit and/or other amounts under the Sukuk and the consequences of such
actions under the zakat/tax regulations of Saudi Arabia. This summary is based upon
the regulations in effect in Saudi Arabia at the date of this Offering Circular and is
subject to any change in such regulations that may take effect after such date.
GCC persons resident in Saudi Arabia.
Sukuk Holders who are GCC nationals with permanent residence in Saudi Arabia, or
legal entities established in accordance with the laws of a GCC country (which are
100% held and owned by GCC nationals, officially registered with a permanent
establishment in Saudi Arabia), are not subject to any Saudi Arabian tax, whether
withholding or direct assessment, in respect of any payment or gain realised from the
Sukuk.
However, such a Holder will be subject to zakat. This summary does not consider the
extent to which a potential Holder would be liable to zakat as a consequence of
acquiring, holding or disposing of its Sukuk.
"GCC person" means (a) a citizen of any of the GCC countries (namely, Saudi Arabia,
the United Arab Emirates, the Kingdom of Bahrain, the Sultanate of Oman, the State of
Qatar and the State of Kuwait), and (b) any legal entity owned 100% by GCC citizens
and established under the laws of a GCC country.
Non-GCC persons resident in Saudi Arabia.
Holders who are non-GCC persons resident in Saudi Arabia, as defined in Article 3 of
the Income Tax Regulation issued under Royal Decree No. M/1 dated 15/01/1425H
(the "Income Tax Regulation"), will be subject to Saudi Arabian tax.
Article 3 of the Income Tax Regulation defines Residency as follows:
(A)

A natural person is considered a resident in the Kingdom for a taxable year if he
meets either of the two following conditions:
(1)

He has a permanent place of residence in the Kingdom and resides in
the Kingdom for a total of not less than thirty (30) days in the taxable
year; or

(2)

He resides in the Kingdom for a period of not less than one hundred
eighty three (183) days in the taxable year.
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For the purposes of this paragraph, residence in the Kingdom for part of a day is
considered residence for the whole day, except in the case of a person in transit
between two ponts outside the Kingdom.
(B)

A company is considered resident in the Kingdom during the taxable year if it
meets either of the following conditions:
(1)

It is formed in accordance with the Companies Law; or

(2)

Its central management is located in the Kingdom.

Holders who are not resident in Saudi Arabia
Holders who are not residents in Saudi Arabia (whether such Holders are Saudi
Arabian nationals or not Saudi Arabian nationals including Holders resident in Dubai or
Bahrain) will be subject to withholding tax at the rate of 5 per cent. on all payments in
the nature of profit in respect of the Sukuk.
Holders who are non-residents with a permanent establishment in Saudi Arabia ("PE")
(as defined in Article 4 of the Income Tax Regulation), will be subject to Saudi Arabian
tax and may, pursuant to Article 5 of the Income Tax Regulation, also be subject to a
withholding tax at the rate of 5% on all payments in the nature of profit in respect of the
Sukuk.
A non-resident carrying out an activity in Saudi Arabia through a licensed branch (as
defined in Article 4(b)4 of the Income Tax Regulation) is considered to have a PE in
Saudi Arabia.
All payments in the nature of profit in respect of the Sukuk to a Holder who has a PE in
Saudi Arabia, will be part of the Holder's gross income that is subject to income tax
after deduction of allowable costs and certain other adjustments. The current income
tax rate in Saudi Arabia is 20%.
A Holder, whether such Holder is resident in Saudi Arabia (as defined in Article 3 of the
Income Tax Regulation) or non-resident in Saudi Arabia (as defined in Article 1(2)(b) of
the Bylaws to the Income Tax Regulation and whether such a Holder has or does not
have a PE in Saudi Arabia, will be subject to capital gains tax at the rate of 20% on any
gain realized on the disposal or repurchase of its Sukuk if such Sukuk were not traded
in accordance with the Capital Market Law of Saudi Arabia and its implementing
regulations.
General
Holders who are natural persons with or without a PE in Saudi Arabia at the time of
their death will not be subject to inheritance or other taxes of a similar nature in Saudi
Arabia.
Holders will not be deemed to be resident, domiciled or carrying on business in Saudi
Arabia solely by reason of holding any Sukuk.
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Under the zakat regulations which are in effect as the date of this Offering Circular in
Saudi Arabia, long-term investments in Sukuk are not deductible from the zakat base of
the investor.
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SUBSCRIPTION AND SALE
Underwriting Agreement
The Lead Managers will enter into an underwriting agreement before the Closing Date
(as the same may be amended, supplemented or novated, the "Underwriting
Agreement") with the Issuer relating to the distribution and underwriting of the Sukuk.
Pursuant to the Underwriting Agreement, the Lead Managers will severally agree to
severally underwrite the Sukuk on the terms provided therein.
The Underwriting Agreement will be subject to a number of conditions and may, in
certain circumstances, be terminated by the Lead Managers prior to payment of the net
proceeds of the issue of the Sukuk to the Issuer. If the Underwriting Agreement is
terminated prior to the Closing Date, the offer of Sukuk may also terminate and any
proceeds received from subscribers will be refunded.
Application by potential investors
During the Investor Presentation Period, the Lead Managers may solicit expressions of
interest from potential investors for acquiring the Sukuk, during which time the Issuer
and the Lead Managers shall consult and agree on the Margin.
Towards the end of the Investor Presentation Period, the Issuer shall cause the Margin
to be published on the websites of the Issuer (www.sabic.com) and the Lead Managers
(www.sabb.com and www.riyadbank.com).
Persons wishing to purchase the Sukuk will be required to submit a duly completed
form (an "Investor Application Form") to either of the Lead Managers before the end
of the Investor Presentation Period. Investor Application Forms will be available from
either of the Lead Managers. Applications to purchase Sukuk for less than SAR
50,000 or in amounts which are not integral multiples of SAR 10,000 in excess of SAR
50,000, or from applicants who are not Institutional Investors, will not be accepted.
Qualified Persons who are not Institutional Investors may be able subsequently to
purchase Sukuk from Institutional Investors.
Allocation of Sukuk will be at the discretion of the Issuer and the Lead Managers and
will be made following the end of the Investor Presentation Period. Once the allocation
of Sukuk has been completed, the Issuer shall cause the Margin and the aggregate
face amount, together with the anticipated aggregate net proceeds, of the Sukuk to be
issued to be published on the Issuer’s and the Lead Managers' websites.
Only persons who are Qualified Persons as defined in Condition 1 (Definitions) of the
Sukuk may be registered as Holders. "Qualified Person" for these purposes means, a
person who is a national or resident of Saudi Arabia or a national of a member state of
the GCC or, Saudi Arabian or GCC companies, banks or mutual funds and, in each
case, who is not a Specified Counterparty;
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The primary distribution of the Sukuk will be only to Institutional Investors (as defined
below).
"Institutional Investor" means a Qualified Person who is one of the following:
(a)

a person who is authorised to carry on securities business by the Authority;

(b)

an exempt person as specified in Annex 1 to the Securities Business
Regulations of the Authority;

(c)

any of the following:
(i)

any company which owns, or which is a member of a group which owns,
net assets of not less than SAR 50 million (or equivalent GCC currency);

(ii)

any unincorporated body, partnership or other organisation which has
net assets of not less than SAR 50 million (or equivalent GCC currency);
or

(iii)

any person ("A") whilst acting in the capacity of director, officer or
employee of a person ("B") falling within sub-paragraphs (i) or (ii) where
A is responsible for B undertaking any securities activity;

(d)

an institution that has received a licence to engage in banking business in
accordance with the laws of Saudi Arabia; or

(e)

any other person who purchases Sukuk through an authorised person (as
defined in the Securities Business Regulations of the Authority).

All potential investors must carefully read the Conditions of the Sukuk prior to
completing an application for the purchase of the Sukuk since the execution of the
Investor Application Form constitutes acceptance of and agreement to the Conditions.
General
Other than the application for admission of the Sukuk to the Official List maintained by
the Authority in Saudi Arabia, no action has been or will be taken in any jurisdiction by
the Issuer or any Manager that would, or is intended to, permit an offering of the Sukuk,
or possession or distribution of this Offering Circular or any other offering material
thereto, where action for that purpose is required. Persons into whose hands this
Offering Circular comes are required by the Issuer and the Lead Managers to comply
with all applicable laws and regulations in relation to the purchase, offer, sale or
delivery of the Sukuk or, have in their possession or distribute this Offering Circular or
any other offering material relating to the Sukuk, in all cases at their own expense.
Bahrain
No offering of the Sukuk will be made to the public in the Kingdom of Bahrain. This
Offering Circular is to be read by the addressee only and is not to be shown to, issued
to, or made available to the public generally.
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Dubai International Financial Centre
The Offering Circular relates to an Exempt Offer in accordance with the Offered
Securities Rules of the Dubai Financial Services Authority ("DFSA"). It is intended for
distribution only to persons of a type specified in those rules. It must not be delivered
to, or relied on by, any other person. The DFSA has no responsibility for reviewing or
verifying any documents in connection with Exempt Offers. The DFSA has not
approved this document nor taken steps to verify the information set out in it and has
no responsibility for it. The securities to which this document relates may be illiquid
and/or subject to restrictions on their resale. Prospective purchasers of the securities
offered should conduct their own due diligence on the securities. If you do not
understand the contents of this document you should consult an authorised financial
adviser.
Oman
This Offering Circular is strictly private and confidential. The Sukuk have not been and
will not be approved or licensed by, or registered with, the Oman Capital Market
("OCMA"), the Central Bank of Oman ("CBO") or any other relevant licensing
authorities in the Sultanate of Oman. Each Manager undertakes that it will not offer or
sell any Sukuk directly or indirectly, in the Sultanate of Oman or to, or for the benefit of,
any Omani Person or to others for re-offering or resale, directly or indirectly, in the
Sultanate of Oman or to any Omani Person except under circumstances which will
result in compliance with all applicable laws, regulations and guidelines and in effect at
the relevant time. The Sukuk may not be offered or sold directly or indirectly to any
Omani Person and this Offering Circular shall not be or be deemed to be either an offer
to sell, purchase or subscribe for any investment or a solicitation of such an offer. The
OCMA and the CBO take no responsibility for the accuracy of the statements and
information contained in this Offering Circular nor shall the OCMA or CBO have any
liability to any person for damage or loss resulting from reliance on any statement or
information contained in this Offering Circular. The Sukuk, this Offering Circular or any
offering material relating to the Sukuk may not be distributed to any Omani Person
without the prior consent of the OCMA and then only in accordance with any terms and
conditions of such consent. For the purposes of this paragraph, "Omani Person" shall
mean any person resident in the Sultanate of Oman, including any corporation or other
entity organised under the laws of the Sultanate of Oman.
Qatar
No licenses or registrations have been obtained or effected which would permit any
offer or sale of the schedule to investors in Qatar. This Offering Circular may only be
used in Qatar for the purpose of marketing and educating investors about the Sukuk
and not for effecting any sales in Qatar. Offers and sales of Sukuk may be made to
Qatari Institutional Investors but only outside Qatar and on the basis that such offering
and sale is governed by the laws of a jurisdiction other than Qatar an any dispute
relating to such sale is to be settled in such jurisdiction.
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United Arab Emirates
Each Manager has represented and agreed that Sukuk have not been and will not be
offered, sold or publicly promoted or advertised by it in the United Arab Emirates other
than in compliance with any laws applicable in the United Arab Emirates governing the
issue, offering and sale of securities.
Furthermore, the information contained in this Offering Circular does not constitute a
public offer of securities in the United Arab Emirates in accordance with the
Commercial Companies Law (Federal Law No 8 of 1984 (as amended)) or otherwise,
and is not intended to be a public offer and, the information contained in this Offering
Circular is not intended to lead to the conclusion of any contract of whatsoever nature
within the territory of the United Arab Emirates.
Clearing, Settlement and Payments
The Sukuk will be admitted to the clearing and settlement system of the Registrar.
However, as of the Closing Date the Sukuk will not be admitted to any trading system
or platform and trading of the Sukuk will need to be conducted through
over-the-counter transactions. The Issuer may in the future apply for the Sukuk to be
admitted to one or more trading systems or platforms in Saudi Arabia when and if such
systems and platforms for the trading of debt securities are established.
Investors must either maintain an account directly with the Registrar or through a
custodian or other intermediary in order to hold Sukuk.
In addition, pursuant to Condition 9 (Payments), all payments under the Sukuk will be
made to Saudi Riyal-denominated accounts in Saudi Arabia as notified from time to
time to the Registrar and the Payments Administrator. Accordingly, investors will need
to make appropriate arrangements to receive payments under the Sukuk in such an
account. Investors are required to consult with their own advisers as to the
requirements of setting up the accounts referred to above and must take any
necessary action in respect of opening such account themselves. Neither the Issuer
nor any of the Lead Managers shall have any responsibility for ensuring that investors
comply with the correct process, regulations and requirements in relation to opening
such accounts in order to hold Sukuk and receive payments and none of them accept
any liability for any loss arising directly or indirectly as a consequence of any action or
inaction in respect of setting up such accounts.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
1.

The Issuer’s legal address is Eastern Circle, King Khalid Airport Road, Exit 8,
P.O. Box 5101, Riyadh 11422.

2.

The Issuer was incorporated on 13 Ramadan 1396H (corresponding to 6
September 1976) as a public joint stock company under the laws of Saudi
Arabia. Its commercial registration number is 1010010813.

3.

As of the date of this Offering Circular, the Issuer has an authorised share capital
of SAR 25,000,000,000, represented by 2,500,000,000 of authorised ordinary
shares, with a nominal value of SAR 10 each. SABIC has no other classes of
shares outstanding.

4.

The Extraordinary General Assembly of SABIC has approved in its meeting held
on 7 Rabi Al-Awwal 1426H (corresponding to 16 April 2005) an amendment to
the Bylaws of SABIC authorising the Board of Directors of SABIC to issue bonds/
sukuk to the public or otherwise in such amounts and on such terms as decided
upon by the Board of Directors of SABIC.

5.

The creation and issue of the Sukuk and the Issuer’s entry into the Sukuk
Documents has been authorised by a resolution of the Board of Directors of the
Issuer passed at a meeting held on 9/6/2007.

6.

There are no legal or arbitration proceedings against or affecting the Issuer’s
group taken as a whole or any of its assets or revenues, nor is the Issuer aware
of any pending or threatened proceedings of such kind, which are or might be
material in the context of the issue of the Sukuk.

7.

Since 31 December 2006 and in the two immediately preceding financial years
up to the date of this Offeirng Circular, there has been no adverse change, or
any development reasonably likely to involve an adverse change, in the
condition (financial or otherwise) or general affairs of the Issuer or the Issuer’s
group that is material in the context of the issue of the Sukuk.

8.

As of the date of this Offering Circular, none of the experts identified in the
"Advisers and Parties" section of this Offering Circular (for the avoidance of
doubt only the auditors to the Issuer constitute such experts for the purposes of
the Listing Rules) or their relatives (as defined in the Authority's glossary) have
any shareholding or interest of any kind in the Issuer or any of its affiliates or
subsidiaries (such affiliates or subsidiaries being those listed in Appendix I
(SABIC Global Directory) hereto). The Issuer also confirms that neither the Lead
Managers nor any of the legal advisers involved in the issuance of the Sukuk
own any shares or have any interest of any kind in the Issuer.

9.

No promoter or expert has received any commission, discount, brokerage or
other non-cash compensation or has been granted special terms or options in
connection with the issue or sale of any securities by SABIC or any of its
subsidiaries or affiliates (such affiliates or subsidiaries being those listed in
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Appendix I (SABIC Global Directory) hereto) in the two years preceding the date
of this Offering Circular.
10.

The management of SABIC believes that SABIC has, with its subsidiaries,
sufficient working capital for the 12 month period immediately following the date
of this Offering Circular.

11.

SABIC is guided by the Corporate Governance Regulations issued by the
Authority on 21-10-1427H (corresponding to 12 November 2006) in a manner
that complies with SABIC's Bylaws. SABIC also complies with the Regulations
for Companies enacted pursuant to Royal Decree No. M/6 dated 22-3-1385H
(corresponding to 22 July 1965).

12.

For so long as any of the Sukuk are current, copies of the following documents
(together with, in the case of items (d) to (g) below, translations thereof into
Arabic) may be inspected during normal business hours at the specified office of
the Issuer (in respect of paragraph (a) and (b)) and otherwise at the specified
office of the Payments Administrator:
(a)

the Issuer’s Bylaws and Commercial Registration Certificate;

(b)

the audited consolidated financial statements of the Issuer for the years
31 December 2004, 31 December 2005 and 31 December 2006;

(c)

the latest published unaudited interim consolidated financial statements
of the Issuer;

(d)

the Declaration of Agency;

(e)

the Sukuk Assets Transfer Agreement;

(f)

the Sukuk Assets Administration Agreement;

(g)

the Payments Administration Agreement; and

(h)

the Purchase Undertaking.

13.

Tadawul will be appointed as registrar of the Sukuk as described in "Terms and
Conditions of the Sukuk - Register, Title and Transfers".

14.

The following is a summary of the Issuer’s Bylaws:

Adoption of Bylaws and Amendments
The bylaws of SABIC were adopted pursuant to Royal Decree No. M/66 dated 13
Ramadan 1396H (corresponding to 6 September 1976). Since then, the bylaws have
been amended on four occasions, which were as follows:
(a)

Amendment dated 23 Ramadan 1406H (corresponding to 31 May 1986)
to amend Article 9 of the bylaws regarding the maximum number of
shares that a single person may hold in SABIC.
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(b)

Amendment dated 18 Ramadan 1407H (corresponding to 16 May 1987)
to amend Articles 6 and 24 of the bylaws regarding the authorised share
capital of SABIC and the minimum number of shares that a director must
own in SABIC.

(c)

Amendments dated 17 Safar 1424H (corresponding to 19 March 2003)
to amend Articles 21, 22, 23, 26, 30 and 32 of the bylaws regarding the
Board of Directors of SABIC and their powers to manage the company.

(d)

Amendments dated 7 Rabi Al-Awwal 1426H (corresponding to 16 April
2005) to amend Article 6 of the bylaws regarding the authorised share
capital of SABIC, Article 30 of the bylaws regarding the powers of the
Board of Directors of SABIC to manage the company and to include a
new Article 52 in the bylaws to authorise the Board of Directors of
SABIC to issue "sukuk" and/ or bonds.

(e)

Amendment dated 24 Rabi Al-Awwal 1427H (corresponding to 22 April
2006) to amend Article 6 of the bylaws regarding the authorised share
capital of SABIC.

Objects
The objects of SABIC are:
(a)

Implementation of petrochemical, fertiliser and other hydrocarbon-based
industries.

(b)

Implementation of iron and steel and aluminium industries.

(c)

Implementation of other basic industries which the private sector can not
undertake, with the concurrence of the Ministry of Industry and
Electricity.

(d)

Execution of projects necessary to supply SABIC with its raw material
requirements.

(e)

Marketing industrial products inside and outside the Kingdom.

Duration of SABIC
The duration of SABIC will be fifty (50) years from the date of issuance of the Royal
Decree authorising its incorporation, which may be extended for a similar or shorter
period by a decision of the Extraordinary General Meeting of SABIC.
Government Shareholding
Within six (6) years from the date of establishing SABIC, the Government is required to
sell seventy five per cent (75%) of the shares by the normal procedure followed in
issuing shares of joint stock companies for general subscription. The Government is
required to retain ownership of twenty five per cent (25%) of SABIC shares for the
duration of SABIC’s existence. A portion of these retained shares may, by a decision
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of the Minister of Industry and Electricity, be sold to public organisations, endowments
or charity societies.
Shares
All of the shares of SABIC shall be registered. Non-Saudis may not subscribe for or
own these shares unless a decision is taken by the Council of Ministers in this regard
and which would specify the percentage of shares that may be owned by non-Saudis.
This percentage may not exceed twenty five per cent (25%) of the total shares.
Registered shares shall be transferred by means of an entry in the shareholders’
register maintained by SABIC, which shall include the shareholders’ names, places of
residence, occupations, nationalities, the serial numbers of the shares and the paid-up
portion thereof. Such entry shall be certificated on the Sukuk relating thereto. Transfer
of any of the shares shall only be regarded as effective by SABIC or by third parties
from the date of entry in the said register.
Any single person shall not be entitled to own more than one two hundredth (1/200) of
SABIC’s capital.
Alteration of Share Capital
The authorised share capital may be increased by resolution of an Extraordinary
General Meeting specifying the method of increasing the share capital, provided that
the initial authorised share capital has been fully paid-up. Shareholders shall have
priority in subscribing for any new shares in cash. New shares issued when increasing
the capital may be issued for cash or for contributions in kind. The share capital may
be reduced by resolution of the Extraordinary General Meeting, at the recommendation
of the Board of Directors, specifying the extent and method of reduction.
Management
SABIC will be managed by a Board of Directors of seven (7) members. Two (2)
members at least shall represent the Government and shall be appointed by a Council
of Ministers’ Decision upon nomination by the Minister of Industry and Electricity. The
Council of Ministers’ Decision shall specify the period of membership of each as well as
his salary or remuneration. The General Meeting shall appoint the remaining members
of the Board for a term of three (3) years and shall specify their remunerations. Such
remuneration may consist of a specified salary or of an attendance fee for Board
meetings which shall be in addition to the share of profits assigned to the Board of
Directors in accordance with the bylaws. It may also consist of a combination of two or
more of these benefits.
Each Board Member must own not less than two thousand shares of SABIC’s shares,
which shall be deposited in one of the banks. These shares shall be set aside as a
guarantee for the Board Member’s liability and shall remain non-negotiable until the
General Meeting exonerates the Board Member from responsibility during this
membership term. If a Board Member fails to submit such guarantee shares within the
period specified therefore, he must forfeit his membership. The foregoing conditions
shall not apply to Board Members appointed by the Council of Ministers.
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The Chief Executive Officer of SABIC will also be the Vice Chairman of the Board of
Directors and will carry out the functions of the Chairman of the Board of Directors in
the Chairman’s absence. The Chief Executive Officer will be responsible for executing
the Board’s resolutions, administering the day to day business of SABIC and
overseeing all SABIC’s employees under the supervision of the Board of Directors.
The Board of Directors will specify the Chief Executive Officer’s remunerations, salaries
or other material benefits in addition to the remuneration prescribed for Board
Members.
The Chairman of the Board of Directors or whomever he designates with the approval
of the Board of Directors will represent SABIC in all legal actions.
Meetings and Resolutions of the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors shall meet at the SABIC’s head office at the request of its
Chairman but the Board may convene in a place other SABIC’s head office if the need
arises to do so. The Chairman must call for a meeting whenever requested to do so in
writing by two (2) Board Members. The meeting of the Board will not be valid unless it
is attended by at least four (4) members, one of whom must be a member who has
been appointed by the Council of Ministers.
Resolutions of the Board shall be adopted by a majority vote of the Board Members
present. In case of a tie, the Chairman’s vote shall carry. In exceptional cases, the
Board may adopt resolutions without a meeting if all Board Members consent to the
resolution in writing. Such resolutions shall be presented to the Board of Directors at
its next meeting.
Subject to the prerogatives vested in the General Meeting, the Board of Directors shall
have the widest authority to manage, and conduct the affairs of, SABIC and to dispose
of its assets, properties and real properties. The Board of Directors shall have the
power to purchase, sell, transfer, give and release mortgages and to make and receive
payments, provided that the minutes and the particulars of the resolution of the Board
of Directors relating to the disposal of SABIC’s assets, properties and real properties
comply with the following conditions: (1) the Board of Directors should specify the
reasons and justifications for the sale, (2) the sale price should be the approximate
price for comparable assets, (3) it shall be a spot-sale, except in cases of urgency,
provided that there are sufficient guarantees and (4) the disposal does not result in
stopping any of SABIC’s activities or increasing its commitments.
The Board of Directors may contract for loans with funds and governmental finance
institutions (irrespective of the term of each such loan) and may contract for loans with
banks, provided that the term of such loans does not exceed SABIC’s term, provided
that: (1) the value of the loans which may be entered into by the Board of Directors in
a fiscal year may not exceed 50% of SABIC’s share capital, (2) the Board of Directors
specifies the purpose of the loan and the repayment mechanism in the relevant
resolution and (3) ensures that the conditions of the loan and the security provided in
respect of the loan do not harm SABIC or its shareholders.
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The Board of Directors shall also have the power to settle, assign, contract, undertake
and commit in the name, and on behalf, of SABIC, and shall have the power to carry
out all actions and business to realise SABIC’s objects. The Board of Directors may
delegate its powers and authorities to others.
The Board of Directors may release SABIC’s debtors from their liabilities if this is in
SABIC’s interests, provided that the minutes and the particulars of the resolution of
the Board of Directors to release the debtors comply with the following conditions: (1)
the release is after a minimum of one (1) year from the relevant debt coming into
existence, (2) the release is in relation to a specified annual allowance for each debtor
and (3) the power to release from liability is not delegable by the Board of Directors.
Meetings and Resolutions of the Ordinary and Extraordinary General Meeting
A duly constituted General Meeting represents all shareholders and the resolutions
adopted by it which fall within its jurisdiction shall be binding on all shareholders. Any
shareholder holding twenty shares will have the right to attend a General Meeting in
person or by proxy given in writing to another shareholder who is not himself a member
of the Board of Directors. The Minister of Industry and Electricity will designate the
Government representatives in the General Meeting.
Except for matters reserved expressly for the Extraordinary General Meeting, the
Ordinary General Meeting shall be competent for all matters concerning SABIC.
The General Meeting will be held at SABIC’s head office and a meeting will be held at
least once a year and within six (6) months from the end of each financial year of
SABIC. The Board of Directors may call other Ordinary General Meeting whenever it
deems it necessary.
Votes at the Ordinary and Extraordinary General Meeting shall be counted on the basis
of one (1) vote for every twenty (20) shares. Nevertheless, Board Members may not
vote on resolutions relevant to their relief from liability for the period of their
membership.
The Ordinary General Meeting will not be valid unless attended by shareholders
representing at least fifty per cent (50%) of the capital. If such quorum is lacking at the
first meeting, a second meeting shall be called to be held within the next thirty (30)
days following the previous meeting. The second meeting shall be valid regardless of
the number of shares represented at the meeting. Resolutions of the Ordinary General
Meeting shall be passed by majority votes and the Chairman’s vote shall carry in case
of a tie.
The Extraordinary General Meeting shall be empowered with changing the bylaws of
SABIC and will be valid only if attended by shareholders representing at least sixty per
cent (60%) of the capital. If such quorum is lacking at the first meeting, a second
meeting shall be called and shall be valid if attended by shareholders representing at
least forty per cent (40%) of the capital. Resolutions of the Extraordinary General
Meeting shall be passed by a two thirds (2/3) majority of the shares represented at the
meeting. If a resolution concerns the increase or decrease of the capital, extension or
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reduction of the duration of SABIC, it must be passed by a majority of three quarters
(3/4) of the shares represented at the meeting.
Auditors
SABIC will have one or more auditors appointed annually by the Ordinary General
Meeting. The auditor will present an annual report to the Ordinary General Meeting.
Financial Year
SABIC’s financial year shall begin on the first day of January and end on the last day of
December of each year.
Statutory Reserve and Distribution of Dividends
SABIC shall set aside ten per cent (10%) of its net profits every year to form a statutory
reserve. The Board of Directors may decide to stop this deduction when the statutory
reserve reaches fifty per cent (50%) of the capital of SABIC. If in any year the statutory
reserve falls below fifty per cent (50%) of the capital, then SABIC must set aside
sufficient additional funds so that the reserve reaches fifty per cent (50%) of the capital.
After deducting the statutory reserve and any other reserve that may be decided upon
by the Ordinary General Meeting, five per cent (5%) of the paid-up capital shall be
distributed from the balance of net profits to the shareholders as an initial dividend. A
percentage of the remaining balance of the net profits, as determined by the General
Meeting shall be devoted for remuneration for the Board of Directors. Such
remuneration may not exceed one half of a per cent (0.5%) of the balance of net profits
after the making of the required deductions. Any funds remaining thereafter will be
distributed to the shareholders as an additional dividend. The Board of Directors will
determine the place and times for the distribution of dividends.
Dissolution and Liquidation
SABIC will be dissolved before the termination of its duration if its losses amount to half
the capital, unless the Extraordinary General Meeting decides otherwise. Upon expiry
of SABIC’s duration or in the event of its dissolution before the expiry of its duration,
the Ordinary General Meeting shall specify the liquidation procedure and shall appoint
one or more liquidators and define their powers. The services of the Board of Directors
shall end with the appointment of the liquidator, but the Ordinary General Meeting shall
continue in session throughout the liquidation period and until it approves liquidation
process.
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CERTAIN DEFINED TERMS
Set out below is a glossary of certain terms used in the "Description of the Issuer"
section of this Offering Circular.
2-EH
ALBA
AL-BAYRONI
Saudi Aramco
AR-RAZI
CEIHD
CIE
CTS
DOP
EDC
EG
EMS
Environmental
Regulations
EPS
ERP
GARMCO
GCC
GPPS
HADEED
HDPE
IBN AL-BAYTAR
IBN RUSHD
IT
LAO
LDPE
LLDPE
MEG
MEOH
MTBE
PETROKEMYA
PME
PVC
R&T
R&T Division
SABIC
SABIC Group
SAFCO
SAP ERP System
Saudi Arabia
SBUs

2-ethyl hexanol
Aluminium Bahrain B.S.C.
Al Jubail Fertiliser Company
Saudi Arabian Oil Company
Saudi Methanol Company
SABIC’s Corporate Environment & Industrial Hygiene
Department
Crude industrial ethanol
Customer Technical Support
Dioctyl phthalate
Ethylene dichloride
Ethylene glycol
Environmental Management System
Environmental regulations created in 1999 by the Royal
Commission for Jubail and Yanbu
Styrenes which are expandable
Enterprise Resource Planning
Gulf Aluminium Rolling Mill Company
Gulf Corporation Council
Styrenes which are solid
Saudi Iron & Steel Co.
High density polyethylene
National Chemical Fertiliser Company
The Arabian Industrial Fibers Company
Information Technology
Linear-alpha olefins
Low density polyethylene
Linear low density polyethylene
Mono Ethylene Glycol
Methanol MGS Master Gas System
Methyl tertiary butyl ether
The Arabian Petrochemical Company
Presidency of Environment and Meteorology
Polyvinyl chloride
Research and Technology
SABIC’s Research and Technology Division
Saudi Basic Industries Corporation
SABIC, together with its subsidiaries and affiliates
Saudi Arabian Fertiliser Company
System Application Product
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Strategic Business Units
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SHEMS
SM
SSO
STCs
UNITED
VCM
YANSAB

SABIC Headquarters Environmental Management System
Styrene monomer
Shared Services Organisation
SABIC Technology Centre
Jubail United Petrochemical Company
Vinyl chloride monomer
Yanbu National Petrochemical Company
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Saudi Basic Industries Corporation
A Saudi Joint Stock Company
CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS YEAR ENDED DECEMBER
31, 2006
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AUDITORS’ REPORT
To the shareholders
Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC)
Riyadh – Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheet of Saudi Basic
Industries Corporation – a Saudi joint stock company – and subsidiaries ("the
Company") as of December 31, 2006, and the related consolidated statements of
income, cash flows and shareholders’ equity for the year then ended and notes 1
to 29 which form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements as
prepared by the Company's management and presented to us with all the
necessary information and explanations which we required. These consolidated
financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements
based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally
accepted in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit also includes assessing
the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management,
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe
that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements taken as a whole present
fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial position of the Company
as of December 31, 2006, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for
the year then ended in accordance with accounting standards generally accepted
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia appropriate to the nature of the Company, and
comply with the Regulations for Companies and SABIC’s articles of association
with respect to the preparation and presentation of the consolidated financial
statements.
Deloitte & Touche
Bakr Abulkhair & Co.
Bakr A. Abulkhair
License No. 101
Safar 8, 1428
Bakr
A. Abulkhair
February
26, 2007
License No. 101
Safar 8, 1428
February 26, 2007
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
Note
ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Other receivables and prepayments
Total current assets
Non-current assets
Investments
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Other non current assets
Total non-current assets
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Short term bank facilities
Current portion of long term debt
Accrued liabilities and provisions
Total current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Long term debt
Other non-current liabilities
Total non-current liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES
EQUITY
Shareholders’ equity
Share capital
Statutory reserve
Research and technology reserve
General reserve
Retained earnings
Total shareholders’ equity
Minority interests
TOTAL EQUITY
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

2006
SR’000

2005
SR’000

3
4
5
6

41,227,735
16,475,589
13,658,245
2,612,872
73,974,441

28,172,569
14,520,648
10,642,446
2,945,182
56,280,845

7
8
9
10

3,531,839
79,970,622
5,094,003
4,017,915
92,614,379
166,588,820

5,898,098
66,096,734
4,957,112
3,717,691
80,669,635
136,950,480

12
13
14
15

11,065,422
607,622
5,521,174
8,529,868
25,724,086

7,781,718
351,695
6,352,264
7,461,439
21,947,116

14
16

33,611,628
6,762,869
40,374,497
66,098,583

23,017,180
6,764,647
29,781,827
51,728,943

17
18
18
18

25,000,000
11,445,362
1,291,691
20,631,558
14,514,548
72,883,159
27,607,078
100,490,237
166,588,820

20,000,000
9,415,968
1,291,691
17,589,241
14,043,717
62,340,617
22,880,920
85,221,537
136,950,480

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial
statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF INCOME
Note 2006
SR’000

2005
SR’000

Sales
Cost of sales

86,327,862
(51,415,477)

78,253,536
(45,169,206)

GROSS PROFIT

34,912,385

33,084,330

(4,026,265)

(3,914,352)

30,886,120

29,169,978

2,552,369
(1,567,042)

1,237,428
(1,397,257)

INCOME BEFORE MINORITY INTERESTS
AND ZAKAT

31,871,447

29,010,149

Minority interests

(10,527,505)

(9,100,464)

INCOME BEFORE ZAKAT

21,343,942

19,909,685

(1,050,000)
20,293,942
8.12

(750,000)
19,159,685
7.66

Administration and marketing expenses

19

INCOME FROM OPERATIONS
Other income
Finance charges

20

Zakat
NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR
Earnings per share (SR)

21
22

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial
statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
2006
SR’000

2005
SR’000

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net income for the year before Zakat
Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortization
Equity in earnings of associated companies
Minority interests in net income of subsidiaries

6,119,236 6,530,723
(196,974)
(526,168)
10,527,505 9,100,464

Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Accounts receivable and prepayments
Inventories
Accounts payable, accrued liabilities and provisions
Other non current liabilities
Zakat paid
Net cash from operating activities

(1,622,631)
(3,015,799)
4,065,404
(1,778)
(813,028)
36,405,877

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Additions to property, plant and equipment, net
Investments, net
Intangible assets, net
Other non current assets, net
Net cash used in investing activities

(18,752,640) (7,599,562)
2,563,233 (2,681,959)
(644,554)
561,241
(1,033,045) (906,369)
(17,867,006) (10,626,649)

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Short term bank facilities, net
Long term debt, net
Dividends paid
Minority interests, net
Net cash used in financing activities
NET INCREASE IN CASH AND CASH
EQUIVALENTS
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the
year
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END OF
THE YEAR
(note 3)

21,343,942 19,909,685

255,927
9,763,358
(9,701,643)
(5,801,347)
(5,483,705)
13,055,166

(968,480)
(1,487,822)
(889,327)
1,797,940
(331,019)
33,135,996

(131,834)
(3,973,596)
(7,421,564)
(6,054,915)
(17,581,909)
4,927,438

28,172,569 23,245,131

41,227,735 28,172,569

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial
statements.
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6,000,000

1,500,000
7,500,000

14,000,000

3,500,000
17,500,000

18

17

18
18
26

18
26

1,500,000
-

3,500,000
-

4,500,000

17

10,500,000

Private
sector
SR’000

25,000,000

5,000,000
-

20,000,000

5,000,000
-

15,000,000

Total
share
capital
SR’000

2,029,394
11,445,362

1,291,691

-

-

1,291,691

-

7,500,000

1,915,968
9,415,968

Research
and
technology
reserve
SR’000
1,291,691

Statutory
reserve
SR’000
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Balance at December 31,
2004
Increase in share capital
Final dividends for 2004
Board of directors’
remuneration
Transfer to general reserve
Net income for the year
Transfer to statutory reserve
Interim dividends for 2005
Balance at December 31,
2005
Increase in share capital
Final dividends for 2005
Board of Directors’
remuneration
Transfer to general reserve
Net income for the year
Transfer to statutory reserve
Interim dividends for 2006
Balance at December 31,
2006

Note

Government
SR’000

Share capital

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY

3,042,317
20,631,558

-

3,707,738
17,589,241

-

13,881,503

General
reserve
SR’000

(3,042,317)
20,293,942
(2,029,394)
(3,750,000)
14,514,548

(5,000,000)
(6,000,000)
(1,400)

(3,707,738)
19,159,685
(1,915,968)
(3,200,000)
14,043,717

(5,000,000)
(4,500,000)
(1,400)

13,209,138

Retained
earnings
SR’000

20,293,942
(3,750,000)
72,883,159

(6,000,000)
(1,400)

19,159,685
(3,200,000)
62,340,617

(4,500,000)
(1,400)

50,882,332

Total
equity
SR’000

NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1.

ORGANIZATION AND ACTIVITIES
Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC) is a Saudi joint stock company
established pursuant to Royal Degree Number M/66 dated 13 Ramadan 1396
(September 6, 1976) and registered in Riyadh under commercial registration
No. 1010010813 dated 14 Muharram 1397 (January 4, 1977). SABIC is 70%
owned by the Government of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and 30% by the
private sector.
The principal activities of SABIC and its main subsidiaries (“the Company”) are
the execution of petrochemical, fertilizers, metal, steel, aluminium and basic
hydrocarbon industries; and the establishment of projects to supply the
Company with raw material requirements, and the marketing of industrial
products inside and outside the Kingdom.

2.

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The accompanying consolidated financial statements have been prepared in
accordance with the standard of General Presentation and Disclosure issued
by the Ministry of Commerce and in compliance with the accounting standards
issued by the Saudi Organization of Certified Public Accountants (“SOCPA
standards”). Following is a summary of the significant accounting policies
applied by the Company.

Basis of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements are prepared on the basis of the
individual audited financial statements of SABIC and subsidiaries, as adjusted
by the elimination of significant inter-company balances and transactions.
The subsidiaries are consolidated from the date on which control is transferred
to SABIC. The subsidiary companies consolidated in these financial
statements are as follows:

SABIC Industrial Investments Company and its
subsidiaries (SIIC)
SABIC Luxembourg S.a.r.l. and its subsidiaries
SABIC Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd. and its subsidiaries
Arabian Petrochemical Company and its subsidiary
(Petrokemya)
Saudi Iron and Steel Company (Hadeed)
SABIC Antilles N.V.
SABIC Sukuk Company (SUKUK)
Saudi European Petrochemical Company (Ibn Zahr)
Jubail United Petrochemical Company (United)
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Shareholding %
2006
2005
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

100.00
100.00
100.00

100.00
100.00
100.00
80.00
75.00

100.00
100.00
70.00
75.00

National Chemical Fertilizer Company (Ibn Al-Baytar)
National Industrial Gases Company (Gas)
Yanbu National Petrochemical Company (Yansab)
Arabian Industrial Fiber Company (Ibn Rushd)
Saudi Methanol Company (Ar-Razi)
Al-Jubail Fertilizer Company (Al-Bayroni)
Saudi Yanbu Petrochemical Company (Yanpet)
National Methanol Company (Ibn Sina)
Saudi Petrochemical Company (Sadaf)
Eastern Petrochemical Company (Sharq)
Al-Jubail Petrochemical Company (Kemya)
Saudi Arabian Fertilizer Company (Safco)

71.50
70.00
55.95
53.90
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
42.99

71.50
70.00
53.90
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
42.99

All subsidiaries are incorporated in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia except for
Sabic Luxembourg S.a.r.l., SABIC Antilles N.V. and SABIC Asia Pacific Pte.
Ltd., which are incorporated in Luxembourg Netherlands and Republic of
Singapore, respectively.
Pursuant to the Ministerial resolution number 10446 of Dhul Qa’da 5, 1426
(December 7, 2005), Yanbu National Petrochemical Company (Yansab), a
Saudi joint stock company was established with a share capital of SR 5,625
million, divided into 112.5 million shares of SR 50 each (562.5 million shares of
SR 10 each after the split). The Company owns 55.95% of the share capital of
Yansab. Included in this holding is 4% (4.5 million shares, 22.5 million shares
after the split) owned by SIIC, which was sold to eligible employees at par
value under a stock grant scheme. Yansab’s legal incorporation process was
completed on Muharram 14, 1427 (February 13, 2006).
During the year, SABIC acquired the share of one of the shareholders of Saudi
European Petrochemical Co. (Ibn Zahr) representing 10% of total
shareholding, consequently, the equity interest of SABIC in Ibn Zahr increased
from 70% to 80%.
SABIC Sukuk LLC (SUKUK), a limited liability company, was incorporated on
Jumada Al Awal 29, 1427 H, corresponding to June 14, 2006, with a share
capital of SR 500,000 and is wholly owned by SABIC. SUKUK’s objective is to
provide services and support related to bonds/sukuk issued by SABIC.
On December 29, 2006, the Company acquired 100% of the voting shares of
Huntsman Petrochemicals (UK) Ltd., an unlisted company based in the United
Kingdom engaged in the production of basic chemicals for a cash
consideration of USD 685 million. Huntsman Petrochemicals (UK) Ltd.
renamed SABIC UK Petrochemicals Company owns and operates 865 ktpa
ethylene cracker, 1.3 million tones per annum aromatics units and 400 ktpa
propylene with extensive logistical facilities at Wilton and North East Britain.
SABIC is continuing the execution of Polyethylene facility with a capacity of
400 kpta per annum.
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The financial statements of SABIC UK Petrochemicals Company as of
December 31, 2006 are included in the accompanying consolidated financial
statements.
SABIC is currently in the process of incorporating “Saudi Kayan
Petrochemical Company”, located in Madinat Al-Jubail Al-Sinaiyah with a
share capital amounting to SR 15 billion, in which SABIC and Kayan
Petrochemical Company will hold 35% and 20% of the shares respectively and
the remaining 45% will be offered for public subscription.
Accounting convention
The consolidated financial statements are prepared under the historical cost
convention except for the measurement of available for sale securities at fair
value, wherever available, and for accounting for investments in associated
companies on the equity basis.
Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment are stated at cost net of accumulated
depreciation except for freehold land and construction work in progress which
are stated at cost. Expenditure on maintenance and repairs is expensed,
while expenditure for betterments is capitalized. Depreciation is provided over
the estimated useful lives of the applicable assets using the straight- line
method. Leasehold improvements are amortized over the shorter of the
estimated useful life or the remaining term of the lease. The estimated years
of depreciation of the principal classes of assets are as follows:

Years
20
33
4-20
4

Plant and equipment
Buildings
Furniture and office equipment
Vehicles
Inventories

Inventories are stated at the lower of cost or market value. Cost of raw
materials, consumables, spare parts and finished goods is principally
determined on a weighted average cost basis. Inventories of work in progress
and finished goods include cost of materials, labor and an appropriate
proportion of direct overheads.
Investments
Associated companies
Associated companies are companies in which SABIC has a long term interest
of at least 20% in the voting capital and/or over which it exerts significant
influence. The consolidated financial statements include an appropriate share
of the associated companies’ post acquisition results and reserves based on
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their latest financial statements. SABIC’s share in the earnings of associated
companies is included in other income in the consolidated statement of
income.
Available for sale
This represents investments in financial assets not acquired for trading
purposes. These are stated at fair value. Differences between the fair value
and the cost, if significant, are reported separately in the statement of
shareholders’ equity. Any decline other than temporary in the value of these
investments are charged to the consolidated statement of income.
Fair value is determined by reference to the market value if an open market
exists, or on the basis of the most recent financial statements. Otherwise, cost
is considered to be the fair value.
Held to maturity
Investments acquired with the intention of being held to maturity are carried at
cost. The cost is adjusted for any premium, discount, and any permanent
decline in value.
Pre-operating expenses
Expenses incurred during the development and start up periods, and which are
expected to provide benefits in future periods, are deferred or capitalised. The
deferred pre-operating expenses are amortised starting from the
commencement of the commercial operations using a straight line method
over the shorter of the estimated period of benefit or seven years.
Accounts receivable
Accounts receivable are stated at the original invoice amount less an
allowance for any uncollectible amounts. An estimate for doubtful debts is
made when the collection of the accounts receivable amount is considered
doubtful. Bad debts are written off as incurred.
Employees’ home ownership program
Unsold housing units constructed for eventual sale to eligible employees are
included under land and buildings and are depreciated over 33 years. Upon
signing the sale contract, these housing units are classified under other non
current assets.
Goodwill
The excess of consideration paid over the fair value of net assets acquired is
recorded as goodwill and at the end of each reporting period is measured and
reported in the financial statements at carrying value after being adjusted for
impairment, if any, as per the amended accounting standard issued by SOCPA
on intangible assets. The carrying amount of negative goodwill, if any, is
netted off against fair value of property and equipment.
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The Company ceased the amortization of the goodwill effective January 1,
2006 and considered the net book value as of December 31, 2005 as cost and
implemented the amended SOCPA standards on intangible assets.
Dividends
Dividends are recognized as a liability at the time of their approval by the
General Assembly. Interim dividends are recorded as and when approved by
the Board of Directors.
Employees’ end of service benefits and early retirement plan
Employees’ end of service benefits are provided for in accordance with the
Company’s policies and the requirements of the Saudi Arabian Labor Law.
Employees’ early retirement plan costs were provided for in accordance with
the Company’s policies and are charged to the consolidated statement of
income in the year the employee retires.
Revenue recognition
Sales represent the invoiced value of goods shipped and services rendered by
the Company during the year, net of trade and quantity discounts. Generally
sales are reported net of marketing expenses in accordance with executed
marketing and off take agreements.
Investment income from associated companies is recognized based on the
equity method. Earnings on bank deposits are recognized on an accrual
basis.
Zakat and income tax
Zakat is provided in accordance with the Regulations of the Directorate of
Zakat and Income Tax (DZIT) in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and on an
accrual basis. The provision is charged to the consolidated statement of
income. Any differences resulting from the final assessments are recorded in
the year of their finalization. Foreign shareholders in subsidiaries are subject
to income tax which is included in minority interest in the consolidated financial
statements.
For subsidiaries outside the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, provision for tax is
computed in accordance with tax regulations in the respective countries if
required.
Research and technology expenses
Research and technology expenses are charged to the consolidated statement
of income when incurred.
Administration and marketing expenses
Production costs and direct expenses are classified as cost of sales. All other
expenses, including selling and distribution expenses not deducted from sales,
are classified as administration and marketing expenses.
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Foreign currency translation
Transactions in foreign currencies (which are not covered by forward foreign
exchange contracts) are translated into Saudi Riyals at the rates of exchange
prevailing at the time of such transactions. Monetary assets and liabilities
denominated in foreign currencies at the balance sheet date are translated at
the exchange rates prevailing at that date. Gains and losses from settlement
and translation of foreign currency transactions are included in the
consolidated statement of income.
The financial statements of foreign operations are translated into Saudi Riyals
using the exchange rate at each balance sheet date, for assets and liabilities,
and the average exchange rates for revenues and expenses. Components of
equity, other than retained earnings, are translated at the rates prevailing at
the date of their occurrence. Translation adjustments, if material, are recorded
as a separate component of shareholders’ equity.
Derivative financial instruments
The Company uses derivative financial instruments, primarily to manage its
interest rate risk exposure. Derivative assets related to the financial
instruments are initially recognized in the financial statements at cost, and any
gains and losses on maturity are included in the consolidated statement of
income.
Leasing
Leases are classified as capital leases whenever the terms of the lease
transfer substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership to the lessee.
All other leases are classified as operating leases.
Assets held under capital leases are recognized as assets of the Company at
the lower of the present value of the minimum lease payments or the fair
market value of the assets at the inception of the lease.
Finance costs, which represent the difference between the total leasing
commitments and the lower of the present value of the minimum lease
payments or the fair market value of the assets at the inception of the lease,
are charged to the income statements over the term of the relevant lease in
order to produce a constant periodic rate of charge on the remaining balance
of the obligations for each accounting period.
Capitalized leased assets are depreciated over the shorter of the estimated
useful life of the asset or the lease term.
Rentals payable under operating leases are charged to income on a straight
line basis over the term of the operating lease.
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Impairment
At each balance sheet date, the Company reviews the carrying amounts of its
tangible and intangible assets to determine whether there is any indication that
those assets have suffered an impairment loss. If any such indication exists,
the recoverable amount of the asset is estimated in order to determine the
extent of the impairment loss. Where it is not possible to estimate the
recoverable amount of an individual asset, the Company estimates the
recoverable amount of the cash generating unit to which the asset belongs.
If the recoverable amount of an asset or cash generating unit is estimated to
be less than its carrying amount, the carrying amount of the asset or cash
generating unit is reduced to its recoverable amount. Impairment losses are
expensed in the consolidated statement of income.
Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the
asset or the cash generating unit is increased to the revised estimate of its
recoverable amount, so that the increased carrying amount does not exceed
the carrying amount that would have been determined had no impairment loss
been recognised for the asset or cash generating unit in prior years. A
reversal of an impairment loss is recognised as income immediately in the
consolidated statement of income.
3.

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash and cash equivalents consist of bank balances and cash on hand, short
term deposits, and investments that are readily convertible into known
amounts of cash and have a maturity of three months or less when purchased.
The cash and cash equivalents at December 31 were:
2006
SR’000
Bank balances and cash
3,868,104
Short term deposits
37,359,631

2005
SR’000
4,910,716
23,261,853

41,227,735

28,172,569

Cash and cash equivalents at December 31, 2006 included restricted balances
of SR 152 million (2005: SR 94 million).
4.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
The accounts receivable at December 31 were:

2006
2005
SR’000
SR’000
14,307,783 12,035,888

Trade accounts receivable
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Amounts due from joint venture partners (note 11)

2,359,857 2,661,764

Allowance for doubtful debts

(192,051) (177,004)
16,475,589 14,520,648

No single customer accounts for more than 5% of the Company’s sales for the
years ended December 31, 2006 and 2005.
5.

INVENTORIES
The inventories at December 31 were:

2006
2005
SR’000
SR’000
7,410,559 5,671,138

Finished goods
Spare parts
Raw materials
Work in progress
Goods in transit

6.

3,185,727 2,735,530
2,124,443 1,840,039
131,461 108,828
806,055 286,911
13,658,24510,642,446

OTHER RECEIVABLES AND PREPAYMENTS
Other receivables and prepayments at December 31 were:
2006
SR’000
Due from Yansab
-

Prepaid expenses
Employee loans and home ownership receivables
Others

2005
SR’000
1,274,745

403,859
307,066
562,397
300,453
1,646,616 1,062,918
2,612,872 2,945,182

Due from Yansab represents capital expenditure incurred on behalf of Yansab
during 2005.
7.

INVESTMENTS
The investments at December 31 were:

Share
2006
holding % SR’000
Associated companies - (a)
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2005
SR’000

Gulf Petrochemical Industries Co.
(GPIC)
Gulf Aluminum Rolling Mills Co.
(GARMCO)
National Chemical Carrier Company
(NCC)
Power and Water Utilities Company for
Jubail
and Yanbu (MARAFIQ)
Aluminum Bahrain BSC (ALBA)
Others
Available for sale - (b)
Held to maturity - (c)
Yansab (note 2) – and (d) below

33.33

632,906

586,766

31.28

132,477

118,292

20.00

149,259

141,921

25.00

762,224

651,211

20.00

690,656
397,796
2,765,318
766,521
3,531,839

1,180,470
188,047
2,866,707
50,000
2,981,391
5,898,098

(a) The movement of investments in associated companies is as follows:
2006
2005
SR’000
SR’000
Balance at the beginning of the year
2,866,707 2,574,816

Movements during the year , net
Valuation adjustments, net
Balance at the end of the year

(126,707) 310,231
25,318
(18,340)
2,765,318 2,866,707

NCC and MARAFIQ are incorporated in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. GPIC,
GARMCO and ALBA are incorporated in the Kingdom of Bahrain. Others
include investments in associated companies by SABIC Luxembourg S.à.r.l
and its subsidiaries.
(b) This item represents investments in financial assets.
(c) This item represents investments held by a subsidiary in Saudi Government
Development Bonds.
(d) This represents SABIC’s share in the share capital of YANSAB.
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PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

2 8 ,3 79
70 3, 036
( 1 8 9 ,3 5 1 )
( 4 2, 6 4 0)
5 ,24 2,0 5 9

2 2 , 5 51 , 4 41
1 0 , 1 06 , 7 4 8

Net book amounts
At December 31, 2006
At D e ce mb e r 3 1 , 20 0 5

7, 98 2 , 29 3
8 , 2 6 5 , 5 21

4 , 7 4 2, 6 3 5

1 3 , 00 8 , 1 5 6
7 1, 90 1
7 75, 416
( 444 , 7 6 3)
( 186,358)
1 3, 2 2 4 , 35 2

-

1 0 , 106 , 7 4 8
4 6 , 7 90
15, 39 0, 195
( 2 , 9 52 , 6 37 )
(3 9 , 6 5 5 )
2 2 ,5 5 1, 4 4 1

C on s t r u cti o n L a n d a n d
buildings
w ork in
SR’000
p rogre ss
S R’000

Depreciation
A t t h e b e g in n in g o f t h e y e a r
C ur re nc y t r an s l a ti o n a dju s t m e nt fo r a c c um ul at ed
d e pr ec i a ti on
Ch arg e f or t he yea r
T ra ns f er s
D i s po sa l s / t ra n sf e r s
A t t h e e nd o f the y ea r

Co s t
A t t h e b e gi n n i n g of t h e y e ar
C u r r e n c y t r a n s l a t i on a d j u s t m en t
Add iti on s
T ra n s f e rs
Dispos als
A t t he e nd of t he y ea r

8.

48 , 6 6 0, 4 2 9
46 , 8 7 3, 29 5

6 2 7 , 50 2
3, 8 18, 35 0
( 51 7 , 5 8 1 )
5 5 , 0 35 ,70 9

5 1 , 107 , 4 3 8

9 7, 9 8 0, 733
1, 03 4 , 65 2
3, 726,085
1, 5 1 8, 70 8
(5 64,040)
1 0 3 , 6 96 , 1 3 8

P la n t a n d
equipment
SR’000

7 76 , 4 5 9
8 5 1 , 1 70

1 9 , 44 1
35 7, 366
(6 9 , 052 )
2 ,6 3 2 , 9 9 7

2 , 3 2 5, 24 2

3, 17 6 , 4 12
25,618
29 0, 99 5
( 8, 808 )
(74 ,761)
3 , 4 0 9 , 4 56

F u r n i tu r e ,
fixtures and
vehicles
SR ’ 000

7 9 , 9 7 0, 6 2 2
-

675,322
4, 8 7 8, 752
(189 ,3 51)
(629, 273)
62,910,7 65

5 8, 175, 315

12 4, 272,049
1, 17 8 , 9 6 1
20 ,182,691
( 1, 8 8 7 , 500 )
(864,814)
142 ,8 81 ,3 87

Total
2006
SR ’0 00

6 6 , 09 6 , 7 3 4

(799 ,712 )
5 , 3 4 6, 5 7 9
(559,3 90)
58,175, 315

54,187, 838

1 18, 031,589
(1 , 3 1 1, 4 6 6 )
9 , 1 1 9, 90 8
(1 , 5 6 7 , 9 8 2 )
124,272,049

T o ta l
2005
SR’000

8. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (Continued)[9/1•]
The construction in progress mainly represents the expansion of existing
plants and new projects being executed by certain subsidiaries. The related
commitments are reported in note 27. The finance charges capitalized during
the year 2006 amounted to SR 281 million (2005: SR 54 million).
Land and Buildings include an amount of SR 47.7 million at December 31,
2006 and 2005 representing the cost of freehold land.
The recovery of net book value of assets of Ibn Rushd (a 53.90 % owned
subsidiary) which are included in property, plant and equipment and intangible
assets amounting to SR 5.3 billion (2005: SR 5.6 billion) is dependent upon
the success of the future operations of Ibn Rushd.
The plots of land on which plant and related facilities of certain subsidiaries are
constructed are leased from the Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbu
under renewable lease agreements for periods ranging from 20 to 30 years.
Property, plant and equipment of certain subsidiaries are mortgaged to Saudi
Industrial Development Fund (SIDF) as security for term loans (note 14).
9.

INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Intangible assets at December 31 were:

Pre-operating expenses and others, net - (a)
Goodwill, net - (b)

2006
SR’000
1,886,231
3,207,772
5,094,003

2005
SR’000
2,011,061
2,946,051
4,957,112

(a) Pre-operating expenses include plant commissioning, start-up costs, and
other items. The deferred pre-operating expenses are amortized over a period
of benefit not exceeding 7 years. The total accumulated amortisation at
December 31, 2006 amounted to SR 4.7 billion (2005: SR 4 billion).
(b) Goodwill represents the excess of consideration paid over the fair value of
net assets acquired:
2006
2005
SR’000
SR’000
Cost
At the beginning of the year
3,720,640
4,248,960
Exchange differences
299,611
(528,320)
At the end of the year
4,020,251
3,720,640

Amortisation
At the beginning of the year
Exchange differences
Provided during the year
At the end of the year
Net book value as at December 31
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774,589
37,890
812,479
3,207,772

612,182
(73,308)
235,715
774,589
2,946,051

10.

OTHER NON CURRENT ASSETS
Other non current assets at December 31 were:

Employee loans and home ownership
receivables - (a)
Other assets - (b)

2006
SR’000
1,446,677

2005
SR’000
1,190,669

2,571,238
4,017,915

2,527,022
3,717,691

(a) Certain subsidiaries have established employees home ownership
programs that offer eligible employees the opportunity to buy residential units
constructed by these subsidiaries. The cost of the land and direct construction
costs are repayable by the employees over a period of 20 years. The
ownership of the housing units is transferred to the employees upon full
payment of the amounts due.
(b) Other assets include employees stock grant scheme (note 2), advances to
contractors, deferred taxes and others.
11.

TRANSACTIONS WITH JOINT VENTURE PARTNERS
In the ordinary course of business operations, certain affiliates of SABIC sell
their products to joint venture partners in accordance with the marketing and
off take agreements. Sales to joint venture partners amounted to SR 12.6
billion (2005: SR 8.9 billion). Certain joint venture partners also provide
research and technology and other services to certain SABIC affiliates in
conformity with the executed agreements.
See notes 4 and 12, respectively.

12.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
The accounts payable at December 31 were:

Trade accounts payable
Amounts due to joint venture partners (note 11)

13.

2006
SR’000
11,041,659
23,763
11,065,422

2005
SR’000
7,759,961
21,757
7,781,718

SHORT TERM BANK FACILITIES
The short term bank facilities at December 31, 2006, which bear finance
charges at prevailing market rates, amounted to approximately SR 608 million
(2005: SR 352 million). The Company had unused credit facilities at
December 31, 2006 of SR 3.8 billion (2005: SR 1.7 billion).
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14.

LONG TERM DEBT
The long term debt as at December 31 were:

Public Investment Fund (PIF)
Saudi Industrial Development Fund (SIDF)
Commercial debt
Euro Bond
Sukuk
Total
Less: Current portion
Non current portion

2006
SR’000
6,698,572
1,263,794
24,458,086
3,712,350
3,000,000
39,132,802
(5,521,174)
33,611,628

2005
SR’000
6,257,974
1,172,904
21,938,566
29,369,444
(6,352,264)
23,017,180

The PIF loans are generally repayable in semi annual installments and finance
charges on these loans are at varying rates above LIBOR.
The SIDF loans are repayable in semi annual installments commencing on
various dates. The administration fees related to such loans paid in advance
were capitalized as part of the plant construction costs.
The commercial debt are repayable in conformity with the varying repayment
terms set out in the applicable loan agreements. The financial charges are
payable in accordance with the terms set out in the applicable loan
agreements.
During the year, SABIC Europe B.V. (a wholly owned subsidiary of SABIC
Luxembourg S.a.r.l) issued an unsecured Euro 750 million Euro bond. The
seven year Euro bond carries a fixed coupon rate of 4.5% with final maturity
date due on 28 November 2013.
On July 29, 2006, the Company issued a SR 3 billion Sukuk, at par value of
SR 50,000 each without discount or premium, maturing in 2027. The Sukuk
bears a maximum rate of return based on SIBOR plus a margin of 40 basis
points per annum payable quarterly in arrears from the net income from the
Sukuk assets held by the Sukuk custodian “SABIC Sukuk Company”, a wholly
owned subsidiary of the Company.
At the end of each five years period, the Company shall pay an amount equal
to 10% of the aggregate face value of the Sukuk as bonus to the Sukuk
holders. The Company has provided an undertaking to the Sukuk holders to
purchase the Sukuk from its holders during the years 2011, 2016, 2021 at an
amount equivalent to 90%, 60% and 30% of the face value respectively.
The aggregate repayment schedule of long term debt is as follows:
2006
2005
SR’000
SR’000
2006
6,352,264
2007
5,521,174
9,447,327
2008
4,595,599
4,067,346
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2009
2010
2011
Thereafter
Total
15.

3,276,057
3,676,067
6,051,178
16,012,727
39,132,802

2,695,588
2,332,647
2,255,616
2,218,656
29,369,444

ACCRUED LIABILITIES AND PROVISIONS
The accrued liabilities and provisions at December 31 were:
2006
SR’000
Zakat and tax provision
2,778,132
Accrued liabilities
2,337,969
Dividend payable
664,782
Others
2,748,985
8,529,868

2005
SR’000
3,291,800
2,319,407
616,425
1,233,807
7,461,439

Others include employee related accruals, contract retentions, and other
accruals and provisions.
16.

OTHER NON CURRENT LIABILITIES
The other non current liabilities at December 31 were:
2006
SR’000
Employees’ end of service benefits
4,081,033
Employees’ thrift plan
305,298
Employees’ early retirement plan
72,427
Others
2,304,111
6,762,869

2005
SR’000
3,519,633
248,784
103,328
2,892,902
6,764,647

Others include obligation under capital lease, deferred taxes and other noncurrent payables.
17.

SHARE CAPITAL
In accordance with the Capital Market Authority’s announcement No.
4/154/2006 dated Safar 27, 1427 (March 27, 2006) issued pursuant to the
Councils of Ministers resolution to split the shares of joint stock companies, the
par value of the share has been split to SR 10 instead of SR 50. Accordingly,
the Company’s number of shares became 2 billion shares. The shares
resumed trading after the split effective Rabie Al-Awal 17, 1427 (April 15,
2006).
The Extraordinary General Assembly in its meeting held on 24 Rabi Al Awal,
1427 corresponding to April 22, 2006, approved to increase the share capital
by SR 5 billion through issuance of 1 bonus share for every 4 shares held.
Accordingly the Company’s share capital as of December 31, 2006 was
SR 25 billion is divided into 2.5 billion shares of SR 10 each (2005: SR 20
billion divided into 2 billion shares of SR 10 each).
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18.

RESERVES
Statutory reserve
As required by The Saudi Arabian Regulations for Companies, 10% of the
annual net income must be transferred to the statutory reserve. The Company
may resolve to discontinue such transfers when the reserve equals 50% of the
share capital. The reserve is not available for distribution.
Other reserves
In accordance with SABIC's byelaws, the General Assembly can establish
other reserves as an appropriation of retained earnings. Such reserves can be
increased or decreased by a resolution of the shareholders. Such reserves
are available for distribution.

19.

ADMINISTRATION AND MARKETING EXPENSES
The administration and marketing expenses during the year ended December
31 comprised:
2006
2005
SR’000
SR’000
Employees’ cost
1,099,684 930,288
Selling and marketing
1,610,697 1,276,497
Depreciation and amortization
170,736
394,127
Administrative expenses
1,145,148 1,313,440
4,026,265 3,914,352

20.

OTHER INCOME
The other income during the year ended December 31 comprised:
2006
2005
SR’000
SR’000
Earnings on bank deposits
2,073,026 1,141,012

Equity in earnings of associated companies, net
Exchange differences, net
Others

21.

196,974
281,419
950
2,552,369

526,168
(487,220)
57,468
1,237,428

ZAKAT
During 2006, SABIC received the preliminary objection committee’s decision
regarding the zakat assessments on the unconsolidated financial statements
of SABIC for the years 1983 through 2002. SABIC has filed an appeal with the
appellate committee contesting the preliminary objection committee’s decision
and is awaiting the hearing.
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DZIT finalized the zakat assessments for the years 2003 and 2004 against
which SABIC has filed an objection, contesting these assessments. The zakat
return for the year 2005 is currently under review by DZIT.
In the opinion of the management, adequate provision has been made in the
consolidated financial statements.
The following is the movement of the zakat provision for the years ended
December 31:
2006
2005
SR’000
SR’000
Balance at the beginning of the year
1,731,999
1,313,018
Less: Payments during the year, net
(813,028)
(331,019)
Add: Current year provision
1,050,000
750,000
Balance at the end of the year
1,968,971
1,731,999
22.

EARNINGS PER SHARE

The earnings per share are calculated based on the number of outstanding
shares at the end of the period. The outstanding number of shares at
December 31, 2006 was 2.5 billion shares (2 billion shares at December 31,
2005 adjusted for the stock split).
The calculation of the earnings per share for the comparative financial year of
2005 has been adjusted retroactively to reflect the bonus share and the stock
split.
23.

SEGMENT INFORMATION

The segment information is provided based on the following three segments:
polymers and fertilizer products.
aluminium production facilities.
technology centers.
There are no significant inter segment revenues between the petrochemicals
and the metal segments.
Petrochemicals
2006
Sales
Gross profit
Net Income
Total assets
Total
liabilities
2005
Sales
Gross profit

Metals
SR’000

Corporate

Total
SR’000

SR’000
74,066,639
31,528,212
17,247,124
106,616,223

7,611,579
1,975,616
1,725,077
16,205,783

SR’000
4,649,644
1,408,557
1,321,741
43,766,814

86,327,862
34,912,385
20,293,942
166,588,820

32,280,078

6,267,450

27,551,055

66,098,583

66,638,178
28,816,673

7,193,152
2,282,748

4,422,206
1,984,909

78,253,536
33,084,330
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Net Income
Total assets

14,757,787
86,951,135

1,874,290
14,475,961

2,527,608
35,523,384

19,159,685
136,950,480

Total liabilities

27,309,785

5,287,933

19,131,225

51,728,943

A substantial portion of SABIC’s operating assets are located in the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia. The principal markets for SABIC petrochemical products are
Europe, the Middle East, and Asia Pacific. While the corporate activities are in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the metals segment sales are mainly in Saudi
Arabia and Gulf Cooperative Council Countries. It is not practicable to
summarise the sales of the petrochemicals segment by geographic areas.
24.

RISK MANAGEMENT
Financial instruments carried on the balance sheet principally include cash and
cash equivalents, accounts receivable and other assets, bank borrowings,
accounts payable and accrued and other current liabilities.
Credit Risk is the risk that one party will fail to discharge an obligation and will
cause the other party to incur a financial loss. The Company has no significant
concentration of credit risk. Cash is substantially placed with national banks
with sound credit ratings. Trade accounts receivable are carried net of
provision for doubtful debts.
Interest Rate Risk is the risk that the value of financial instruments will
fluctuate due to changes in the market interest rates. The Company has no
significant interest bearing long term assets, but has interest bearing liabilities
at December 31, 2006. The Company manages its borrowings made at
floating rates by using interest rate swaptions (note 25), which have the
economic effect of converting borrowings from floating rates to fixed rates.
The interest rate swaptions, when exercised, provide the Company with the
right to agree with the counter party to exchange, at specified intervals, the
difference between fixed contract rates and floating interest amounts,
calculated by reference to the agreed notional principal amounts.
Liquidity Risk is the risk that the Company will encounter difficulty in raising
funds to meet commitments associated with financial instruments. Liquidity
risk may result from an inability to sell a financial asset quickly at an amount
close to its fair value. Liquidity risk is managed by monitoring on a regular
basis that sufficient funds are available to meet any future commitments.
Currency Risk is the risk that the value of financial instruments will fluctuate
due to changes in foreign exchange rates. Management monitors the
fluctuations in currency exchange rates and manages its effect on the
consolidated financial statements accordingly.
Fair Value is the amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability
settled between knowledgeable willing parties in an arm’s length transaction.
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As the Company’s consolidated financial instruments are compiled under the
historical cost convention, differences can arise between the book values and
fair value estimates. Management believes that the fair value of the
Company’s consolidated financial assets and liabilities are not materially
different from their carrying values.
25.

DERIVATIVES
The Company entered into interest rate swap agreements and swap
arrangements to hedge the volatility in interest rates related to debt
outstanding at year end amounting to SR 13.6 billion (SR 13.2 billion as of
December 31, 2005). The swap agreements can be exercised on different
dates. The agreements state that premiums should be paid quarterly.

26.

APPROPRIATION OF NET INCOME
The General Assembly, in its annual meeting held on Rabie Al-Awal 24, 1427
(April 22, 2006), approved the appropriation of the net income for the year
ended December 31, 2005 as follows:
x

cash dividends of SR 9,200 million (SR 23 per share) including
interim cash dividends of SR 3,200 million (SR 8 per share)

x

transfer 10% of net income to statutory reserve

x

payment of SR 1.4 million as Board of Directors’ remuneration

x

transfer the remaining balance to the general reserve

The Board of Directors proposed on 27 Dhul Qaida 1427, corresponding to
December 18, 2006, to distribute cash dividends of SR 10,000 million (SR 4
per share), for the year ended December 31, 2006, including interim cash
dividends of SR 3,750 million (SR 1.5 per share) previously approved by the
Board of Directors on July 15, 2006.
27.

COMMITMENTS
Capital Commitments
The Company’s commitment for capital expenditures at December 31, 2006
amounted to SR 66.5 billion (2005: SR 36.1 billion).
Operating Lease Commitments
Commitments under non-cancelable operating leases with initial terms of
greater than one year are as follows:
2006
2005
SR’000
SR’000
2006
370,924
2007
477,130
414,272
2008
426,739
417,146
2009
418,739
417,944
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2010
Thereafter

417,239
2,927,621
4,667,468

417,944
2,923,316
4,961,546

Obligations under capital leases
Commitments under capital leases with initial terms of greater than one year
are as follows:

2006
SR’000
82,620
82,620
82,620
82,620
1,191,105
1,521,585

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
Thereafter

28.

2005
SR’000
82,620
82,620
82,620
82,620
82,620
1,191,105
1,604,205

CONTINGENCIES
The Company is involved in litigation matters in the ordinary course of
business, which are being defended. While the ultimate results of these
matters cannot be determined with certainty, management does not expect
that they will have a material adverse effect on the consolidated financial
statements of the Company.
The Company’s bankers have issued, on its behalf, bank guarantees
amounting to SR 2.1 billion (2005: SR 1.5 billion) in the normal course of
business.

29.

COMPARATIVE FIGURES
Certain prior year figures have been re-classified to conform with the current
year’s presentation.
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AUDITORS’ REPORT
To the shareholders
Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC)
Riyadh – Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheet of Saudi Basic
Industries Corporation – a Saudi joint stock company – and subsidiaries ("the
Company") as of December 31, 2005, and the related consolidated statements of
income, cash flows and changes in shareholders’ equity for the year then ended
and notes 1 to 29 which form an integral part of these consolidated financial
statements as prepared by the Company's management and presented to us with
all the necessary information and explanations which we required. These
consolidated financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated
financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally
accepted in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit also includes assessing
the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management,
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe
that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements taken as a whole present
fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial position of the Company
as of December 31, 2005, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for
the year then ended in accordance with accounting standards generally accepted
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia appropriate to the nature of the Company, and
comply with the Regulations for Companies and SABIC’s articles of association
with respect to the preparation and presentation of the consolidated financial
statements.
Deloitte & Touche
Bakr Abulkhair & Co.
Bakr A. Abulkhair
License No. 101
Safar 5, 1427
Bakr
MarchA.5,Abulkhair
2006
License No. 101
Safar 5, 1427
March 5, 2006
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
Note 2005
SR’000
ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Other receivables and prepayments
Total current assets
Investments
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Other non-current assets
TOTAL ASSETS

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Short term bank facilities
Current portion of long term loans
Accrued liabilities and provisions
Total current liabilities
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12
13
14
15

2004
SR’000

28,172,569 23,245,131
14,520,648 13,504,142
10,642,446 9,154,624
2,945,182 2,993,208
56,280,845 48,897,105
5,898,098 2,689,971
66,096,734 63,843,751
5,335,038 5,998,646
3,339,765 3,515,173
136,950,480 124,944,646

7,781,718
351,695
6,352,264
7,461,439
21,947,116

8,298,460
483,529
6,050,315
7,135,207
21,967,511

SCHEDULE 1
Non-current liabilities
Long term loans
Other non-current liabilities
Total non current liabilities
Minority interests

Shareholders’ equity
Share capital
Statutory reserve
Research and technology reserve
General reserve
Retained earnings
Total shareholders’ equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’
EQUITY

14
16

23,017,180
6,764,647
29,781,827
22,880,920

27,292,725
4,966,707
32,259,432
19,835,371

17
18
18
18

20,000,000
9,415,968
1,291,691
17,589,241
14,043,717
62,340,617

15,000,000
7,500,000
1,291,691
13,881,503
13,209,138
50,882,332

136,950,480 124,944,646

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial
statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF INCOME

Sales
Cost of sales
GROSS PROFIT
Administration and marketing expenses
Income from operations
Other income
Finance charges
Loss arising from a legal case
Income before minority interests and zakat
Minority interests
INCOME BEFORE ZAKAT
Zakat
NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR
Earnings per share (SR)

Note 2005
2004
SR’000
SR’000
78,253,536 68,539,076
(45,169,206) (41,604,638)
33,084,330 26,934,438
19
(3,914,352) (3,429,494)
29,169,978 23,504,944
20
1,237,428 1,299,199
(1,397,257) (1,020,541)
6
(1,782,355)
29,010,149 22,001,247
(9,100,464) (7,337,559)
19,909,685 14,663,688
21
(750,000)
(450,000)
19,159,685 14,213,688
22
47.89
35.53

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial
statements.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
2005
SR’000

2004
SR’000

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net income for the year before zakat
Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortization
Equity in earnings of associated companies
Minority interests in net income of subsidiaries

6,530,723
(526,168)
9,100,464

6,424,135
(331,995)
7,337,559

Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Accounts receivable and prepayments
Inventories
Accounts payable, accrued liabilities and provisions
Other non-current liabilities
Zakat paid
Net cash from operating activities

(968,480)
(1,487,822)
(889,327)
1,797,940
(331,019)
33,135,996

(5,480,478)
(2,110,657)
3,501,714
906,885
(376,189)
24,534,662

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Additions to property, plant and equipment, net
Investments, net
Intangible assets, net
Other non-current assets, net
Net cash used in investing activities

(7,599,562) (4,452,453)
(2,681,959) 314,407
183,315
611,901
(528,443)
(1,995,170)
(10,626,649) (5,521,315)

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Long term loans, net
Short term bank facilities, net
Dividends paid
Minority interests, net
Net cash used in financing activities

(3,973,596) (3,073,217)
(131,834)
24,270
(7,421,564) (3,532,486)
(6,054,915) (3,807,685)
(17,581,909) (10,389,118)

19,909,685 14,663,688

Increase in cash and cash equivalents
4,927,438 8,624,229
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the
23,245,131 14,620,902
year
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END OF
THE YEAR (note 3)
28,172,569 23,245,131
The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial
statements.
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- 140 18
26

18

17

18

18

Total
share
capital
SR’000
15,000,000
15,000,000
5,000,000
20,000,000

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

Balance at December 31, 2003
Dividends
Board of Directors’ remuneration
Transfer to general reserve
Net income for the year
Transfer to statutory reserve
Balance at December 31, 2004
Increase in share capital
Annual dividends
Board of Directors’ remuneration
Transfer to general reserve
Net income for the year
Transfer to statutory reserve
Interim dividends
Balance at December 31, 2005

Note

Share Capital
Private
Government sector
SR’000
SR’000
10,500,000 4,500,000
10,500,000 4,500,000
3,500,000 1,500,000
14,000,000 6,000,000
Statutory
reserve
SR’000
6,495,449
1,004,551
7,500,000
1,915,968
9,415,968

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Research
and
technology
reserve
SR’000
1,291,691
1,291,691
1,291,691
General
reserve
SR’000
11,456,363
2,425,140
13,881,503
3,707,738
17,589,241

Retained
earnings
SR’000
6,026,541
(3,600,000)
(1,400)
(2,425,140)
14,213,688
(1,004,551)
13,209,138
(5,000,000)
(4,500,000)
(1,400)
(3,707,738)
19,159,685
(1,915,968)
(3,200,000)
14,043,717

Total
equity
SR’000
40,270,044
(3,600,000)
(1,400)
14,213,688
50,882,332
(4,500,000)
(1,400)
19,159,685
(3,200,000)
62,340,617

NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1.

LEGAL FORM AND ACTIVITIES
Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC) is a Saudi joint stock company
established pursuant to Royal Decree number M/66 dated Ramadan 13, 1396
(September 6, 1976) and registered in Riyadh under commercial registration
number 1010010813 dated Muharram 14, 1397 (January 4, 1977). SABIC is
70% owned by the Government of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the
remaining 30% is owned by citizens of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and other
Gulf Cooperation Council States.
The principal activities of SABIC and subsidiaries ("the Company") are the
setting up of petrochemical, fertilizer, metals, and basic hydrocarbon
industries, the execution of projects necessary to supply the Company with its
raw material requirements, and the marketing of industrial products inside and
outside the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

2.

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The accompanying consolidated financial statements have been prepared in
accordance with the standard of General Presentation and Disclosure issued
by the Ministry of Commerce and in compliance with the accounting standards
issued by the Saudi Organization of Certified Public Accountants. Following is
a summary of the significant accounting policies applied by the Company.
Basis of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements are prepared on the basis of the
individual audited financial statements of SABIC and subsidiaries, as adjusted
by the elimination of significant inter-company balances and transactions.
The subsidiaries are consolidated from the date on which control is transferred
to SABIC. The subsidiary companies consolidated in these financial
statements are as follows:
Shareholding %
2005
2004
Arabian Petrochemical Company and subsidiary 100.00 100.00
(Petrokemya)
Saudi Iron and Steel Company (Hadeed)
100.00 100.00
SABIC
Industrial
Investments
Company
and100.00 100.00
subsidiaries (SIIC)
SABIC Luxembourg S.à.r.l. and subsidiaries
100.00 100.00
SABIC Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd. and subsidiaries
100.00 100.00
SABIC Antilles N.V.
100.00 100.00
Jubail United Petrochemical Company (United)
75.00
75.00
National Chemical Fertilizer Company (Ibn Al-Baytar) 71.50
71.50
National Industrial Gases Company (Gas)
70.00
70.00
Saudi European Petrochemical Company (Ibn Zahr)
70.00
70.00
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Arabian Industrial Fiber Company (Ibn Rushd)
Saudi Methanol Company (Ar-Razi)
Al-Jubail Fertilizer Company (Al-Bayroni )
Saudi Yanbu Petrochemical Company (Yanpet)
National Methanol Company (Ibn Sina)
Saudi Petrochemical Company (Sadaf)
Eastern Petrochemical Company (Sharq)
Al-Jubail Petrochemical Company (Kemya)
Saudi Arabian Fertilizer Company (Safco)

53.90
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
42.99

53.90
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
42.99

All subsidiaries are incorporated in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia except for
SABIC Luxembourg S.à.r.l., SABIC Antilles N.V. and SABIC Asia Pacific Pte.
Ltd. which are incorporated in Luxembourg, Netherlands and the Republic of
Singapore respectively.

.

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Pursuant to the ministerial resolution number 10446 of Dhul-Qa’dah 5, 1426
(December 7, 2005), Yanbu National Petrochemical Company (Yansab), a
Saudi joint stock company was established with a share capital of SR 5,625
million, divided into 112.5 million shares of SR 50 each. The Company owns
55.95% of the share capital of (Yansab). Included in this holding is 4% (4.5
million shares) owned by SIIC, which is sold to eligible employees at par value
under a stock grant scheme. Yansab’s legal incorporation process was
completed on Muharram 14, 1427 (February 13, 2006). The accompanying
consolidated financial statements reflect the Company’s investment in
(Yansab) on cost basis (note 7).
Accounting convention
The consolidated financial statements are prepared under the historical cost
convention except for the measurement of available for sale securities at fair
value and for accounting for investments in associated companies on the
equity basis.
Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment are stated at cost net of accumulated
depreciation except for freehold land and construction work in progress which
are stated at cost. Expenditure on maintenance and repairs is expensed,
while expenditure for betterments is capitalized. Depreciation is provided over
the estimated useful lives of the applicable assets using the straight- line
method. Leasehold improvements are amortized over the shorter of the
estimated useful life or the remaining term of the lease. The estimated years
of depreciation of the principal classes of assets are as follows:
Years
Plant and equipment
20
Buildings
33
Furniture and office equipment
4-20
Vehicles
4
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Inventories
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost and market value. Cost of raw
materials, consumables, and goods for resale is determined on a first-in, firstout (FIFO) or on a weighted average cost basis. Spare parts are valued using
the weighted average cost basis. Inventories of work in progress and finished
goods include cost of raw materials, labor and an appropriate proportion of
direct overheads.

2.

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Investments
Associated companies
Associated companies are companies in which SABIC has a long term interest
of at least 20% in the voting capital and/or over which it exerts significant
influence. The consolidated financial statements include an appropriate share
of the associated companies’ post acquisition results and reserves based on
their latest financial statements. SABIC’s equity in the earnings of associated
companies is included in other income in the consolidated statement of
income.
Available for sale securities
Investments of less than 20% of the voting capital of investee companies,
which are not bought for trading purposes, are classified as available for sale
securities and are included under non current assets, unless they will be sold
in the next year. Available for sale securities are stated at fair value.
Differences between the fair value and the cost, if significant, are reported
separately in the statement of changes in shareholders’ equity. Any decline
other than temporary in the value of these securities is charged to the
consolidated statement of income.
Fair value is determined by reference to the market value if an open market
exists, or on the basis of the most recent financial statements. Otherwise, cost
is considered to be the fair value.
Held to maturity
Investments that are bought with the intention of being held to maturity are
carried at cost (adjusted for any premium or discount); less any decline other
than temporary in their value. Such investments are classified as non current
assets with the exception of bonds which mature in the next fiscal period,
which are classified as current assets.
Pre-operating expenses
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Expenses incurred during the development and start up periods, and which are
expected to provide benefits in future periods, are deferred or capitalised. The
deferred pre-operating expenses are amortised starting from the
commencement of the commercial operations using a straight line method
over the shorter of the estimated period of benefit or seven years.
Accounts receivable
Accounts receivable are stated at the original invoice amount less an
allowance for any uncollectible amounts. An estimate for doubtful debts is
made when the collection of the accounts receivable amount is considered
doubtful. Bad debts are written off as incurred.
Employees’ home ownership program
Unsold housing units constructed for eventual sale to eligible employees are
included under land and buildings and are depreciated over 33 years. Upon
signing the sale contract, these housing units are classified under other non
current assets.

2.

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Goodwill and amortization
The excess of consideration paid over the fair value of net assets acquired is
recorded as goodwill and is amortised over the estimated period of benefit or
20 years, whichever is shorter.
Dividends
Dividends are recognized as a liability at the time of their approval by the
General Assembly. Interim dividends are recorded as approved by the Board
of Directors.
Employees’ end-of-service benefits and early retirement plan
Employees’ end-of-service benefits are provided for in accordance with the
Company’s policies and the requirements of the Saudi Arabian Labor Law.
Employees’ early retirement plan costs are provided for in accordance with the
Company’s policies and are charged to the consolidated statement of income
in the year the employee retires.
Revenue recognition
Sales represent the invoiced value of goods shipped and services rendered by
the Company during the year, net of trade and quantity discounts. Generally
sales are reported net of marketing expenses in accordance with executed
marketing and off take agreements.
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Investment income from associated companies is recognized based on the
equity method. Earnings on bank deposits are recognized on an accrual
basis.
Zakat
Zakat is provided in accordance with the Regulations of the Directorate of
Zakat and Income Tax (DZIT) in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and on an
accrual basis. The provision is charged to the consolidated statement of
income. Any differences resulting from the final assessments are recorded in
the year of their finalization. Foreign shareholders in subsidiaries are subject
to income tax which is included in minority interest in the consolidated financial
statements.
Research and technology expenses
Research and technology expenses are charged to the consolidated statement
of income when incurred.
Administration and marketing expenses
Production costs and direct expenses are classified as cost of sales. All other
expenses, including selling and distribution expenses not deducted from sales,
are classified as administration and marketing expenses.
Foreign currency translation
Transactions in foreign currencies (which are not covered by forward foreign
exchange contracts) are translated into Saudi Riyals at the rates of exchange
prevailing at the time of such transactions. Monetary assets and liabilities
denominated in foreign currencies at the balance sheet date are translated at
the exchange rates prevailing at that date. Gains and losses from settlement
and translation of foreign currency transactions are included in the
consolidated statement of income.
The financial statements of foreign operations are translated into Saudi Riyals
using the exchange rate at each balance sheet date, for assets and liabilities,
and the average exchange rates for revenues and expenses. Components of
equity, other than retained earnings, are translated at the rates prevailing at
the date of their occurrence. Translation adjustments, if material, are recorded
as a separate component of shareholders’ equity.
Derivative financial instruments
The Company uses derivative financial instruments, including interest rate
swaps and options, to hedge its risks associated with interest rate and foreign
currency fluctuations. Derivative assets related to the financial instruments are
initially recognized in the balance sheet at cost and are subsequently
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measured at fair market value, with gains and losses being included in the
consolidated statement of income.
Leases
Capital leases, which transfer to the Company substantially all the risks and
benefits incidental to ownership of the leased item, are capitalised at the lower
of the fair value of the leased asset at inception, and the present value of the
minimum lease payments. Lease payments are apportioned between the
finance charges and reduction of the lease liability so as to achieve a constant
rate of interest on the remaining balance of the liability. Finance charges are
charged directly against income.
Capitalised leased assets are depreciated over the shorter of the estimated
useful life of the asset or the lease term.
Leases, for which the lessor retains substantially all the risks and benefits of
ownership of the asset, are classified as operating leases. Operating lease
payments are expensed in the consolidated statement of income on a straight
line basis over the lease term.
Impairment
At each balance sheet date, the Company reviews the carrying amounts of its
tangible and intangible assets to determine whether there is any indication that
those assets have suffered an impairment loss. If any such indication exists,
the recoverable amount of the asset is estimated in order to determine the
extent of the impairment loss. Where it is not possible to estimate the
recoverable amount of an individual asset, the Company estimates the
recoverable amount of the cash generating unit to which the asset belongs.
If the recoverable amount of an asset or cash generating unit is estimated to
be less than its carrying amount, the carrying amount of the asset or cash
generating unit is reduced to its recoverable amount. Impairment losses are
immediately expensed in the consolidated statement of income.
Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the
asset or the cash generating unit is increased to the revised estimate of its
recoverable amount, provided that the increased carrying amount does not
exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined had no
impairment loss been recognised for the asset or cash generating unit in prior
years. A reversal of an impairment loss is recognised as income immediately
in the consolidated statement of income.
3.

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash and cash equivalents consist of bank balances and cash on hand, short
term deposits, and investments that are readily convertible into known
amounts of cash and have a maturity of three months or less when purchased.
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The cash and cash equivalents at December 31 were:
2005
SR’000
Bank balances and cash
4,910,716
Short term deposits
23,261,853
28,172,569

2004
SR’000
4,059,333
19,185,798
23,245,131

Cash and cash equivalents at December 31, 2005 included restricted balances
of SR 25 million (2004: SR 60 million).
4.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
The accounts receivable at December 31 were:

Trade accounts receivable
Amounts due from joint venture partners (note
11)
Allowance for doubtful debts

2005
SR’000
12,035,888
2,661,764

2004
SR’000
11,581,895
2,160,429

(177,004)
(238,182)
14,520,648 13,504,142

No single customer accounts for more than 5% of the Company’s sales for the
years ended December 31, 2005 and 2004.
5.

INVENTORIES
The inventories at December 31 were:

Goods for resale and finished goods

2005
SR’000
5,671,138

2004
SR’000
4,645,988

Spare parts

2,735,530

2,578,787

Chemicals and raw materials

1,840,039

1,039,553

Work in progress
Goods in transit

108,828
286,911
10,642,446

504,198
386,098
9,154,624

The Saudi Accounting Standards require that the cost of inventory should be
determined using the weighted average method. The management believes
that for the finished goods, the first in first out method is more appropriate
considering the nature and the physical flow of the products. Had the
Company used the weighted average method, the cost of inventory would
not have been materially different.
6.

OTHER RECEIVABLES AND PREPAYMENTS
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Other receivables and prepayments at December 31 were:
2005
SR’000
Due from (Yansab)
1,274,745
Letter of guarantee
Prepaid expenses
307,066
Employee loans and home ownership receivables 300,453
Other receivables
1,062,918
2,945,182

2004
SR’000
1,676,796
203,199
458,756
654,457
2,993,208

Due from (Yansab) represents capital expenditure incurred on behalf of
(Yansab) during 2005.
The letter of guarantee represented cash held by a bank in respect of a letter
of guarantee issued in connection with a legal case. Pursuant to the judgment
of the court in United States of America, with respect to a legal case, the
Company made a provision for the full amount of the liability in 2004
consolidated financial statements and settled the amount during 2005.
7.

INVESTMENTS
The investments at December 31 were:

Associated companies - (a)
Gulf Petrochemical Industries Co. (GPIC)
Gulf Aluminum Rolling Mills Co. (GARMCO)
National Chemical Carrier Company (NCC)
POWER AND WATER UTILITIES COMPANY
FOR
JUBAIL
AND YANBU (MARAFIQ)
Aluminum Bahrain BSC (ALBA)

Shareholding 2005
SR’000
%

2004
SR’000

33.33
31.28
20.00

586,766
118,292
141,921

546,937
108,118
179,341

25.00

651,211

546,618

20.00

1,180,470 911,108

Others

282,694
188,047
2,866,707 2,574,816

Available for sale securities - (b)
Held to maturity securities - (c)
Yansab (note 2)

15,155
100,000
50,000
2,981,391 5,898,098 2,689,971

(a) The movement of investments in associated companies is as follows:
2005
2004
SR’000
SR’000
Balance at the beginning of the year
2,574,816
2,428,075
Additions during the year
310,231
206,306
Valuation adjustments, net
(18,340)
(59,565)
Balance at the end of the year
2,866,707
2,574,816
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NCC and MARAFIQ are incorporated in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. GPIC,
GARMCO and ALBA are incorporated in the Kingdom of Bahrain. Others
include investments in associated companies by SABIC Luxembourg S.à.r.l.
(b) Available for sale securities consist of investments in ordinary shares of
listed companies and are valued at their fair value at the balance sheet date.
(c) Held to maturity securities represent investments held by a subsidiary in
Saudi Government Development Bonds.
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-

10,106,748
5,908,063

Depreciation
At the beginning of the year
Currency translation adjustment for accumulated depreciation
Charge for the year
Accumulated depreciation related to assets transferred
Disposals
At the end of the year

Net book amounts
At December 31, 2005
At December 31, 2004

Construction
work in
progress
SR’000

5,908,063
(44,318)
6,484,983
(2,215,464)
(26,516)
10,106,748

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

Cost
At the beginning of the year
Currency translation adjustment
Additions
Transfers to assets
Disposals
At the end of the year

8.

NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2005

8,265,521
8,492,085

(25,841)
4,742,635

-

4,370,564
(34,253)
432,165

12,862,649
(90,707)
29,599
255,655
(49,040)
13,008,156

Land and
buildings
SR’000

46,873,295
48,622,016

47,603,574
(735,310)
4,707,648
(110,307)
(358,167)
51,107,438

96,225,590
(1,141,905)
2,467,585
824,267
(394,804)
97,980,733

Plant and
equipment
SR’000

851,170
821,587

2,213,700
(30,149)
206,766
110,020
(175,095)
2,325,242

3,035,287
(34,536)
137,741
213,786
(175,866)
3,176,412

Furniture,
fixtures
and
vehicles
SR’ 000

66,096,734

54,187,838
(799,712)
5,346,579
(287)
(559,103)
58,175,315

118,031,589
(1,311,466)
9,119,908
(921,756)
(646,226)
124,272,049

Total
2005
SR’000

63,843,751

48,715,868
428,921
5,369,000
(65,813)
(260,138)
54,187,838

113,476,165
805,573
4,853,921
(790,509)
(313,561)
118,031,589

Total
2004
SR’000

8.

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (continued)
The construction in progress mainly represents the expansion of existing plants
and new projects being executed by certain subsidiaries. The related
commitments are reported in note 27. The finance charges capitalized during
the year 2005 amounted to SR 54 million (2004: SR 62 million).
Land and Buildings include an amount of SR 47.7 million at December 31, 2005
and 2004 representing the cost of freehold land.
The recovery of net book value of assets of Ibn Rushd (a 53.90 % owned
subsidiary) which are included in property, plant and equipment and intangible
assets amounting to SR 5.6 billion (2004: SR 6.1 billion) is dependent upon the
success of the future operations of Ibn Rushd.
The plots of land on which plant and related facilities of certain subsidiaries are
constructed are leased from the Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbu under
renewable lease agreements for periods ranging from 20 to 30 years.
Property, plant and equipment of certain subsidiaries are mortgaged to financial
institutions as security for term loans (note 14).

9.

INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Intangible assets at December 31 were:

Pre-operating expenses and others, net - (a)
Goodwill, net - (b)

2005
SR’000
2,388,987
2,946,051
5,335,038

2004
SR’000
2,361,868
3,636,778
5,998,646

(a) Pre-operating expenses comprise plant commissioning and start up costs.
The deferred pre-operating expenses are amortized over a period of benefit not
exceeding 7 years. The total accumulated amortisation at December 31, 2005
amounted to SR 4 billion (2004: SR 3.1 billion).
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(b) Goodwill represents the excess of consideration paid over the fair value of
net assets acquired:
2005
2004
SR’000
SR’000
Cost
At the beginning of the year
4,248,960
3,986,002
Exchange differences
(528,320)
262,958
At the end of the year
3,720,640
4,248,960
Amortisation
At the beginning of the year
612,182
320,078
Exchange differences
(73,308)
24,032
Provided during the year
235,715
268,072
At the end of the year
774,589
612,182
Net book value as at December 31
2,946,051
3,636,778
10.

OTHER NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Other non-current assets at December 31 were:

Employee loans and home ownership
receivables - (a)
Other assets - (b)

2005
SR’000
1,190,669

2004
SR’000
1,007,871

2,149,096
3,339,765

2,507,302
3,515,173

(a) Certain subsidiaries have established employees home ownership programs
that offer eligible employees the opportunity to buy residential units constructed
by these subsidiaries. The cost of the land and direct construction costs are
repayable by the employees over a period of 20 years. The ownership of the
housing units is transferred to the employees upon full payment of the amounts
due.
(b) Other assets include employees stock grant scheme (note 2), advances to
contractors, deferred taxes and others.
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11.

TRANSACTIONS WITH JOINT VENTURE PARTNERS
In the ordinary course of business operations, certain affiliates of SABIC sell
their products to joint venture partners in accordance with the marketing and off
take agreements. Sales to joint venture partners amounted to SR 16.3 billion
(2004: SR 10.4 billion). Certain joint venture partners also provide research and
technology and other services to certain SABIC affiliates in conformity with the
executed agreements.
See notes 4 and 12, respectively.

12.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
The accounts payable at December 31 were:

Trade accounts payable
Amounts due to joint venture partners (note 11)

13.

2005
SR’000
7,759,961
21,757
7,781,718

2004
SR’000
8,248,258
50,202
8,298,460

SHORT TERM BANK FACILITIES
The short term bank facilities at December 31, 2005, which bear finance charges
at prevailing market rates, amounted to approximately SR 352 million (2004: SR
483 million). The Company had unused credit facilities at December 31, 2005 of
SR 1.7 billion (2004: SR 2.2 billion).

14.

LONG TERM LOANS
The long term loans at December 31 were:

Less: Current portion

2005
SR’000
6,257,974
1,172,904
21,938,566
29,369,444
(6,352,264)

2004
SR’000
6,395,431
1,427,704
25,519,905
33,343,040
(6,050,315)

Non-current portion

23,017,180

27,292,725

Public Investment Fund (PIF)
Saudi Industrial Development Fund (SIDF)
Commercial loans
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The PIF loans are generally repayable in semi annual installments and finance
charges on these loans are at varying rates above LIBOR.
The SIDF loans are repayable in semi annual installments commencing on
various dates. The administration fees related to such loans paid in advance
were capitalized as part of the plant construction costs.
The commercial loans are repayable in conformity with the varying repayment
terms set out in the applicable loan agreements. The financial charges are
payable in accordance with the terms set out in the applicable loan agreements.
The aggregate repayment schedule of long term loans is as follows:

2005
SR’000
6,352,264
9,447,327
4,067,346
2,695,588
2,332,647
4,474,272
29,369,444

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
Thereafter
Total
15.

2004
SR’000
6,050,315
5,861,442
10,031,950
3,417,784
2,487,506
1,761,166
3,732,877
33,343,040

ACCRUED LIABILITIES AND PROVISIONS
The accrued liabilities and provisions at December 31 were:
2005
SR’000
Zakat and tax provision
3,291,800
Accrued liabilities and other provisions
2,319,407
Dividend payable
616,425
Other liabilities
1,233,807
7,461,439
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2004
SR’000
2,286,236
3,326,531
337,989
1,184,451
7,135,207

16.

OTHER NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
The other non-current liabilities at December 31 were:
2005
SR’000
Employees’ end of service benefits
3,519,633
Employees’ thrift plan
248,784
Employees’ early retirement plan
103,328
Other liabilities
2,892,902
6,764,647

2004
SR’000
3,228,467
220,699
229,077
1,288,464
4,966,707

Other liabilities include obligation under capital lease, deferred taxes and other
non-current payables.
17.
SHARE CAPITAL
The share capital is divided into 400 million shares of SR 50 each (2004: 300
million shares). The General Assembly in its meeting held on Rabi Al Awal 7,
1426 (April 16, 2005) approved to increase the share capital by issuing one
bonus share for every three shares held.
18.

RESERVES
Statutory Reserve
As required by The Saudi Arabian Regulations for Companies, 10% of the
annual net income must be transferred to the statutory reserve. The Company
may resolve to discontinue such transfers when the reserve equals 50% of the
share capital. The reserve is not available for distribution.
Other Reserves
In accordance with SABIC's byelaws, the General Assembly can establish other
reserves as an appropriation of retained earnings. Such reserves can be
increased or decreased by a resolution of the shareholders. Such reserves are
available for distribution.
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19.

ADMINISTRATION AND MARKETING EXPENSES
The administration and marketing expenses during the year ended December 31
comprised:
2005
2004
SR’000
SR’000
Employees’ cost
930,288
902,081
Selling and marketing
1,276,497
1,198,981
Depreciation and amortization
394,127
324,194
Administrative services
1,313,440
1,004,238
3,914,352
3,429,494

20.

OTHER INCOME
The other income during the year ended December 31 comprised:
2005
SR’000
Earnings on bank deposits
1,141,012
Equity in earnings of associated companies, net
526,168
Exchange differences, net
(487,220)
Miscellaneous
57,468
1,237,428

21.

2004
SR’000
486,532
331,995
445,294
35,378
1,299,199

ZAKAT
During 2005, DZIT finalized the assessments on the unconsolidated financial
statements of SABIC up to December 31, 2002. SABIC has contested these
assessments and has discussed them with the preliminary objection committee
which has not yet issued its opinion.
In the opinion of the management, adequate provision has been made for any
liability to the DZIT that may arise from the decision of the preliminary objection
committee.
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The following is the movement of the zakat provision for the years ended
December 31:
2005
2004
SR’000
SR’000
Balance at the beginning of the year
1,313,018
1,239,207
Less: Payments during the year, net
(331,019)
(376,189)
Add: Current year provision
750,000
450,000
Balance at the end of the year
1,731,999
1,313,018
22.

EARNINGS PER SHARE
The earnings per share are calculated based on the number of outstanding
shares at the end of the year. The outstanding number of shares at December
31, 2005 was 400 million shares (400 million shares at December 31, 2004
adjusted retroactively by the issue of bonus shares). The comparative earnings
per share for 2004 has been adjusted retroactively to reflect the effect of the
bonus shares issued in 2005.

23.

SEGMENT INFORMATION
The segment information is provided based on the following three segments:

the petrochemicals segment, includes basic chemicals, intermediates, PVC
and polyesters, polyolefins and fertilizer products
the metals segment, consists of steel products and investments in
aluminium production facilities
the corporate segment, includes the corporate operations, and research
and technology centers.
There are no significant inter segment revenues between the petrochemicals
and the metal segments.
Petrochemicals Metals
Corporate Total
2005
SR’000
SR’000
SR’000
SR’000
Sales
66,638,178
7,193,152 4,422,206 78,253,536
Gross
28,816,673
2,282,748 1,984,909 33,084,330
profit

Net income
Total
assets
Total
liabilities

14,757,787
86,951,135

1,874,290 2,527,608 19,159,685
14,475,961 35,523,384 136,950,480

27,309,785

5,287,933
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19,131,225 51,728,943

2004
Sales
Gross profit
Net income
Total assets
Total
liabilities

59,469,635
22,508,785
11,519,590
80,959,837
30,886,097

6,572,630
2,631,948
2,395,986
11,708,257
4,309,775

2,496,811
1,793,705
298,112
32,276,552
19,031,071

68,539,076
26,934,438
14,213,688
124,944,646
54,226,943

A substantial portion of SABIC’s operating assets are located in the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia. The principal markets for SABIC petrochemical products are
Europe, the Middle East, and Asia Pacific. While the corporate activities are in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the metals segment sales are mainly in Saudi
Arabia and Gulf Cooperative Council Countries. It is not practicable to
summarise the sales of the petrochemicals segment by geographic areas.
24.

RISK MANAGEMENT
Financial instruments carried on the balance sheet principally include cash and
cash equivalents, accounts receivable and other assets, bank borrowings,
accounts payable and accrued and other current liabilities.
Credit Risk is the risk that one party will fail to discharge an obligation and will
cause the other party to incur a financial loss. The Company has no significant
concentration of credit risk. Cash is substantially placed with national banks with
sound credit ratings. Trade accounts receivable are carried net of provision for
doubtful debts.
Interest Rate Risk is the risk that the value of financial instruments will fluctuate
due to changes in the market interest rates. The Company has no significant
interest bearing long term assets, but has interest bearing liabilities at 31
December 2005. The Company manages its borrowings made at floating rates
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by using interest rate swaptions (note 25), which have the economic effect of
converting borrowings from floating rates to fixed rates. The interest rate
swaptions, when exercised, provide the Company with the right to agree with the
counter party to exchange, at specified intervals, the difference between fixed
contract rates and floating interest amounts, calculated by reference to the
agreed notional principal amounts.
Liquidity Risk is the risk that the Company will encounter difficulty in raising
funds to meet commitments associated with financial instruments. Liquidity risk
may result from an inability to sell a financial asset quickly at an amount close to
its fair value. Liquidity risk is managed by monitoring on a regular basis that
sufficient funds are available to meet any future commitments.
Currency Risk is the risk that the value of financial instruments will fluctuate due
to changes in foreign exchange rates. Management monitors the fluctuations in
currency exchange rates and manages its effect on the consolidated financial
statements accordingly.
Fair Value is the amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability
settled between knowledgeable willing parties in an arm’s length transaction. As
the Company’s consolidated financial instruments are compiled under the
historical cost convention, differences can arise between the book values and
fair value estimates. Management believes that the fair value of the Company’s
consolidated financial assets and liabilities are not materially different from their
carrying values.
25.

DERIVATIVES

The Company entered into interest rate swap agreements and swaption
arrangements to hedge the volatility in interest rates related to loans
outstanding at year end amounting to SR 13.2 billion (2004: SR 10.6 billion).
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26.

APPROVAL OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND APPROPRIATION OF NET
INCOME
The Board of Directors has proposed on Dhul Hijjah 17, 1426 (December 19,
2005) to distribute cash dividends of SR 9,200 million (SR 23 per share) for the
year ended December 31, 2005 including interim cash dividends of SR 3,200
million (SR 8 per share) which was previously approved by the Board of
Directors on Rabie Al-Thani 29, 1426 (June 6, 2005) and distributed.
The Board of Directors, in its meeting held on Safar 5, 1427 (March 5, 2006),
approved the consolidated financial statements and proposed the appropriation
of the net income for the year ended December 31, 2005 as follows:
x

payment of SR 1.4 million as Board of Directors’ remuneration

x

transfer the remaining balance to the general reserve

The above are subject to the approval of the shareholders at the Annual General
Meeting.
27.

COMMITMENTS
Capital Commitments
The Company’s commitment for capital expenditures at December 31, 2005
amounted to SR 36.1 billion (2004: SR 19.2 billion).
Operating Lease Commitments
Commitments under non-cancelable operating leases with initial terms of greater
than one year are as follows:
2005
2004
SR’000
SR’000
2005
221,721
2006
370,924
263,224
2007
414,272
330,614
2008
417,146
293,325
2009
417,944
293,325
Thereafter
3,341,260
1,707,570
Total
4,961,546
3,109,779
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Obligations under Capital Leases
Commitments under capital leases with initial terms of greater than one year are
as follows:
2005
2004
SR’000
SR’000
2006
82,620
2007
82,620
2008
82,620
2009
82,620
Thereafter
1,273,725
Total
1,604,205
28.

CONTINGENCIES
The Company is involved in litigation matters in the ordinary course of business,
which are being defended. While the ultimate results of these matters cannot be
determined with certainty, management does not expect that they will have a
material adverse effect on the consolidated financial statements of the Company.
The Company’s bankers have issued, on its behalf, bank guarantees amounting
to SR 1.5 billion (2004: SR 2.7 billion) in the normal course of business.

29.

COMPARATIVE FIGURES
Certain of the prior year figures have been re-classified to conform with the
current year’s presentation.
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LETTER FROM DIRECTORS
The directors of SABIC have submitted a letter to the Authority in accordance with
section 4(a)(4) of Annex V to the Listing Rules of the Authority, confirming that the
financial information has been extracted without material adjustment from the audited
financial statements, and that such financial statements have been prepared and
audited in accordance with the accounting standards issued by SOCPA.
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APPENDIX I
SABIC Global Directory

Country
Bahrain
Belgium
Czech Republic
China
Denmark, Sweden, Norway and
Finland
Egypt
France
Germany
Hong Kong
Italy
India
Indonesia
Iran
Japan
Lebanon
Netherlands
Philippines
Poland
Singapore
South Korea
Saudi Arabia

Name of Company
ALBA, Aluminium Bahrain
Gulf Petrochemical Industrial Company
SABIC Belgium N.V.
SABIC Central Europe
SABIC (Shanghai) Trading Co. Ltd
SABIC Nordic A/S
SABIC Egypt
SABIC France S.A.S.
SABIC Deutschland GmbH & Company. KG
SABIC Hong Kong Ltd.
SABIC Italia SPA
SABIC India Pvt. Ltd.
SABIC Research & Technology Pvt. Ltd.
SABIC Indonesia Rep Office
SABIC Iran
SABIC Japan Ltd.
SABIC Lebanon
SABIC Europe B.V.
SABIC Asia Pacific Pte LTD.
SABIC Poland
SABIC Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd.
SABIC Korea Ltd
SABIC Basic Industries Corporation (HQ)
Dammam Office
Jeddah Office
Al-Jubail Office
Qassim Office
SABIC Terminal Services Co. (SABTANK)
Yanbu Office
Saudi Methanol Company (AR-RAZI)
Al-Jubail Fertilizer Company (AL-BAYRONI)
National Chemical Fertilizer Company (IBN
AL-BAYTAR)
National Industrial Gases Company (GAS)
Saudi Iron & Steel Company (HADEED)
Al-Jubail Petrochemical Company (KEMYA)
Arabian Petrochemical Company
(PETROKEMYA)
Arabian Industrial Fiber Company (IBN
RUSHD)
Saudi Petrochemical Company (SADAF)
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Country

Spain
Taiwan
Turkey
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom and Ireland
United States of America
Vietnam

Name of Company
Saudi Arabian Fertilizer Company (SAFCO)
Saudi Kayan Petrochemical Co. (Saudi
Kayan)
National Methanol Company (IBN SINA)
Eastern Petrochemical Company (SHARQ)
Ibn Hayyan Plastic Products Company
(TAYF)
Jubail United Petrochemical Company
(UNITED)
Yanbu National Petrochemical Company
(YANSAB)
Saudi Yanbu Petrochemical Company
(YANPET)
Saudi European Petrochemical Company
(IBN ZAHR)
SABIC Marketing Iberica S.A.
SABIC Asia Pacific Pte Ltd.
SABIC Turkey
SABIC Dubai
SABIC UK Petrochemicals
SABIC Americas. Inc.
SABIC Technology Center
SABIC Vietnam Rep Office
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APPENDIX II
Form of Specific Instruction

To:

HSBC Saudi Arabia Limited
as Sukukholders' Agent

SAUDI BASIC INDUSTRIES CORPORATION
Sukuk expiring 2027 (the "Sukuk")
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTION
We hereby instruct you, in accordance with Condition 11.1(c) (Fifth-year Date) of the
terms and conditions of the Sukuk set out in the Offering Circular dated 9 July 2007
issued by Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (the "Conditions"), to give an Exercise
Notice under the Purchase Undertaking in relation to the following Sukuk and the Fifthyear Date falling in July [2012/2017/2022]*:
Name of registered Holder:

_______________________

Aggregate face amount of Sukuk:

SAR___________________

Terms and expressions used in this instruction but not defined herein have the same
meanings as given to them in the Conditions.
Yours faithfully

By:

____________________________
duly authorised
for and on behalf of

Name of Holder:

____________________________

Date:

____________________________

*

Delete as appropriate.
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APPENDIX III
Form of Purchase Notice

To:

HSBC Saudi Arabia Limited
as Sukukholders' Agent

SAUDI BASIC INDUSTRIES CORPORATION
Sukuk expiring 2027 (the "Sukuk")
PURCHASE NOTICE
We hereby declare, in accordance with Condition 11.2 (Events of Default) of the terms
and conditions of the Sukuk set out in the Offering Circular dated 9 July 2007 issued by
the Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (the "Conditions"), the following Sukuk to be
purchasable under the Purchase Undertaking on account of the Event of Default
specified below having occurred and being continuing as of the date hereof.
Name of registered Holder:

_______________________

Aggregate face amount of Sukuk:

SAR___________________

Details of Event of Default:*
Terms and expressions used in this notice but not defined herein have the same
meanings as given to them in the Conditions.
Yours faithfully

By:

____________________________
duly authorised
for and on behalf of

Name of Holder:

____________________________

Date:

____________________________

*

Set out brief details.
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APPENDIX IV
Form of Exercise Notice

To:

Saudi Basic Industries Corporation

SAUDI BASIC INDUSTRIES CORPORATION
Sukuk expiring 2027 (the "Sukuk")
EXERCISE NOTICE
We refer to:
(f)

the offering circular dated 9 July 2007 issued by Saudi Basic Industries
Corporation (the "Offering Circular"); and

(g)

the purchase undertaking dated [•] 2007 given by Saudi Basic Industries
Corporation in connection with the Sukuk.

We hereby give you notice that:
[select one of the following and complete/delete as appropriate]
-

pursuant to Condition 11.1(c) (Fifth-year Date) that we have received Standing
Instructions (which have not been subsequently revoked) and/or Specific
Instructions in relation to the Sukuk and Holders specified in the attached list in
accordance with Condition 11.1(c) (Fifth-year Date) requiring us to give an
Exercise Notice in relation thereto and, accordingly such Sukuk are to be
purchased by you on the Fifth-Year Date falling in [2012/2017/2022]* in
accordance with the Purchase Undertaking and Condition 11.1(c) (Fifth-year
Date).

-

pursuant to Condition 11.1(d) (Fifth-year Date) that we have received Standing
Instructions (which have not subsequently been revoked) and/or Specific
Instructions in accordance with Condition 11.1(c) (Fifth-year Date) on or before
the date which is 30 days prior to the Fifth-Year Date falling in [2012/2017/2022]*
requiring us to give an Exercise Notice in relation to such Fifth Year Date from
Holders who together hold, in aggregate, at least 70 per cent. of the face value
of the Sukuk as were current on such date, and accordingly all of the Sukuk are
to be purchased by you on such Fifth-Year Date in accordance with the
Purchase Undertaking and Condition 11.1(d) (Fifth-year Date).

-

pursuant to Condition 11.2 (Events of Default) that we have received Purchase
Notices from the Required Holders within the Exercise Period in relation to the

*

Delete as appropriate.
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Event of Default specified below and accordingly, so long as such Event of
Default is continuing, all of the Sukuk are to be purchased by you immediately in
accordance with the Purchase Undertaking and Condition 11.2 (Events of
Default).
[SET OUT DETAILS OF EVENT OF DEFAULT]
Terms and expressions used in this instruction but not defined herein have the same
meanings as given to them in the terms and conditions of the Sukuk as set out in the
Offering Circular.
Yours faithfully

By:

____________________________
duly authorised
for and on behalf of
HSBC Saudi Arabia Limited
as Sukukholders' Agent

Date: ____________________________
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ƅƒšŧƃŒ ƇƆšŧƃŒ ĸŒ ƅŪŕ
ƁŕœŪ ŗƂŧŬ ƁƍƂŮ ƅœƂšŊ ƍ űƍŧŬ ŭŤƄƆ
ƇƒŶƆŞŊ ƊŕšŮƍ ƊƃŊ ƏƄŵƍ ťƆšƆ ĸŒ ¾ƍŪŧ ƏƄŵ ƅƚŪƃŒƍ ŖƚŮƃŒƍ ƇƒƆƃœŶƃŒ Ŕŧ ĸ ťƆšƃŒ

.ůŦƆƈƅŔ ŔŨƍ ŕƎŗ ƀžũƈƅŔ ƃŗŕŬ řƄũŮ ƃƏƄŰƅ řƆŰſƈƅŔ ƇŕƄţƗŔƏ ųƏũŮƅŔ ŘŉŔũƁ Ɖŷ ůŦƆƈƅŔ ŔŨƍ ŘŉŔũƁ ƓƊżś ƛ
ƇƏƂƔƏ ƉƔũƈŝśŬƈ ƑƆŷ ŕƎŲũŷ ƇśƔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ Ɖƈ ŕŷŕŮƈ ŔŉŪŠ ŕƎƊƈ ¿Ƅ ¿ŝƈƔ ƃƏƄŰ ũŔŧŰŐŗ ƃŗŕŬ ƇƏƂś
řƔŗũŸƅŔ ƓŬ Ɠŗ ūŔ ŭśŔ ƃƊŗ řƄũŮ ƉƔƔŸś ƌŗŠƏƈŗ ƉƏƆŗƂƔ ŖŕśśƄŔ ŖƆų řœŗŸśŗ ŉŔũŮƅŔ Ɠž ƉƏŗŻŔũƅŔ ƉƏũƈŝśŬƈƅŔ
ƇƎƊŷ řŗŕƔƊƅŕŗ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈƅ ŕƊƔƈŌ ƃƏƄŰƆƅ ƃŗŕŬ řƄũŮ ƉƔƔŸśƏ ƇƎƅ ƜƔƄƏ Saudi Arabia ŘŧƏŧţƈƅŔ řƔŧƏŸŬƅŔ
. ŕƍŉŔũŮ ƉƏŗŻũƔ ƓśƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŧŧŷ ŖƆųƅŕŗ ƉƏŧŧţƔƏ
ũŔŧŰŏƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉƔƈŌ Ƒƅŏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ¿ƔƏţśŗ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŖŕśśƄŔ ŚŕŗƆų ¿ŕƈśƄŔ ŧƊ ƃŗŕŬ ƇƏƂś
. ƃŗŕŬ řƄũŮ Ƒƅŏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƈƔƁ ¿ƔƏţśŗ ũƈƗŔ ũŔŧŰŐŗ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ ƇƏƂƔ Ƈŝ Ɖƈ Ə ƉƔũƈŝśŬƈƆƅ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ
:ƁƍƂŮƃŒ ŧÊťŮĄƆ
("ŧÊťŮĄƆƃŒ") řƔŧƏŸŬƅŔ řƔŗũŸƅŔ řƄƆƈƈƅŔ Ɠž ŚŬŬōś řƈƍŕŬƈ řƄũŮ ƓƍƏ ("ƃŗŕŬ") řƔŬŕŬƗŔ ŚŕŷŕƊŰƆƅ řƔŧƏŸŬƅŔ řƄũŮƅŔ
:ƁƍƂŮƄƃ ƁŕœŪ ŗƂŧŬ
řƔƅƏœŬƈ ŚŔŨ řƄũŮƄ ŕƎŬƔŬōś Ƈś ƃŗŕŬƅ ¿ƈŕƄƅŕŗ řƄƏƆƈƈ řŸŗŕś řƄũŮ ("ƃƏƄŰƆƅ ƃŗŕŬ řƄũŮ") ƃƏƄŰƆƅ ƃŗŕŬ řƄũŮ
ŕƎŬƔŬōś Ƈś ƃƏƄŰƆƅ ƃŗŕŬ řƄũŮ .ƒŧƏŸŬ ¿ŕƔũ [ÓÎÎ,ÎÎÎ] ƋũŧƁ ¿ŕƈŬŌũŗ řƔŧƏŸŬƅŔ řƔŗũŸƅŔ řƄƆƈƈƅŔ Ɠž ŘŧƏŧţƈ
.¿ŗƂśŬƈƅŔ Ɠž řƆŝŕƈƈƅŔ řųŮƊƗŔƏ řƂŗŕŬƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƋŨƎŗ řƂƆŸśƈƅŔ řųŮƊƗŔ řƅƏŔŪƈ űũżƅ
:ƁƍƂŮƃŒ ŗƄăƆš
.ũŦƕ ƉƔţ Ɖƈ ƉƏƆŠŬƈƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ Ƈƍ
:ŧŒťŮƗŒ ŧŶŪ ŧœƒřŤŒ ŧœŬřŪƆ ƍ ůƍŽƆƃŒ ƑŪƒőŧƃŒ ŧƒťƆƃŒ
. HSBC Saudi Arabia ŘŧƏŧţƈƅŔ řƔŧƏŸŬƅŔ řƔŗũŸƅŔ ƓŬ Ɠŗ ūŔ ŭśŔ ƃƊŗ

:ƁƍƂŮƃŒ ŗƄƆš ¾ƒƂƍ
ŢƅŕŰƅ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţƅ ƜƔƄƏ ¿ƈŸƔ ŽƏŬ HSBC Saudi Arabia ŘŧƏŧţƈƅŔ řƔŧƏŸŬƅŔ řƔŗũŸƅŔ ƓŬ Ɠŗ ūŔ ŭśŔ ƃƊŗ
Ɠž ŤũŎƈ řƅŕƄƏ ƉƜŷƙ ŕƂžƏƏ ("ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ųƏũŮ" ƓƆƔ ŕƈƔž ŕƎƔƆŷ ƀƆųąƔƏ) ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƇŕƄţŌƏ ųƏũŮƅ ŕƂžƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ
.("řƅŕƄƏƅŔ ƉƜŷŏ" ƓƆƔ ŕƈƔž ƌƔƆŷ ƀƆųąƔƏ) ¿ŕſƁƙŔ ťƔũŕś Ɖƈ ŖƔũƁ ƏŌ
:ƁƍƂŮƃŒ ŘŒťƍŞƍƆ ƇƒƆŊ
ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ Ɖŷ řŗŕƔƊƏ ŢƅŕŰƅ ŕƊƔƈŌ (" ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉƔƈŌ") ƃƏƄŰƆƅ ƃŗŕŬ řƄũŮ ¿ƈŸśŬ řƅŕƄƏƅŔ ƉƜŷƙ ŕƂžƏ
.ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈŗ ƀƆŸśƔ ŕƈƔž
:ŘœŶżťƃŒ ŧƒťƆ
ŘũŔŧŏ řƔƁŕſśŔ ųƏũŮ ŖŠƏƈŗ ("ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ ũƔŧƈ" ƓƆƔ ŕƈƔž ƌƔƆŷ ƀƆųąƔƏ) ŚŕŸžŧƆƅ ũƔŧƈƄ ƓƊŕųƔũŗƅŔ ƒŧƏŸŬƅŔ ƃƊŗƅŔ ƇƏƂƔ
ũƏƈŌ řƆƈŠ ƉƈƏ .("ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ ŘũŔŧŏ řƔƁŕſśŔ" ƓƆƔ ŕƈƔž ŕƎƔƆŷ ƀƆųąƔƏ) ũŧŰƈƅŔ Ə ƓƊŕųƔũŗƅŔ ƒŧƏŸŬƅŔ ƃƊŗƅŔ ƉƔŗ ƇũŗŁś ŚŕŸžŧ
ŘũŔŧŏ řƔƁŕſśŔ ųƏũŮƅ ŕƂŗų ũŧŰƈƅŔ Ɖƈ ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ űŗƁƏ ¿ƔŰţśƏ řƔƆƈŸƅŔ ŖŕŬţ ¿ƔżŮśŗ ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ ũƔŧƈ ƇƏƂƔ ƐũŦŌ
ƓśƅŔ řƔũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ źƅŕŗƈƏ ƓŬŕŬƗŔ řƅƏƈŸƅŔ ¿ŧŸƈ ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ ũƔŧƈ ŢŲƏƔ ŕƈƄ ŉŔũŮƅŔ ŧƎŸś Ə ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ
Ɖƈ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈŗ ƀƆŸśƔ ŕƈƔž ũŧŰƈƅŔ Ɖƈ řƈƆśŬƈƅŔ ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ ŧŔŧŬƏ ƒũƏŧ ŶƔŪƏś Řũśž ¿Ƅƅ ƃƏƄŰƅŕŗ ƀƆŸśś
.ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ Ƒƅŏ ŉŔũŮƅŔ ŧƎŸś ųƏũŮ ŖŠƏƈŗ ũŧŰƈƅŔ
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:¾ŞŪĄƆƃŒ
.ƇƎŬƗŔ ¿ƔŠŬśƅ řƔŧƏŸŬƅŔ řƄũŮƅŔ /¿ƏŔŧś
:ŗƒŵŧŬƃŒ ŗőƒƌƃŒ
.ƓƊŕųƔũŗƅŔ ƒŧƏŸŬƅŔ ƃƊŗƅŕŗ řƊŕƈƘƅ řƔŷũŮƅŔ řŗŕƁũƅŔ řœƔƍ
:ƇƒƒƈƍƈœƀƃŒ ƇƍŶŞŒŧƆƃŒ
.Deloitte & Touche (ƇƍŕƄũŮƏ ũƔŦƅŔ ƏŗŔ ũƄŗ) ŭƏś ŧƊŊ ŚƔƏƅƏƔŧ

:ƁƍƂŮƃŒ ŘŒťƍŞƍƆ
ŧƏƂŷ ŖŠƏƈŗ ŘŧŧţƈƅŔ řƊƔŸƈƅŔ ŚŕƈŔŪśƅƛŔƏ ƀƏƂţƅŔ Ɖƈ řƊƔŸƈ řƔƏœƈ řŗŬƊ Ɠž ŕƈŕŷ ÐÎ ƌśŧƈ ƒŨƅŔ ƀţƅŔ ŕƎŗ ŧŰƂąƔƏ
ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉƔƈŌ Ƒƅŏ ƃŗŕŬ ¿ŗËƁ Ɖƈ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ¿ƔƏţś ƇśƔŬ .ƋŕƊŧŌ ŧũŔƏƅŔ ƓƆƔŰſśƅŔ ŕƎſŰƏƅ ŕƂžƏ řƊƔŸƈ ƀƔƏŬś
.ƃƏƄŰƅŔ
:ƁƍƂŮƄƃ ŗŮŮŤƆƃŒ žƒƍŪřƃŒ ťƍƀŵ
ũƏŧŗ ŕƎŗŠƏƈŗ ƃŗŕŬ ƇƏƂś ( řƄũśŮƈƅŔ) řŗŬśƊƈƅŔƏ řŸŗŕśƅŔ ŕƎśŕƄũŮ Ɖƈ ƉƔŸƈ ŧŧŷ Ŷƈ ƀƔƏŬś ŚŕƔƁŕſśŔ ƇŔũŗŐŗ ƃŗŕŬ ŚƈŕƁ
ůŰŦƈ ƀƔƏŬś ŧƂŷ ¿Ƅ ťƔũŕśŗ řƈœŕƁ ŧŠƏśƏ .ƀƔƏŬśƅŔ ŚŕƈŧŦƅ ¿ŗŕƂƈ ƑƆŷ ¿ƏŰţƅŔ ¿ŗŕƂƈ řƊƔŸƈ ŚŕŠśƊƈƅ ƀƏŬąƈƅŔ
Žũų Ɠƍ ƓśƅŔ (řƄũśŮƈƅŔ) řŗŬśƊƈƅŔ ƏŌ řŸŗŕśƅŔ řƄũŮƅŔ ƇŬŔ ƃƅŨƄƏ (" ƀƔƏŬśƅŔ ŧƏƂŷ " ƓƆƔ ŕƈƔž ƇƎƔƆŷ ƀƆųąƔƏ) ƃƏƄŰƆƅ
.ƋŨƍ ũŔŧŰƙŔ ŘũƄŨƈ Ɖƈ ƀƔƏŬśƅŔ ŧƏƂŷ ŉŪŠ Ɠž ƌƔž
:ƁƍƂŮƃŒ ŘŒťƍŞƍƆ ŗƒƂƄƆ ¾ƒƍšř ŗƒſœŽřŒ
ƓƆƔ ŕƈƔž ŕƎƔƆŷ ƀƆųąƔƏ) (%__) řƔƏœƈ řŗŬƊ řƔƄƆƈ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ řƔƄƆƈ ¿ƔƏţś řƔƁŕſśŔ ŖŠƏƈŗ ƃŗŕŬ ¿Əţś
ƃƏƄŰƆƅ ƃŗŕŬ řƄũŮ Ƒƅŏ ƀƔƏŬśƅŔ ŧƏƂŷ Ɠž ŘŧũŔƏ řƊƔŸƈ ŚŕƈŔŪśƅŔƏ ƀƏƂţ Ɖƈ %ÕÎ Ƒśţ ("řƂŗųƈƅŔ řƔƏœƈƅŔ řŗŬƊƅŔ"
.ŕƈŕŷ ÐÎ Řũśſƅ
:¾ŤťƃŒ ƑżœŮ
ƀƔƏŬśƅŔ ŧƏƂŸŗ ¿ŰśƔ ŕƈƔž řƂŗųąƈƅŔ řƔƏœƈƅŔ řŗŬƊƅŔ Ɖŷ şśŕƊƅŔ ¿ŦŧƅŔ ƓƅŕƈŠŏ Ƒƅŏ "¿ŦŧƅŔ ƓžŕŰ" »ŗ ũŕŮƔ řƂƔŝƏƅŔ ƋŨƍ Ɠž
řƔƁŕſśŕŗ ƀţƆƈ Ɠž ŕƍŧƔŧţś ƇśƔŬ řƊƔŸƈ ŘũŮŕŗƈ ŽƔƅŕƄś ŕƎſŰƏŗ ) ŕƎŗ šƏƈŬƈƅŔ ŘũŔŧƙŔ ŽƔƅŕƄśƏ ŘũŔŧƙŔ ŖŕŸśŌ ŕŰƁŕƊ)
.((ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ŘũŔŧŏ
:ƁƍƂŮƃŒ ŘŒťƍŞƍƆ ŖŧŒťō ŗƒſœŽřŒ
ƇśƔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉƔƈŌ Ə ƃŗŕŬ ƉƔŗ řƈũŗąƈƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ŘũŔŧŏ řƔƁŕſśŔ ŖŠƏƈŗ
¿ŔƏţƗŔ ŖŬţ řƔƅŕśƅŔ ŚŕƈŧŦƅŔ ƇƔŧƂśƅ ŉŕżƅƚƅ ¿ŗŕƁ ũƔŻ ƏţƊ ƑƆŷ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈƅ ŔũƔŧƈ ƃŗŕŬ řƄũŮ ƉƔƔŸś
: Ɠƍ ŚŕƈŧŦƅŔ ƋŨƍƏ ŕƈŕŷ ÐÎ Ƒśţ ŧśƈś Řũśſƅ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ŢƅŕŰƅ
žƒƍŪřƃŒ ŘœƆťŤ (Ŋ
Ɠž ŧƏƎŠƅŔ ¿ŲžŌ ¿ŨŗƏ ƃŗŕŬƅ řŗŬśƊƈƅŔ /řŸŗŕśƅŔ řƔƊŸƈƅŔ řƄũŮƆƅ řŗƏƆųƈƅŔ ƀƔƏŬśƅŔ ŚŕƈŧŦ řžŕƄ ƇƔŧƂś Ɠž ũŔũƈśŬƛŔ
ƉŌ ƉƈŲƔ ƓƄƅ ƌśƁŕų ¿ƈŕƄŗ ƑŸŬƔ . ƀƔƏŬśƅŔ ŧƏƂŸƅ ŕƂŗų ƌƔƆŷ ůƊƅŔ Ƈś ƒŨƅŔ ƐƏśŬƈƅŔ ŚŔŨŗ ¿ƁƗŔ ƑƆŷƏ ƃƅŨ
Ŷƈ) řƔƊŸƈƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ Řũśž Ɠž ŪžŕţƅŔ źƆŗƈ Ə ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ źƆŗƈ Ɖŷ ¿ƂƔ ƛ űƏŗƂƈƅŔ ¿ŦŧƅŔ ƓžŕŰ
(ũƔŧƈƅŔ ŘũųƔŬ Śţś ŚŬƔƅ ƓśƅŔ ƀƏŬƅŔ ŵŕŲƏŌ ŘŕŷŔũƈ
ŻƒƃœƂřƃŒ űŕŰ (Ŕ
řƂŗŕŬƅŔ ¿ŦŧƅŔ /ŽƔƅŕƄśƅŔ ŖŬƊ ƑƆŷ ŴŕſţƅŔƏ ŕƎŗ šƏƈŬƈƅŔ ŘũŔŧƙŔ ŽƔƅŕƄś ƐƏśŬƈŗ ƀƆŸśƔ ŕƈƔž ƇŪƜƅŔ ůũţƅŔ ¿Ũŗ
ŔŨŏƏ .ŚŕƈŧŦƅŔ ƇƔŧƂśƅ ŕƈŪƛ ƉƏƄƔ ŕƈ ƛŏ řƔžŕŲŏ ŽƔƅŕƄś ƒŌ ŧŗƄś ƇŧŷƏ ŕƎƔƆŷ ƀſśƈ ŚŕƔŔƏśŬƈ ŖŬţ ŕƎƊƔŬţś ƏŌ
űſŦƅ řƅƏƂŸƈƅŔ ƋŧƏƎŠ ƇŔŧŦśŬŕŗ ŔũƏž ŧƎŸśƔ ŘŧŧţƈƅŔ ŚŕƔƏśŬƈƅŔ ƃƆś ¿ŦŧƅŔ /řſƆƄśƅŔ ŖŬƊ ƏŌ ŽƔƅŕƄśƅŔ ŚŪƏŕŠś
ŕƎŗ šƏƈŬƈ ŚŕƔƏśŬƈ Ƒƅŏ řſƆƄśƅŔ ƋŨƍ ¿ŝƈ ƓƅŕƈŠŏ
¾ŤťƃŒ ŖŧŒťō (Ŝ
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¾ŤťƃŒ ŖŧŒťō (Ŝ
řƔƏœƈƅŔ řŗŬƊƅŔ ŧƔƁ Ɖƈ ŧƄōśƅŔ (Ō) ƀƔũų Ɖŷ ƌśƔŕƈţ Ə ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈŗ ůŕŦƅŔ ¿ŦŧƅŔ ƑƆŷ Ŵŕſţƅŕŗ ŧƎŸśƅŔ
(Ŗ)Ə ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţƅ ƜŦŧ Ƌũŕŗśŷŕŗ ƃƏƄŰƆƅ řŰŰŦƈƅŔ ƀƔƏŬśƅŔ ŧƏƂŷ Ɖŷ şśŕƊƅŔ ¿ŦŧƅŔ ¿Ƅ Ɖƈ řƂŗųƈƅŔ
źƆŗƈ Ə ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ źƆŗƈ Ɖŷ ¿ƂƔ ƛ űƏŗƂƈƅŔ ¿ŦŧƅŔ ƓžŕŰ ƉŌ ƉƈŲƔ ƓƄƅ ƌśƁŕų ¿ƈŕƄŗ ƑŸŬƆƅ řŗŬƊƅŕŗƏ
ƀƔƏŬśƅŔ ŧƏƂŷ ŖŠƏƈŗ ƌśŕŗƔśũś Řŧŕŷŏ ƌƊƄƈƔž , řƔƊŸƈƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ Řũśž Ɠž ŪžŕţƅŔ
žƒſťřƃŒƍ ŗŶŞŒŧƆƃŒ (ť
ŧŔŧŷŏ ƇśƔ ƉŌƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉƔƈōŗ řŰŕŦƅŔ ŚŕƂſƊƅŔƏ ¿ŦŧƅŔƏ ŚŕŗŕŬţƅŔ ũśŕžŧƅ ƇŴśƊƈƅŔ ŧƔƂƅŔ Ɖƈ ŧƄōśƅŔ
ŶŠŔũƈƅŔ řųŬŔƏŗ řƔƏƊŬƅŔ řŸŠŔũƈƆƅ ŶŲŦś ƉŌ ƑƆŷ ŕƎƔƆŷ ŽũŕŸśƈƅŔ řƔŗŬŕţƈƅŔ őŧŕŗƈƅŔƏ ũƔƔŕŸƈƆƅ ŕƂžƏ ŕƎśŕŗŕŬţ
ƓƊƏƊŕƂƅŔ
ŗƒŕƒŧŰƃŒ ŘœƀšřŪƆƃŒƍ ŗƆŲƈƕœŕ ťƒƀřƃŒ

(Ɖ

řƔƈŕŴƊƅŔ řƔŗƔũŲƅŔ ŚŕƂţśŬƈƅŕŗ ŉŕžƏƅŔƏ řƔƈŕŴƊƅŔ ŚŕŗƆųśƈƅŕŗ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉƔƈŌ ƇŕƔƁ Ɖƈ ŧƄōśƅŔ
ťƀƈƃŒ ŖŧŒťō (ƍ
ťƔũŕś ¿Ƅ Ɠž ƓžŕŰƅŔ ¿ŦŧƅŔ ¿Ƅ ƏŌ ŉŪŠ ŶžŧƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ Ɖŷ şśŕƊƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿Ŧŧ ƑƆŷ ŴŕſţƅŔ
.ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ źƆŗƈ Ɖŷ ŧƔŪƔ ƛ ŕƈŗ ƒũƏŧ ŶƔŪƏś
:ŖŧŒťƗŒ ŧƍŞŊ
:ƃƏƄŰƆƅ ƃŗŕŬ řƄũŮ Ɖƈ ƓśŅƛŔ űŗƁ Ɠž ƀţƅŔ ũƔŧƈƆƅ ƉƏƄƔ  ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ŘũŔŧŏ řƔƁŕſśƛ ŕƂžƏ
ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ũƔŧƈ ŽƔƅŕƄś ¿ŧŕŸŁś ũƎŮŌ Ô Řũśž ¿Ƅ řƔŕƎƊŗ ŶžŧƅŔ řŗŠŔƏ ŘũŔŧŏ ŖŕŸśŌ :řƔƏƊŬƅŔ ŽŰƊ ũƏŠƗŔ
ŚŕƈŧŦƅŔ ¿ŗŕƂƈ ƉŌ ƒŌ) ŘũŔŧƙŔ ŚŕƈŧŦŗ ƇŕƔƂƅŔ ¿ŗŕƂƈ řƊŬ ¿Ƅ Ɖŷ %Ï ŔŧœŔŪ ŘũƔŦƗŔ ũƎŮŌ (Ô) řśŬƅŔ ŉŕƊŝŌ ŕƎŗ šƏƈŬƈƅŔ
.(řſƆƄśƅŔ Ɖƈ Řŧŧţƈ řŗŬƊ ŔŧœŔŪ řſƆƄśƅŔ ūŕŬŌ ƑƆŷ ƓƊŗƈ
:¾ŤťƃŒ ƑżœŮ ŘœƒƍŪř /ŘœŕœŪšƃŒ ťŒťŵō
ƀƆŸśś řƂƁŧƈ ũƔŻ řƔƏƊŬ Ŷŗũ ŚŕŗŕŬţƏ řƂƁŧƈ řƔƏƊŬ ŚŕŗŕŬţ ŧŔŧŷŐŗ (ũƔŧƈƅŔ ŘŧŷŕŬƈŗ) ƃƏƄŰƆƅ ƃŗŕŬ řƄũŮ ƇƏƂś
źƆŗƈŗ ¿ŰśƔ ŕƈƔž ŚŕŗŕŬţƅŔ ƃƆś ũŮƊ ŧŸŗ ŚƏŕſś ƒŌ ŧƏŠƏ ŧƊŷƏ .řƔƊŸƈƅŔ ŘũśſƅŔ ŉŕƊŝŌ űƏŗƂƈƅŔ ¿ŦŧƅŔ ƓžŕŰ ƓƅŕƈŠŐŗ
řųŬŔƏŗ ƀŗŕŬ ŚƁƏ Ɠž ƌŗŕŬśţŔ Ƈś ŕƈ Ŷƈ řƊũŕƂƈƅŔ ŧŸŗƏ ŚŕŗŕŬţƅŔ ƃƆś ƌśŗŝŁś ŕƈƅ ŕƂŗų Řũśž ƒōŗ ůŕŦƅŔ ¿ŦŧƅŔ ƓžŕŰ
.ŕƂŗųƈ ƉƏƄƔ ŕƈ ŖŬţ ƓųŕƔśţƛŔ źƅŕŗƈƅ řƔƏŬś ŉŔũŠŏ ŖŠƔ ƌƊŕž ũƔŧƈƅŔ
:ƑűœƒřšƙŒ ƍ ƐŧƍťƃŒ ŴƒŨƍřƃŒ ŸƄŕƆ
řƔƏœƈ řŗŬƊ ŔŧœŔŪ ƓŬŕŬƗŔ řƅƏƈŸƅŔ ¿ŧŸƈ ŵƏƈŠƈ (Ō) »ƅ ŧœŕŷ Řũśž ƒōŗ ƀƆŸśƔ ŕƈƔž şśŕƊƅŔ Əƍ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ źƆŗƈ
ťƔũŕś Ɠž řƈœŕƂƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƃƆśƅ řƔƈŬƛŔ řƈƔƂƅŔ ƓƅŕƈŠŏ (Ŗ) ("ŭƈŕƎƅŔ" ƓƆƔ ŕƈƔž ŕƎƔƆŷ ƀƆųąƔƏ) řƊŬ ¿Ƅƅ (%__) ŕƍũŧƁ
ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ Řũśž Ɠž ƓƆŸſƅŔ ƇŕƔƗŔ ŧŧŷ (Ş)Ə řƔƊŸƈƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ Řũśž Ɖƈ ƇƏƔ ũŦŊ ŘũŮŕŗƈ ƀŗŬƔ ƒŨƅŔ ¿ƔƏţśƅŔ ŧƔƁ
.(ŕƈƏƔ ÑÔÎ ƑƆŷ ŕƈƏŬƂƈ řƔƊŸƈƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ
řųŬŔƏŗ ƌŗ ŴŕſśţƛŔ ƇśƔ ("ŧœŔŪƅŔ ¿ŦŧƅŔ" ƓƆƔ ŕƈƔž ƌƔƆŷ ƀƆųąƔƏ) ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ źƆŗƈ Ɖŷ ŔŧœŔŪ ƓžŕŰƅŔ ¿ŦŧƅŔ ƉŕƄ ŔŨŏ
.("ƓųŕƔśţƛŔ" ũŦƕ ŚƁƏ Ɖƈ řƂţśŬƈ ƉƏƄś ƓśƅŔ źƅŕŗƈƅŔ ƋŨƍ ¿ŝƈ ƓƅŕƈŠŏ ƑƆŷ ƀƆųąƔƏ) ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ũƔŧƈ
ŖŕŬţ Ɠž ŕƎƔƆŷ ŴŕſţƅŔ ƇśƔ ƉƅƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ũƔŧƈ řųŬŔƏŗ ƒũśžŧ ŧƔƂƄ řƆŠŬƈ ƓųŕƔśţƛŔ źƅŕŗƈ ƉƏƄś ƒŌ
ƉƏƄƔ Ə ƌśţƆŰƈƅ ŕƍũŕƈŝśŬŔ Ə ƓųŕƔśţƛŔ ¿ŔƏƈŌ ƇŔŧŦśŬŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈũƔŧƈƅ ƀţƔ Ə .¿ƂśŬƈƏ ŧŧţƈ ƓžũŰƈ
ŚŕŗƏƆųƈ ŕƍũŕŗśŷŕŗ ŕƎśũŕŬŦ ƋŧţƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ũƔŧƈ ¿ƈţśƔ Ə ƋŧţƏ ũƔŧƈƆƅ ƀţ ŕƍũŕƈŝśŬŔ Ə ŕƎƈŔŧŦśŬŔ ŧœŕŷ
.ƋŕƊŧŌ ƓųŕƔśţƛŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅ ŕƂŗų ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ƑƆŷ
:ƑűœƒřšƙŒ ŴƒŨƍř
:řƔƅŕśƅŔ ŚŕƔƏƅƏƘƅ ŕƂžƏ ƓųŕƔśţƛŔ ŶƔŪƏś ƇśƔ
ƑƆŷ ŔƏƆŰţ ƏŌ ƓƊŸƈƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ źƆŗƈ ƑƆŷ ƀŗŕŬ ƒũƏŧ ŶƔ ŪƏś ťƔũŕś ƒŌ Ɠž ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ŰţƔ Ƈƅ ŔŨŏ :ƛƏŌ
ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ Ɖƈ źƅŕŗƈ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ƑųŸƔž řƔƅŕś Ŷžŧ Řũśž Ɠž ŧœŕŷ ƀƂţś Ƈŝ ƓƊŸƈƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ źƆŗƈ Ɖƈ ¿ƁŔ źƆŗƈ
.řŷƏžŧƈ ũƔŻ źƅŕŗƈƅŔ ƋŨƍ ƌƔž ¿Ŵś ƒŨƅŔ ŧţƅŔ Ƒƅŏ ƃƅŨƏ ƀŗŕŬƅŔ ŪŠŸƅŔ źƅŕŗƈ ƓųżƔ ŕƈŗ ƀƂţśƈƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ
źƆŗƈ Ɖƈ ¿ƁŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ Řũśſŗ ƀƆŸśƔ ŕƈƔž ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ Ƒƅŏ ŶžŧƅŔ ŖŠŔƏƅŔ ¿ŦŧƅŔ ƓžŕŰ źƆŗƈ ƉŕƄ ŔŨŏ :ŕƔƊŕŝ
. ŪŠŸƅŔ ƃƅŨ ¿ŧŕŸƔ źƆŗƈ ƓųŕƔśţƛŔ Ɖƈ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţƅ ŶžŧƔž ŘũśſƅŔ ƃƆśƅ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ
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řƈƔƂƅŔ ƓƅŕƈŠŏ Ɖƈ %ÏÎ ¿ŧŕŸƔ ŕƈ ƑƅŔ ¿ŰƔ ƓžŕŲŏ źƆŗƈ řŬƈŕŦ řƊŬ ¿Ƅ řƔŕƎƊ Ɠž ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ Ƒƅŏ ŶžŧƅŔ :ŕŝƅŕŝ
.( ƓžŕŲƙŔ ŧœŕŸƅŔ ) řŬƈŕŦ řƊŬ ťƔũŕś ŘũŮŕŗƈ ƀŗŬƔ ƒŨƅŔ ŜƅŕŝƅŔ ¿ƈŸƅŔ ƇƏƔ Ɠž Ɠƍ ŕƈƄ ƃƏƄŰƆƅ řƔƈŬƛŔ
řƊŬ ¿Ƅ řƔŕƎƊ Ɠž ƋƜŷŌ ŕŝƅŕŝƏ ŕƔƊŕŝƏ ƛƏŌ ŚŔƏųŦƅŔ řƔųżś Ɠž ƇŧŦśŬƔƅ ũƔŧƈƅŔ Ŷƈ ƑųŕƔśţƛŔ Ɖƈ ƓƂŗśƈƅŔ ƑƂŗƔ :ŕĻŸŗŔũ
ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ũƔŧƈ Ƒƅŏ ƓųŕƔśţƛŔ ŖŕŬţ ŧƔŰũ ƓƁŕŗ ŶžŧąƔ ųƂž ŚƁƏƅŔ ƃƅŨ ƓžƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƔſŰ ś Ƈśś ƉƔţƏ  řŬƈŕŦ
.ŘŧƈƅŔ řƔŕƎƊ ŧŸŗ ƏŌ (ŕĻƈŕŷ ÐÎ) ŘŧƈƅŔ řƔŕƎƊ ¿ŗƁ řŗſŰśƅŔ ŚƊŕƄŌ ŉŔƏŬ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ŘũŔŧƙ ŖŕŸśŌ ŪžŕţƄ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ
:ŧŒŧŰƕŒ Ƈŵ ůƒƍŶřƃŒ
:řƔƅŕśƅŔ ŚƛŕţƅŔ Ɠž ƋũƔŰƂś ƏŌ ũƔŧƈƅŔ ¿ŕƈƍŏ řŠƔśƊ ŪŠŸƅŔ ũƏƎŴŗ űƔƏŸśƆƅ ƀţśŬƈƅŔ ũũŲƅŔ ŚŗŝƔ
ŽŕƄ ũƔŻ ƒũƏŧ ŶƔŪƏś ťƔũŕś ƒŌ Ɠž ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ƑƆŷ ŵŪƏƈƅŔ ƓųŕƔśţƛŔƏ ¿ŦŧƅŔ ƓžŕŰ ƓƅŕƈŠŏ ƉŕƄ ŔŨŏ -Ō
ƏŌ/Ə ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ Ƒƅŏ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ źƆŗƈ Ŷžŧƅ
ŧœŕŸƅŔ źƆŗƈ Ŷžŧƅ ŽŕƄ ũƔŻ řŬƈŕŦ řƊŬ ťƔũŕś ƒŔ Ɠž ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ƑƆŷ řŷŪƏƈƅŔ ƓųŕƔśţƛŔ źƅŕŗƈ ŚƊŕƄ ŔŨŏ -Ŗ
.ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ Ƒƅŏ ƓžŕŲƙŔ
ŧũŠƈŗ ũƔŧƈƅŔ Ɖƈ ŪŠŸƅŔ Ɠž ¿ŝƈśƈƅŔ ũũŲƅŔ Ɖŷ űƔƏŸś ƑƆŷ ¿ƏŰţƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţƅ ƀţƔ ƉƔśƅŕţƅŔ ƉƔśŕƍ Ɠž Ə
.ƋũƔŰƂś ƏŌ ũƔŧƈƅŔ ¿ŕƈƍƙ ¿ƏƂŸƈƅŔ ŚŕŗŝƙŔ
:ŇŒŧŬƃŒ ťƌŶř
¿Ƅ řƔŕƎƊ Ɠž ƃƏƄŰƅŔ űŸŗ ƏŌ ¿Ƅ ŉŔũŮŗ ƌŗŠƏƈŗ ŧƎŸśś ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ŢƅŕŰƅ ƇŪƆƈ ŉŔũŮ ŧƎŸś ŶƔƁƏśŗ ƃŗŕŬ ƇƏƂś
ũŕŸŮŏ ¿ŕŬũŏ ŧŸŗ (ÏÏ) ƇƁũ ŘŧŕƈƅŔ ŖŬţ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŉŔũŮ ũŧŰƈƅŔ ƑƆŷ ŖŠƔ Ũŏ ƀŕſŦƗŔ Śƛŕţ ƓžƛŔ ŚŔƏƊŬ ūƈŦ
:ƓƅŕśƅŔ ƏţƊƅŔ ƑƆŷ ŉŔũŮƅŔ Ɖƈŝ ƉƏƄƔƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ Ɖƈ ƒŌ ƏŌ ŶƔƈŠ Ɖŷ řŗŕƔƊ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ řųŬŔƏŗ řŬũŕƈƈƅŔ
( ƁŮƄƃ ŗƒƆŪƙŒ ŗƆƒƀƃŒ ƇƆ ŗƒƍőƆ ŗŕŪƈ ) ŇŒŧŬƃŒ ƇƆś

ŖŧřŽƃŒ

%[ÖÍ]

(Ó) řŬƈŕŦƅŔ řƊŬƅŔ řƔŕƎƊ Ɠž

%[ÓÍ]

(ÏÎ) ŘũŮŕŸƅŔ řƊŬƅŔ řƔŕƎƊ Ɠž

%[ÐÍ]

(ÏÓ) ŘũŮŷ řŬƈŕŦƅŔ řƊŬƅŔ řƔŕƎƊ Ɠž
.řŬƈŕŦ řƊŬ ťƔũŕś ƒŌ ¿ƏƆţ ŧƊŷ řŬũŕƈƈƅŔ ũŕŸŮŏ ũŔŧŰŏ ƇśƔ Ə

řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ Ƒƅŏ ũŧŕŰ ƌƔŠƏś ŞŨƏƈƊ řœŗŸś Ɠž ƀţƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţƅ ƉƏƄƔ Řũśž ¿Ƅ Ɠž ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŉŔũŮ ŚƁƏ ƓžƏ
Ƈƅ ŕƈ ƓƊŸƈƅŔ řŬƈŕŦƅŔ řƊŬƅŔ ťƔũŕś ¿ŗƁ ŘũŮŕŗƈ ƇƎƄƏƄŰŗ ƀƆŸśƔ ŕƈƔž řŬũŕƈƈ ũŕŸŮŏ ¿ŕŬũŏ ŖƆųŗ ƓŲƂƔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ
řƊŬƅŔ ťƔũŕś ¿ŗƁ ¿ƈŷ ƇƏƔ [×Î] ŪƏŕŠśś ƛ Řũśž Ɠž ŕƔųŦ ƃƅŨ ŽƜŦŗ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ ƃŰƅŔ ¿ƈŕţ ũųŦƔ
.ƓƊŸƈƅŔ řŬƈŕŦƅŔ
ũŕŸŮŏ ¿ŕŬũŐŗ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ ƇƏƂƔ řŬƈŕŦ řƊŬ ťƔũŕś ƒŌ ¿ŗƁ ŕƈƏƔ ÏÖÎ Ƒƅŏ ŕƈƏƔ ×Î ƉƔŗ ŘŧśƈƈƅŔ ŘũśſƅŔ ƓžƏ
řŠƔśƊ ŉŔũŮƅŔ ŧƎŸś ŖŠƏƈŗ řœŮŕƊƅŔ ƇƎƁƏƂţŗƏ ƓƊŸƈƅŔ řŬƈŕŦƅŔ řƊŬƅŔ ťƔũŕś ¿ƏƆţ ŖũƂŗ ƇƍũŗŦƔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ Ƒƅŏ
.ƇƎƁƏƂţ řŬũŕƈƈ ƇŧŷƏŌ řŬũŕƈƈ Ɖŷ řŗśũśƈƅŔ şœŕśƊƅŔ ũŕŸŮƙŔ Ɠž ŽŰƔƏ ťƔũŕśƅŔ ƃƅŨ ¿ƏƆţƅ
źƆś ƇƅƏ) řƈœŔŧ ŚŕƎƔŠƏś řŬƈŕŦ řƊŬ ťƔũŕś ¿ŗƁ ŕƈƏƔ ÑÎ ¿ŗƁ ŶƂƔ ƒŨƅŔ ťƔũŕśƅŔ ¿ŗƁ ƏŌ Ɠž ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ ƇƆŬś ŔŨŏ
ƃƆśƅ řƔƈŬƛŔ řƈƔƂƅŔ Ɖƈ %ÕÎ Ɖŷ ¿ƂƔ ƛ ŕƈ ƉƔŸƈśŠƈ ƉƏƄƆƈƔ ƃƏƄŰ řƆƈţ Ɖƈ Řŧŧţƈ ŚŕƎƔŠƏś ƏŌ /Ə (ŧŸŗ ŕƈƔž
Ƒƅŏ řŬƈŕŦƅŔ řƊŬƅŔ ŉŕƎśƊŔ ťƔũŕś Ɖƈ ƇƏƔ ÑÎ ¿ŗƁ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ ƇŧƂƔ ŽƏŬž ťƔũŕśƅŔ ƃƅŨ Ɠž řƈœŕƂƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ
ŕƂžƏ ũŧŰƈƅŔ ƇƏƂƔ ŔŨƍ řŬũŕƈƈƅŔ ũŕŸŮŏ ƇƆŬś ŧŸŗƏ .ƃƅŨŗ (ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ Ƒƅŏ řŦŬƊ ¿ŬũƔƏ) řŬũŕƈƈ ũŕŸŮŏ ũŧŰƈƅŔ
řƊŬƅŔ ťƔũŕś Ɠž ƓžŕŲŔ ŧœŕŷ źƆŗƈ ƒŌƏ ŉŔũŮƅŔ ũŸŬ Ŷžŧŗ ƃƅŨƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ŶƔƈŠ Ɖƈ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŉŔũŮŗ ŉŔũŮƅŔ ŧƎŸśƅ
.řŬƈŕŦƅŔ
:žœŽŤƗŒ Řƙœš
:"ƀŕſŦŏ řƅŕţ" řƔƅŕśƅŔ ŽƏũŴƅŔƏ ŜŔŧţƗŔ Ɖƈ ŘŧţŔƏ ¿Ƅ ¿ƄŮś
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:ϰϓΎοϹ ΪΎόϟ ώϠΒϣ ϭ ϱέϭΩ ϊϳίϮΗ ώϠΒϣ ϊϓΩ ϡΪϋ Ϧϋ ΞΗΎϨϟ ϕΎϔΧϹ ()
ŚƜŰţśƈƅŔ ƇŔŧŦśŬŔ) (Ŗ) Ó ųũŮƆƅ ŕƂžƏ ƒũƏŧ ŶƔŪƏś ťƔũŕś ƒŌ Ɠž ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ƑƆŷ ŵŪƏƈƅŔ źƆŗƈƅŔ ƉŕƄ ŔŨŏ .Ï
ƏŌ ƓƊŸƈƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕśƅ ũũƂƈƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ źƆŗƈ Ɖƈ ¿ƁŌ (¿ŦŧƅŔ ƓžŕŰ –
řƊŬƅŔ ťƔũŕśƅ ũũƂƈƅŔ ƑžŕŲƙŔ ŧœŕŸƅŔ źƆŗƈ Ɖƈ ¿ƁŌ řŬƈŕŦ řƊŬ ťƔũŕś ƒŌ Ɠž ƉƔƄƅŕƈƅŔ ƑƆŷ ŵŪƏƈƅŔ źƆŗƈƅŔ ƉŕƄ ŔŨŏ .Ð
ƓƊŸƈƅŔ řŬƈŕŦƅŔ
řŠƔśƊƄ ŜŧţƏ (ƓƊž ƏŌ ƒũŔŧŏ ōųŦƅ řŠƔśƊ) ƇŕƔŌ řŬƈŦ Řŧƈƅ ƌƁŕƂţśŬŔ ťƔũŕś ŧƊŷ ¿ƈŕƄƅŕŗ ŵƏžŧƈ ũƔŻ ŪŠŸƅŔ ƃƅŨ ũƈśŬŔƏ
[řƅŕƄƏƅŔ ƉƜŷŏ ƏŌ /Ə] ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ŘũŔŧŏ řƔƁŕſśŔ ŖŠƏƈŗ ƌśŕƈŔŪśƅŕŗ ŉŕžƏƅŔ Ɠž ũƔŧƈƅŔ ¿ŕƈƍŏ ƏŌ ¿ƜŦƙ ŘũŮŕŗƈ
ƏŌ
:ϯήΧϷ ΕΎϣΰΘϟϻΎΑ ϝϼΧϹ (Ώ)
ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƀœŕŝƏ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŖŠƏƈŗ ƌśŕƈŔŪśƅŔ Ɖƈ ƒōŗ ƀƆŸśƔ ŕƈƔž ƏŌ ƐũŦƗŔ ƌśŕƈŔŪśƅŔ Ɖƈ ƒōŗ ŉŕžƏƅŔ Ɠž ũƔŧƈƅŔ ƀŕſŦŏ
ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ¿ƈŕţ ¿ŗƁ Ɖƈ ũƔŧƈƅŔ Ƒƅŏ ƃƅŨŗ ƓųŦ ũŕŸŮŏ ƌƔŠƏś ŧŸŗ ŕƈƏƔ ÑÎ Řŧƈƅ řŠƅŕŸƈ ƉƏŧ ƀŕſŦƙŔ ƃƅŨ ũƈśŬŔƏ
ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ ŘũŔŧŏ ũƔŧƈƅ ŧŧţƈƅŔ ŖśƄƈƅŔ Ƒƅŏ ƏŌ ũƔŧƈƅŔ Ƒƅŏ ƌƈƔƆŬśƏ
:έΪμ˵Ϥϟ ΐϧΎΟ Ϧϣ Cross-default ϊσΎϘΘϤϟ ήϴμϘΘϟ (Ν)
.¿ŰƗŔ Ɠž ŘũũƂƈ šŕƈŬ Řũśž ƒŌ ¿ƜŦ (řƅŕţƅŔ ŖŬţ) ƏŌ ŕƎƁŕƂţśŬŔ ŧŷƏƈ Ɠž ũƔŧƈƅŔ ƑƆŷ řƔƊƏƔŧƈ ƒŌ ŧŔŧŬ Ƈŧŷ .Ï
ŧţŌ ƏŌ ũƔŰƂś ƏŌ ƀŕſŦŏ řƅŕţ ƒƗ řŠƔśƊ ũũƂƈƅŔ ŕƎƁŕƂţśŬŔ ŧŷƏƈ ¿ŗƁ ŧŔŧŬƅŔ řŗŠŔƏƏ řƂţśŬƈ řƔƊƏƔŧƈ ƒŌ ŢŗŰś ƉŌ .Ð
(ƌſŰƏ ƉŕƄ ŕƔŌ) ¿ƔŠŸśƅŔ ųƏũŮ
.řƔƊƏƔŧƈ ƒƗ ƉŕƈŲ ƒŌ ŖŠƏƈŗ ƌƔƆŷ ƀţśŬƈ źƆŗƈ ƒŌ ƀŕƂţśŬƛŔ ŧŷƏƈ Ɠž ŧŧŬƔ ƉŌ Ɠž ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ¿Ůž ŔŨŏ .Ñ
źƆŗƈƅŔ ƏŌ/Ə ƋƜŷŌ (Ð) řƔŷũſƅŔ ŘũƂſƅŔ ƏŌ/Ə (Ï) řƔŷũſƅŔ ŘũƂſƅŔ Ɠž ƌƔƅŏ ũŕŮƈƅŔ řƔƊƏƔŧƈƅŔ źƆŗƈ ŧƔŪƔ ƉŌ ųũŮŗ ƃƅŨƏ
ÏÕÓ,ÎÎÎ,ÎÎÎ Ɖŷ ƛŕƈŠŏ ƏŌ řƆƂśŬƈ ŘũƏŰŗ ƋƜŷŌ (Ñ) řƔŷũſƅŔ ŘũƂſƅŔ Ɠž ƌƔƅŏ ũŕŮƈ ƉŕƈŲ ƒŌ ŖŠƏƈŗ ƀţśŬƈƅŔ
(ƐũŦŌ ŚƜƈŷ ƏŌ řƆƈŷ řƔōŗ ƌƅŧŕŸƔ ŕƈ ƏŌ) ¿ŕƔũ
:άϔϨϤϟ ήϴϏ ϢϜΤϟ (Ω)
ƌƅŧŕŸƔ ŕƈ ƏŌ) ¿ŕƔũ ÏÕÓ,ÎÎÎ,ÎÎÎ Ɖŷ ŧƔŪƔ źƆŗƈ Ŷžŧŗ ũƔŧƈƅŔ řƎŠŔƏƈ Ɠž ũŝƄŌ ƏŌ ũƈŌ ƏŌ ũŝƄŌ ƏŌ ƇƄţ ũƏŧŰ ŧƊŷ
ÑÎ Řŧƈƅ ŨƔſƊśƅŔ ¿ŠŎƈƏ ŨſƊƈ ũƔŻ ũƈƗŔ ƏŌ ƇƄţƅŔ ƃƅŨ ũƈśŬŔƏ ƛŕƈŠŏ ƏŌ řƆƂśŬƈ ŘũƏŰŗ ŉŔƏŬ (ŚƜƈŷ ƏŌ řƆƈŷ ƒōŗ
ŶžŧƆƅ ŧŧţƈƅŔ ťƔũŕśƅŔ Ɖƈ ƃƅŨ ŧŸŗ ƉŕƄ ŔŨŏ ƏŌ ƋũƏŧŰ ťƔũŕś Ɖƈ ŕƈƏƔ
:Φϟ ... έΎδϋϹ (ϩ)
řŬƈŦƅ ƏŌ ŶƔƈŠƅ ŽŰƈ ƉƔƔŸś Ƈś (Ð) ŕƎƁŕƂţśŬŔ ŧƊŷ ƌƊƏƔŧ ŧƔŧŬś ƑƆŷ ũŧŕƁ ũƔŻ ƏŌ ŔũŬŸƈ ũƔŧƈƅŔ ŢŗŰŌ ŔŨŔ (Ï)
ŉŕżƅŏ ƇśƔ ƇƅƏ (ƉƔƔŸśƅŔ ŔŨƍ ¿ŝƈƅ ŖƆų ƇƔŧƂś ƏŌ) ƌśŔŧŔũƔŏ ƏŌ ƌƅƏŰŌ ƏŌ ũŧŰƈƅŔ ŚŔŧƎŸś Ɖƈ ¿ƁƗŔ ƑƆŷ řœŕƈƅŕŗ ƉƔũŮŷƏ
ŕŗƔśũś ƏŌ ŕƈŕŷ ƛŪŕƊś ƐũŠŌ ƏŌ ƌśŕƈŔŪśƅŔ Ɖƈ ƒŌ ¿ƔŠōś ƏŌ ¿ƔŧŸśƅ ŉŔũŠŏ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ŨŕŦśŔ (Ñ) ŕƈƏƔ ÐÖ ¿ƜŦ ƉƔƔŸśƅŔ ŔŨƍ
ŔũŔũƁ ƉƆŷŌ ƏŌ (ūƜžƙŔ Ɖƈ řƔƁŔƏƅŔ řƔƏŬśƅŔ ƇŕŴƊ ŖŠƏƈŗ ŖƔśũśŗ ƇŕƔƂƅŔ ƃƅŨ Ɠž ŕƈŗ) ƇƎţƅŕŰƅ ƏŌ ƌƔƊœŔŧ Ŷƈ ŕţƆŰ ƏŌ
řŬƈŦ ƏŌ ƌśųŮƊŌ ŶƔƈŠ ŽƁƏŗ ŧŧƍ ƏŌ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ŽƁƏŌ (Ò) ƏŌ ƌƊƈ ƇŧƂƈ řƔƊƏƔŧƈƅ ƉŕƈŲ ƒŌ ƏŌ ƌƊƏƔŧ Ɖƈ ƒŌ ŧŔŧŬ ¿ƔŠōśŗ
ŘŉƜƈƅŔ Ŷƈ řƆƄƔƍ Řŧŕŷŏ ƏŌ ƇƔŴƊś Řŧŕŷŏ řƔƆƈŷ ƏŌ ŞŕƈŧƊƛŔ űŔũŻƗ ƃƅŨ ƉƏƄƔ ƉŌ ƛŏ ) ¿ƁƗŔ ƑƆŷ ŕƎƊƈ řœŕƈƅŕŗ ƉƔũŮŷƏ
(ƒŧŕŸƅŔ ũƔŻ ũŔũƂŗ ŘŧƈśŸƈ řƔƅŕƈƅŔ
:ήϳΪϤϟ ˯ΎπϘϧ (ϭ)
řƔƆƈŷ ƏŌ ŞŕƈŧƊƛŔ űŔũŻƗ ƃƅŨ ƉŕƄ ŔŨŏ ƛŏ) ƌśƔſŰśƏ ũƔŧƈƅŔ ¿ţŗ ¿ƏŸſƈƅŔ ƒũŕŬ ũŔũƁ ŧŕƈśŷŔ ƏŌ ũƈŌ ũƏŧŰ ŧƊŷ
(ƒŧŕŸƅŔ ũƔŻ ũŔũƂŗ ŘŧƈśŸƈ řƔƅŕƈƅŔ ŘŉƜƈƅŔ Ŷƈ řƆƄƔƍ Řŧŕŷŏ ƏŌ ƇƔŴƊś Řŧŕŷŏ
:Φϟ ... ˯ήΟ· ΫΎΨΗ ϲϓ Ϟθϔϟ (ί)
řŬũŕƈƈ ƏŌ ƇŔũŗŏ Ɖƈ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ƉƔƄƈś (Ï) ¿ŠŌ Ɖƈ ŚƁƏ ƒŌ Ɠž ƋŎŔŧŌ ƏŌ ƋŨŕŦśŔ ŖƏƆųƈ ŉƓŮ ƏŌ ųũŮ ƏŌ ŉŔũŠŏ ƒŌ
ŧƄōśƅŔ (Ð)Ə ŕƎŗ ƀƆŸśƔ ŕƈƔž ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƀœŕŝƏ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŖŠƏƈŗ ŕƎŗ ŧƔƂśƅŔƏ ƌśŕƈŔŪśƅŔ ŉŔŧŌƏ řŷƏũŮƈ řƂƔũųŗ ƌƁƏƂţ
ŨƔſƊśƆƅ řƆŗŕƁƏ řƈŪƆƈƏ řŷƏũŮƈƏ řƔƊƏƊŕƁ ŚŕƈŔŪśƅƛŔ ƃƆś ƉŌ Ɖƈ
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:ΔϴϋϭήθϤϟ ϡΪϋ (Ρ)
ƀœŕŝƏ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŖŠƏƈŗ ŕƎŸƔƈŠ ƏŌ ƌśŕƈŔŪśƅŔ Ɖƈ ƒŌ ŉŔŧōŗ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ƇŕƔƁ ŵƏũŮƈƅŔ ũƔŻ Ɖƈ ŢŗŰƔŬ ƏŌ ŢŗŰŌ ŔŨŏ
ŕƎŗ ƀƆŸśƔ ŕƈƔž ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ
:ϙϮϜμϟ ΕΩϮΟϮϣ ΔϴΣϼλ ϡΪϋ (ρ)
řƔŬŕŬƗŔ ƌśŕƈŔŪśƅŔ Ɖƈ ƒŌ ŉŔŧōŗ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉƔƈŌ ƏŌ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ƇŕƔƁ ŵƏũŮƈƅŔ ũƔŻ Ɖƈ ŢŗŰƔŬ ƏŌ ŢŗŰŌ ŔŨŏ
ƀœŕŝƏ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƆƅ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƒŌ ŚũŗśŷŔ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈŗ ƀƆŸśś ƀœŕŝƏ ƒŌ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ŖŠƏƈŗ
ƒƗ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉƔƈŌ ƏŌ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ũƄƊŌ ŔŨŏ ƏŌ ŕƎƅ řƔţƜŰ ƛ ŕƎƊŌ řƈƄţƈ ¿ŗƁ Ɖƈ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈŗ ƀƆŸśś
.ƀœŕŝƏƅŔ ƃƆś Ɖƈ ƒŌ ũŕƄƊŏ Ɠž řƔƊ ƐŧŗŌ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈŗ řƂƆŸśƈƅŔ ƀœŕŝƏƅŔ Ɖƈ
ŔũŕŸŮŏ ƌƈƆŬś ŧŸŗ řƔƆƈŷ řŰũž ŖũƁŌ Ɠž ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ ƇƏƂƔ řƅŕţƅŔ ƃƆś ũŔũƈśŬŔƏ ƀŕſŦŏ řƅŕţ ŵƏƁƏ řƅŕţ Ɠž
/ŕƈƏƔ ÏÓ řƔŕżƅ] Řũśž ¿ƜŦ ŔƏŧŗƔ ƉŌ ƇƎƊƈ ŕŗƅŕų ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ Ƒƅŏ řƔƊŸƈƅŔ ƀŕſŦƙŔ řƅŕţ ŜƏŧţŗ ũŕŸŮŏ ƇƔŧƂśŗ ƃƅŨŗ
ŧƎŸś Ɠž ŕƎƔƆŷ ůƏŰƊƈƅŔ ƇƎƁƏƂţ řŬũŕƈƈ ƉƏŧƔũƔ ŔƏƊŕƄ ŔŨŏ ŕƈ ("řŬũŕƈƈƅŔ Řũśž") [ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ ¿ŗƁ Ɖƈ ŧŧţś
řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ Ƒƅŏ řƆƎƈƅŔ ƃƆś ¿ƜŦ ("ŉŔũŮ ũŕŸŮŏ") ŔũŕŸŮŏ ƇŧƂƔ ƉŌ ƃƏƄŰ ¿ƈŕţ ƒƗ ŪƏŠƔ ŕƎƊƔţƏ .ƛ ƇŌ ŉŔũŮƅŔ
ƇŕƔƂƅŔ ƌƔƆŷ ŖŠƏ ŉŔũŮ ũŕŸŮŏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ ƇƆŬś ŔŨŏƏ .ŉŔũŮƆƅ ¿ŗŕƁ ƃƏƄŰ Ɖƈ ƌƄƆƈƔ ŕƈ ƉŌ ƌƔž ũƄŨƔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ
Ɠž ŕƎƔƅŏ ũŕŮƈƅŔ ƀŕſŦƙŔ řƅŕţ Ŕŧŧţƈ ƃƅŨŗ ũƔŧƈƅŔƏ ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ ũƔŧƈƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉƔƈŌƏ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ŹƜŗŐŗ ŔũƏž
řƅŕţ ůƏŰŦŗ ƌƈƜśŬŔ Ƈś ŉŔũŮ ũŕŸŮŏ ¿ƏŌ ůƏŰŦŗ ũŕŸŮƙŔ ƃƅŨ ƇƔŧƂś ųũŮŗ ƉƄƅƏ ) ƌƈƆŬś ƒŨƅŔ ŉŔũŮƅŔ ũŕŸŮŏ
řƆƈţ Ɖƈ ŖƏƆųƈƅŔ ŖŕŰƊƅŔ ¿ƄŮƔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ Ɖƈ ŧŧŷ Ɖƈ ŉŔũŮ ŚŔũŕŸŮŏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ ƇƆŬś ŔŨŏƏ .(ƀŕſŦƙŔ
řƆƈţ Ƒƅŏ řŦŬƊ ¿ŕŬũŏ Ŷƈ) řŬũŕƈƈ ũŕŸŮŏ ũŧŰƈƆƅ ƇŧƂƔ ƉŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ ƑƆŷ ŕƎƊƔţ ŖŠƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ
ŧƎŸśƅ ŕƂžƏ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ƇƏƂƔƏ ŘũƈśŬƈ ŚƅŔŪ ŕƈ řŬũ ŕƈƈƅŔ ũŕŸŮŐŗ řƔƊŸƈƅŔ ƀŕſŦƙŔ řƅŕţ ƉƏƄś ƉŌ ųũŮŗ  (ƃƏƄŰƅŔ
ƒŨƅŔ ƇƏƔƅŔ Ɠž ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƑƆŷ ƀŗųƊƈƅŔ ŉŔũŮƅŔ ũŸŬ Ŷžŧŗ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ŶƔƈŠ Ɖƈ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŉŔũŮŗ ũƏſƅŔ ƑƆŷ ŉŔũŮƅŔ
ŉŔũŮƅŔ ťƔũŕśŗ ŖŬśţƈ) ƀŕſŦƗŕŗ ƀƆŸśƈƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ źƆŗƈ Ƒƅŏ řžŕŲŏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ Ɖƈ ŉŔũŮƅŔ ŚŔũŕŸŮŏ ƇƜśŬŔ ƌƔž Ƈś
.(¿ŕţƅŔ ƀŗųƊŔ ŔŨŏ) ŧŧţƈ źƆŗƈ ƒŌ Ə (ƓƊŸƈƅŔ
ƉƏƄś ŕƈƅ ŕƂžƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŶƔƈŠƅ řƔƈŬƛŔ řƈƔƂƅŔ ƓƅŕƈŠŏ ŖũŲ şśŕƊ ƉƏƄƔ řŬƈŕŦ řƊŬ ťƔũŕś ũƔŻ ťƔũŕś Ɠž ŉŔũŮƅŔ ũŸŬ
:ƓƅŕśƅŔ ¿ƏŧŠƅŔ Ɠž ŕƈƄ ťƔũŕśƅŔ ƃƅŨ ŕƎƔž ŶƂƔ ƓśƅŔ ŘũśſƅŔ ¿ŗŕƂƈ řƊƔŗƈƅŔ řŗŬƊƅŔ Ɠž ťƔũŕśƅŔ ƃƅŨ Ɠž ƌƔƆŷ
ŗƒƍőƆƃŒ ŗŕŪƈƃŒ

ţƒŧœřƃŒ

[%ÏÎÎ]

ƇÐÎÏÏ [ ] Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ¿ŗƁ ƉƄƅ ¿ŕſƁƙŔ ťƔũŕś ŧŸŗ

[%×Î]

ƇÐÎÏÑ [ ] Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ¿ŗƁ ƉƄƅ ƇÐÎÏÏ [ ] Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ŧŸŗ

[%ÖÎ]

(ƇÐÎÏÓ [ ]) Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ¿ŗƁ ƉƄƅ ƇÐÎÏÑ [ ] Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ŧŸŗ

[%ÕÎ]

(ƇÐÎÏÔ [ ]) Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ¿ŗƁ ƉƄƅ ƇÐÎÏÓ [ ] Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ŧŸŗ

[%ÔÎ]

(ƇÐÎÏÖ [ ]) Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ¿ŗƁ ƉƄƅ ƇÐÎÏÔ [ ] Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ŧŸŗ

[%ÓÎ]

(ƇÐÎÏ× [ ]) Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ¿ŗƁ ƉƄƅ ƇÐÎÏÖ [ ] Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ŧŸŗ

[%ÒÎ]

(ƇÐÎÐÏ [ ]) Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ¿ŗƁ ƉƄƅ ƇÐÎÏ× [ ] Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ŧŸŗ

[%ÑÎ]

(ƇÐÎÐÐ [ ]) Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ¿ŗƁ ƉƄƅ ƇÐÎÐÏ [ ] Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ŧŸŗ

[%ÐÎ]

(ƇÐÎÐÒ [ ]) Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ¿ŗƁ ƉƄƅ ƇÐÎÐÐ [ ] Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ŧŸŗ

[%ÏÎ]

(ƇÐÎÐÔ [ ]) Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ¿ŗƁ ƉƄƅ ƇÐÎÐÒ [ ] Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ŧŸŗ

[%Ó]

(ƇÐÎÐÕ [ ]) Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ¿ŗƁ ƉƄƅ ƇÐÎÐÔ [ ] Ɠž ŶƁŔƏƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś ŧŸŗ

[%Î]

ŉŕƎśƊƙŔ ťƔũŕś
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ŗƒżœŰō ƅœƂšŊ ƍ Řœƈœƒŕ
:ŖťƆƃŒ
¿Ƅ řƔŕƎƊŗ ũŧŰƈƅŔ ƑƆŷ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŶƔŗ Ɠž ƀţƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţƅ ƉƏƄƔ ƃƅŨ ŶƈƏŕƈŕŷ ÐÎ ƃƏƄŰƆƅ řƆƈŕƄƅŔ ŘŧƈƅŔ ƉƏƄś
.ŉŔũŮƅŔ ŧƎŸś ŖŠƏƈŗ ŚŔƏƊŬ ūƈŦ
:¾œŽſƗŒ ţƒŧœř
.ƇÐÎÎÕ [ ]
:ŧŒťŮƗŒ ŧŶŪ
.ƃƏƄŰƆƅ řƔƈŬƙŔ řƈƔƂƅŔ ƓƅŕƈŠŏ Ɖƈ %ÏÎÎ
:ƁŮƄƃ ƑƈƍƈœƀƃŒ ŴŰƍƃŒ
Řũśſƅ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉƔƈŌ ŕƍŪƏţś ƓśƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈƅ řŗŬƊƅŕŗ řƈŬƂƆƅ ¿ŗŕƁ ũƔŻ Ŕŧŧţƈ ŕƂţ ƃŰ ¿Ƅ ¿ŝƈąƔ
ƑƆŷ ŵƏŠũƅŕŗ ŔŧƏŧţƈ ŕƂţ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƓųŸśƏ .ƐũŦŌ ƃƏƄŰ ƒŌ Ŷƈ řƔƏŕŬśƈ řŗśũƈ Ɠž ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŶƔƈŠ ƉƏƄśƏ ŕƈŕŷ ÐÎ
.ũŧŰƈƅŔ
:ŗƒŧƍťƃŒ ŴƒŨƍřƃŒ ţƒŧŒƍř
ƇƏƔƅŔ ƉƄƔ Ƈƅ ŔŨŏƏ ¿ƔũŗŔ Ə ũƔŕƊƔũŗƏśƄŔ ƏƔƅƏƔ :ũƏƎŮƅŔ ƉƈũƎŮ ¿Ƅ Ɖƈ ũŮŷ ūƈŕŦƅŔ ƇƏƔƅŔ Ɠž ƒƏƊŬ Ŷŗũ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ƇśƔ
.[ÐÎÎÕ/__/__] Ɠž ƃƅŨ řƔŔŧŗ ƉƏƄś ƉŌ ƑƆŷ ŘũŮŕŗƈ ƓƅŕśƅŔ ¿ƈŸƅŔ ƇƏƔ Ɠž ƃƅŨ ƉƏƄƔž ¿ƈŷ ƇƏƔ ũƏƄŨƈƅŔ
.ũƏƎƈŠƆƅ ŕƎśŕƈŧŦ ƇƔŧƂśƅ ŕƎŗŔƏŗŌ űŕƔũƅŔ Ɠž řƔũŕŠśƅŔ ƃƏƊŗƅŔ ƌƔž Ţśſś ƇƏƔ ƒŌ ƓƊŸƔ ¿ƈŸƅŔ ƇƏƔ
:ƐŧƍťƃŒ ŴƒŨƍřƃŒ Ŗŧřż
ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś Ɖƈ Ōŧŗś řŗƁŕŸśƈ Řũśž ¿ƄƏ ¿ƏƗŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś Ƒƅŏ ¿ŕſƁƙŔ ťƔũŕś Ɖƈ Ōŧŗś ƓśƅŔ ŘũśſƅŔ
.ƓƅŕśƅŔ ƒũƏŧƅŔ ŶƔŪƏśƅŔ ťƔũŕś Ƒƅŏ
:ƁƍƂŮƃŒ ŗƒŽŮř
: ƉƔśƂƔũųŗ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƔſŰś Ƈśś
.řŬũŕƈƈ řƅŕţ řŠƔśƊ ŉŔũŮƅŔ ŧƎŸśƅ ŕƂžƏ ƃŗŕŬ Ƒƅŏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŶƔƈŠ ŶƔŗ ŧƊŷ -Ō
Ɖƈ ƓžŕŲŏ ŉŔũŠŏ ƒŌ ƉƏŧ ŕƍũŔŧŰŔ Ɖƈ ŕƈŕŷ ÐÎ ŧŸŗ ŉŕƎśƊƙŔ ťƔũŕś Ɠž ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƓƎśƊśƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŉŕƎśƊŔ ŧƊŷ Ŗ
.ŕƍŎŔũŮ ƀƔũų Ɖŷ ŕƍŎŕƎśƊŔ ƇśƔ Ƈƅ ŕƈ ũËŧŰąƈƅŔ ŖƊŕŠ
.ÐÎÐÕ [ ] Ɠž ŶƂƔ ƒũƏŧ ŶƔŪƏś ťƔũŕś ũŦŊ ƌŗ ŧŰƂąƔ "ŇœƌřƈƗŒ ţƒŧœř"
:ƁƍƂŮƃŒ ¾ƒŞŪř
.ŚŕƊƏŗƏƄ ƒŌ ƀŕžũŏ ƉƏŧ ¿ŠŬŁśƏ ("ƃƏƄŰƅŔ") ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧŕƎŮ ũŔŧŰŏ ƇśƔ
.¿ŠŬƈƅŔ ƋũƏŧŗ ¿ƏŔŧś Ɠž ŕƎŷŔŧƔŏ ƇśƔ Global Certificate řƔŬƔœũ ŘŧŕƎŮ Ɠž řŸœŕŮ řŰţ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ¿ŝƈś
ƉƔŗƔ ¿ŠŬƈƅŔ Ɖƈ ŽŮƄ ƇƆŬś ƃƅŕƈ ¿Ƅƅ ƀţƔ ƃƅŨ ŶƈƏ řƔŬƔœũƅŔ ŘŧŕƎŮƅŔ Ɖƈ řƔŧũž řŰţ ¿ŝƈś ƃƏƄŰ ũŔŧŰŏ ƇśƔ ƉƅƏ
.ũŦƕŔƏ ƉƔţƅŔ ƉƔŗ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ Ɖƈ ƌśŰţ
:ŗƒƍŪřƃŒƍ ŗŮœƀƆƃŒ
ŚŔŉŔũŠŏƏ řƈŴƊƗ ¿ŠŬƅŔ Ɠž ŕƎƆƔŠŬśƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ¿ƔƏţś ŚŕƔƆƈŷ ŶƔƈŠ ŶŲŦś :¿ƔŠŬśƅŔƏ ¿ƔƏţśƅŕŗ řŰŕŦƅŔ řƈŴƊƗŔ
.ŚƁƏ ƒŌ Ɠž řƈŴƊƗŔ ũƔƔżśŗ ¿ŠŬƈƅŔ ƇƏƂƔ ŧƁƏ .¿ƔŠŬśƅŔ řƔƁŕſśŔ ůƏŰƊƏ (¿ƏŔŧś)¿ŠŬƈƅŔ
:ŧŒťŮƗŒ Ŗťšƍ
.ƒŧƏŸŬ ¿ŕƔũ [ ] ƋũŧƁ ƑƊŧŌ ƃƆƈś ŧţŗ Ə ƃŰ ¿Ƅƅ ƒŧƏŸŬ ¿ŕƔũ [ ] řƈƔƂŗ ƒŧƏŸŬƅŔ ¿ŕƔũƅŕŗ ƃŰƅŔ ũŔŧŰŏ ƇśƔŬ
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:ŗƒƄƆŶƃŒ ŔœŪš
Ɖŷ řŠśŕƊƅŔ źƅŕŗƈƅŔ ŶƔŪƏś ƇśƔƏ .ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ Ɖŷ řŗŕƔƊ ƋũƔŧƔƏ řƔƆƈŸƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŖŕŬţŗ ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ ũƔŧƈ ŴſśţƔ
.řƔƆƈŸƅŔ ŖŕŬţ Ɠž ŘŧƔƂƈƅŔƏ řśŗŕŝƅŔ ¿ŔƏƈƗŔ Ɖƈ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ƑƆŷ ũŧŰƈƅŔ řųŬŔƏŗ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ
:ŻƒƃœƂřƃŒ
: ƓƆƔ ŕƈ ¿ŕŝƈƅŔ ¿ƔŗŬ ƑƆŷ ƓƍƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ šũų Ə ũŔŧŰŏ ¿ŗƁ řƂţśŬƈƅŔ ŽƔƅŕƄśƅŔ ŶƔƈŠ ƃŗŕŬ ¿ƈţśś
ŶƔŗƏ ŶƔŪƏśƏ ƀƔƏŬśƏ ŖƔśũśŗ ƀƆŸśƔ ŕƈƔž ũŔŧŰƙŔ ũŸŬ ũŕƔśŦŔ ũŕŮśŬƈŗ řŰŕŦƅŔ ŚƛƏƈŸƅŔƏ ŕƎƔƆŷ ƀſśƈƅŔ ŖŕŸśƗŔ
¿ƔƄƏ ŚŕžƏũŰƈƏ ŖŕŸśŌƏ ũŔŧŰƙŔ ũŸŬ ũŕƔśŦŔ ũŕŮśŬƈƅ ƓƊƏƊŕƂƅŔ ũŕŮśŬƈƅŕŗ řŰŕŦƅŔ ŚŕžƏũŰƈƅŔƏ ŖŕŸśƗŔƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ
ŘŧŗƄśƈƅŔ ŚŕžƏũŰƈƅŔƏ ŖŕŸśƗŔƏ ƉƜŷƙŔƏ řŷŕŗųƅŔ ŽƔƅŕƄśƏ ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ ũƔŧƈƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉƔƈŌƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ
řƔũƏũŲƅŔ řƔƈŕŴƊƅŔƏ řƔƈƏƄţƅŔ ŚŕƂžŔƏƈƅŔ ƑƆŷ ¿ƏŰţƅŔƏ ƒŧƏŸŬƅŔ řƔƅŕƈƅŔ ƀƏŬƅŔ Ɠž ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŞŔũŧŐŗ ƀƆŸśƔ ŕƈƔž
.ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ũŔŧŰŏƏ ŉŕŮƊŐŗ ƀƆŸśƔ ŕƈƔž ƐũŦŌ ŚŕžƏũŰƈ ƒŌ ƃƅŨƄƏ ŚŕƂžŔƏƈƅŔ Ɖƈ ŕƍũƔŻƏ
.ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ¿Ŧŧ ƓžŕŰ Ɖƈ ũžƏśž šũųƅŔ Ə ũŔŧŰƙŔ řƔƆƈŸƅ řƂţƜƅŔ ŽƔƅŕƄśƅŔ ŕƈŌ
:ŔőŒŧŰƃŒ
ƒŌ Ɖƈ řƔƅŕŦ ƌƊŷ řŗŕƔƊ ƏŌ ũƔŧƈƅŔ ¿ŗƁ Ɖƈ Ŷžŧś ƓśƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŕŗ řƂƆŸśƈƅŔ ŚŕŸƔŪƏśƅŔ ƏŌ ¿ŕƈƅŔ ūŌũ ŚŕŸžŧ ŶƔƈŠ Ŷžŧ ƇśƔ
řƅŕţƅŔ ƃƆś ƓžƏ .ƇŕŴƊƅŔ ŖŠƏƈŗ ŕŗƆųśƈ ŖœŔũŲƅŔ ƃƆś ƇŰŦ ƏŌ ŵŕųƂśŬŔ ƉƄƔ Ƈƅ ŕƈ řƔŗƔũŲ ŚŕƈƏŰŦ ƏŌ ŚŕŷŕųƂśŬŔ
ƌƈƆŬśƔŬ ƉŕƄ ƓśƅŔ źƅŕŗƈƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ƇƔƆŬś Ɠž şśƊś ƓśƅŔ ("řŗƔũŲƅŔ źƆŗƈ") řƔžŕŲƙŔ źƅŕŗƈƅŔ ƃƆś ũŧŰƈƅŔ ŶžŧƔŬ 
ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ƑƆŷ ŶƔŪƏśƆƅ źƅŕŗƈƅŔ ƃƆś Ɖƈ ũžƏś ŕƈ ũŧƂŗ ųƂž ƃƅŨƏ ŚŕƈƏŰŦƅŔ ƏŌ ŚŕŷŕųƂśŬƛŔ ƃƆś ŉŔũŠŏ ƇŪƆƔ Ƈƅ Əƅ
ƇśƔ ƉƆž řŗƔũŲƅŔ źƆŗƈ Ŷžŧƅ źƅŕŗƈƅŔ ƃƆś ŽƄś Ƈƅ ŔŨŏƏ .ƓųŕƔśţƛŔ Ɠž ƉœŔŧ ŧƔŰũƄ řƈœŕƂƅŔ źƅŕŗƈƅŔ ƏŌ ¿ŦŧƅŔ ƓžŕŰ Ɖƈ
.ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ Ƒƅŏ ƐũŦŌ źƅŕŗƈ řƔŌ Ŷžŧ
:ųƍŞŧƃŒ žš ŗƒťƍťšƆ
Ò ųũŮƅŔ Ɠž ŢŲƏƈ Əƍ ŕƈƄ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ¿ŗƁ Ɖƈ ŵƏŠũƅŔ ƀţƅ ŘŧƏŧţƈ ŚŕƈŔŪśƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ¿ƄŮś :ƑƈƍƈœƀƃŒ ŴŰƍƃŒ
ŚŕƈŔŪśƅŔ ¿ƄŮśŬƏ .ŕŲŸŗ ŕƎŲŸŗƅ řƔƏŕŬƈ řŗśũƈ Ɠž ŚŕƁƏƗŔ ŶƔƈŠ Ɠž ƉƏƄśŬƏ (ŵƏŠũƅŔ ƀţ řƔŧƏŧţƈ) (Ŗ)
ŚŕƁƏƗŔ ŶƔƈŠ Ɠž ¿ƈŕŸśŬƏ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ƑƆŷ řųƏũŮƈ ũƔŻƏ řƈŕŷƏ ŘũŮŕŗƈ ŚŕƈŔŪśƅŔ ŉŔũŮƅŔ ŧƎŸś ŖŠƏƈŗ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ
ƃƆś Ŕŧŷ ŕƈƔž řƊƏƈŲƈƅŔ ũƔŻ řƔƆŗƂśŬƈƅŔƏ řƔƅŕţƅŔ ƐũŦƗŔ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ŚŕƈŔŪśƅŔ ŶƔƈŠ Ŷƈ ƏŕŬśƈ ƏţƊ ƑƆŷ
.Ƈŕŷ ¿ƄŮŗ ƀŗųśƏ řƔƈŔŪƅŏ ũŗśŸś ƓśƅŔƏ ƇŕŴƊƅŔ ƇŕƄţŌ ŖŠƏƈŗ řƔƆŲžōŗ ƑŴţś ƓśƅŔ ŚŕƈŔŪśƅƛŔ

(Ō)

ŉŔũŮƅŔ ŧƎŸśƅ ŕƂžƏ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ŕƎŸžŧƔ ƓśƅŔ ŚŕŸžŧƅŔƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ŚƜŰţśƈ ũŗśŸś :ųƍŞŧƃŒ žš ŗƒťƍťšƆ (Ŗ)
ƌƊŕž ƃƅŨ ƑƆŷ ŉŕƊŗƏ .ƃƏƄŰƅŕŗ ůŕŦƅŔ ŧƔţƏƅŔ ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ ũŧŰƈ ŕƈƍ řƔƆƈŸƅŔ ŖŕŬţ Ɠž ŘŧƏŠƏƈƅŔ źƅŕŗƈƅŔƏ
Ɖƈ ƐũŦŌ řƂƔŝƏ ƒŌ ƏŌ ŉŔũŮƅŔ ŧƎŸś ŖŠƏƈŗ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ Ɖƈ řƂţśŬƈ źƅŕŗƈŗ řƂƆŸśƈƅŔ Śŕŗƅŕųƈƅŕŗ ƀƆŸśƔ ŕƈ ŉŕƊŝśŬŕŗ
ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉƔƈŌ ƏŌ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ¿ƏŰŌ Ɖƈ ƒŌ ƑƆŷ ŵƏŠũƆƅ ƀţ ƒŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţƅ ƉƏƄƔ Ɖƅ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƀœŕŝƏ
ƏŌ (ƃƅŨƄ ũŗśŸś ƉƅƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉƔƈŌ ¿ƏŰŌ Ɖƈ ŚŬƔƅ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉŐž ƃŮƆƅ ŕŗƊŠśƏ) ƃƏƄŰƅŔ
¿Ƅ ŉŕžƏ ũŧƂŗ řŸŗŕśƅŔ ƇƎśŕŬŬŎƈ Ɖƈ ƒŌ ƏŌ ũŔŧŰƙŔ ũƔŧƈ ƏŌ ¿ŠŬƈƅŔ ƏŌ ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ ũƔŧƈ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ
źƅŕŗƈƅŔ Ɠž ŪŠŷ ƒōŗ ƀƆŸśƔ ŕƈƔž ŕƎƔž Žũų Əƍ ƓśƅŔ řƁƜŸƅŔ ŚŔŨ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƀœŕŝƏ ŖŠƏƈŗ ƌśŕƈŔŪśƅŔ ŶƔƈŠŗ ƇƎƊƈ
ƀœŕŝƏ ŖŠƏƈŗ řŗƏƆųƈƅŔ źƅŕŗƈƅŔ Ŷžŧŗ ƇŪƆƈ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ƉŐž ƀŗŬ ŕƈƈ ƇŻũƅŕŗƏ .ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ Ɖƈ řŸƁƏśƈƅŔ
ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏƅ ƉƏƄƔŬ řƊƔŸƈ Śƛŕţ Ɠž ƏŌ ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ ũƔŧƈ Ƒƅŏ ŘũŮŕŗƈ ŕƎƔž Žũų Əƍ ƓśƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ
ŘŧŕŸśŬƛ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ƑƆŷ ũŮŕŗƈ ŵƏŠũ ƀţ  ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţƅ ƜƔƄƏ ƌśſŰŗ  (ƌƅ ƛƏŗƂƈ ŕŲƔƏŸś ƌŲƔƏŸś ųũŮŗ)
.ƃƆś ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƀœŕŝƏƅ ŕƂžƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ŖŕŬţƅ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ ƏŌ ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ ũƔŧƈƅ řƂţśŬƈ ŚŕŷƏžŧƈ
ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ ŶƔƈŠŗ ŉŕžƏƆƅ ŕƔžŕƄ ũƔŻ ŕƍŨƔſƊśŗ ƀƆŸśƔ ŕƈƔž ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ Ɖƈ şśŕƊƅŔ ŧœŔƏŸƅŔ ƓžŕŰ ƉƏƄƔ ŕƈŗũ
ƉƆž ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŖŠƏƈŗ řƂţśŬƈƅŔ ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ Ɠž ůƂƊ ŧœŔƏŸƅŔ ŶƔŪƏś ŧŸŗ ƓƂŗ ŔŨŏƏ .ƃƏƄŰƅŕŗ ¿ŰśƔ ŕƈƔž řƂţśŬƈƅŔ
ŨƔſƊś) ÏÐ ųũŮƅŔƏ (řŬũŕƈƈƅŔ Śƛŕţ) ÏÏ ųũŮƅŔ Ɠž řţŲƏƈƅŔ ŚƛŕţƅŔ Ɠž ƛŏ ƃŰƅŔ ¿ƈŕţ ƒƗ ƉƏƄƔ
ƃƅŨƅ řŗŬƊƅŕŗ ƐũŦŌ ¿ƏŰŌ ƒŌ ƏŌ řŸŗŕśƅŔ ƌśŕŬŬŎƈ Ɖƈ ƒŌ ƏŌ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ƀţŗ řŗƅŕųƈ ƒŌ  (ƀƏƂţƅŔ řŬũŕƈƈƏ
Ɠž ũŦŊ ůŦŮ ƒŌ Ƒƅŏ ƇŕƈŲƊƛŔ ƏŌ ūŕƈśƅŔ ƇƔŧƂś ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ŶƔųśŬƔ ƉƅƏ ŘŧŧŬƈ ũƔŻ Śŕŗƅŕųƈ řƔŌƏ ůƂƊƅŔ
ƉƔƈŌ ƏŌ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ƑƆŷ ƓœŕŲƁ ūũŕţ ƉƔƔŸś ƏŌ ¿ţ ƏŌ řƔſŰś ƏŌ ƇƔŴƊś ŘŧŕŷŐŗ řŗƅŕųƈƆƅ řƔœŕŲƁ ƐƏŷŧ Ŷžũ
ƇƎśŕŬŬŎƈ Ɖƈ ƏŌ ũŔŧŰƙŔ ũƔŧƈ ƏŌ ¿ŠŬƈƅŔ ƏŌ ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ ũƔŧƈ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ
.ƃƅŨ ũƔŻ ƏŌ ŪŠŸƅŔ ƃƅŨƅ řŠƔśƊƄ řŸŗŕśƅŔ
ƀœŕŝƏ Ɖƈ ƒŌ Ɠž ƃƅŨ űƁŕƊƔ ŉƓŮ ƒŌ Ɖƈ ƇŻũƅŕŗ ƃƏƄŰƆƅ ƃƏƄŰ ¿ƈŕţ ¿Ƅ ŉŔũŮŗ :ƁƍƂŮƃŒ ŗƄƆš žœŽřŒ (Ř)
ŚŕƈŔŪśƅŔƏ (ƀƏƂţƅŔ řŬũŕƈƈƏ ŨƔſƊś) ÏÐ ųũŮƅŔƏ (řŬũŕƈƈƅŔ Śƛŕţ) ÏÏ ųũŮƅŕŗ ūŕŬƈƅŔ ƉƏŧ ƉƄƅƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ
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Ɖƈ źƆŗƈ ƒŌ Ŷžŧ ƇśƔ Ɖƅ (Ï) ƌƊŌ ƑƆŷ ƓƊŸƈƅŔ ƃŰƅŔ ¿ƈŕţ řƂžŔƏƈ ƓƊŸƔ ŔŨƍ Ɖŕž ŉŔũŮƅŔ ŧƎŸś ŖŠƏƈŗ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ
ƒŌ ƏŌ ũƔŧƈƅŔ ƏŌ ¿ŠŬƈƅŔ ƏŌ ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ ũƔŧƈ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉƔƈŌ ƏŌ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ¿ŗƁ
ƌƅ ƉƏƄƔ Ɖƅ (Ð)Ə ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ Ɖƈ ƃƅŨƅ ŘũžƏśƈƅŔ ¿ŔƏƈƗŔ ŧƏŧţ Ɠž ƛŏ ƇƎƊŷ řŗŕƔƊ ƉƔƔƊŸƈƅŔ ƇƎœƜƄƏ Ɖƈ
ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƀœŕŝƏ Ɖƈ ƒŌ ŖŠƏƈŗ ƏŌ ƋŨƍ ũŔŧŰƙŔ ŘũƄŨƈ ŖŠƏƈŗ ƀţśŬƔ źƆŗƈ ƒŌ Ŷžŧŗ řŗƅŕųƈƅŔƏ ŵƏŠũƅŔ ƀţ
řƔŌ ƏŌ řƅŕƄƏƅŔ ƉƜŷŏ Ƒƅŏ ŧƊśŬś ƏŌ ōŮƊś ƐũŦŌ řŗƅŕųƈ ƏŌ ƇŔŪśƅŔ ƒŌ ŖŠƏƈŗ ũŦŊ źƆŗƈ ƒŌ ƏŌ ƇƏŬũ ƒŌ Ŷžŧŗ ŉŔƏŬ
ƒŌ ŖŗŬŗ ũƔŧƈƅŔ ƏŌ ¿ŠŬƈƅŔ ƏŌ ŚŕŸžŧƅŔ ũƔŧƈ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉƔƈŌ ƏŌ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ŧŲ ƐũŦŌ ƃƏƄŰ řƂƔŝƏ
ŕƈ ƏŌ ūƜžŏ ƇŕŴƊ ƒŌ ŖŠƏƈŗ ƐũŦŌ řƔŲƁ řƔŌ ƏŌ řƔſŰś ŚŔŉŔũŠŏ ƏŌ ŖƔśũś ƏŌ ƇƔŴƊś Řŧŕŷŏ ƏŌ ūƜžŏ řƔŲƁ
.ƌŗŕŮ
:žƍƀšƃŒ ŗŪŧœƆƆƍ ŦƒŽƈř
ƉƜŷŏƏ ųƏũŮƅŔ ƋŨƎƅ ŕƂžƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ƑƆŷ ƃƏƄŰƅŕŗ ƀƆŸśƔ ŕƈƔž ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ŧœŔƏŷ ŶƔŪƏś ŧŸŗ
ƒŌ ŧŔŧũśŬƛ ũŦŊ ůŦŮ ƒŌ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ ƀţŗ ŉŔũŠŏ ƒ Ō ŨŕŦśŔ ƃƏƄŰ ¿ƈŕţ ƒƗ ŪƏŠƔ ƛ řƅŕƄƏƅŔ
.ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈŗ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŕŗ ƀƆŸśƔ źƆŗƈ

(Ŋ)

ƑƆŷ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ƀƏƂţ ŨƔſƊśƅ ŉŔũŠŏ ƒŌ ŨŕŦśŕŗ ŽũŴ ƒŌ Śţś ŕƈŪƆƈ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ ƉƏƄƔ Ɖƅ (Ŕ)
ƏŌ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ƉƏƄƔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƀœŕŝƏ Ɖƈ řƂƔŝƏ ƒŌ ŖŠƏƈŗ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ƀţŗ ŉŔũŠŏ ƒŌ ŨŕŦśŕŗ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ
¿ŗƁ Ɖƈ ŕƔųŦ (Ð) ƏŌ ƒŧŕŸƅŔ ũƔŻ ũŔũƂŗ (Ï) ƃƅŨŗ ŕŗƆų ƏŌ ŔũƈŌ ƑƂƆś ŔŨŏ ƛŏ ŕƎƔž ŕžũų ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉƔƈŌ
ƏŌ ¿ŦŧƅŔ ƓžŕŰ Ɖƈ ƌƅ ŕŸƊƂƈ űƔƏŸśƅŕŗ ŔŧƎŸś ƑƂƆśƔ ƉŌ ųũŮŗ ƉƔśƅŕţƅŔ Ɖƈ ƒŌ ƓžƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ŖŕŰƊ
ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ƑƆŷ ŶƔŪƏśƆƅ źƅŕŗƈƅŔ ƃƆś ũžƏśś ŕƈ ũŧƂŗ ųƂž ƃƅŨ Ə ƓųŕƔśţƗŔ Ɠž ƉœŔŧ ŧƔŰũƄ řƈœŕƂƅŔ źƅŕŗƈƅŔ
.ƃƅŨƅ řŠƔśƊ ƌƔƆŷ Ŗśũśś ƓśƅŔ ƃƆś ƏŌ ŕƎƊŷ ƛƏŎŬƈ ƌŬſƊ ũŗśŸƔ ƓśƅŔ ŚŕƈŔŪśƅƛŔ ŶƔƈŠ Ɖŷ
řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ ƑƆŷ ŖŠƏ ŔŨŏ (Ï) ƛŏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉƔƈŌ ƏŌ ũƔŧƈƅŔ ƀţŗ ƐƏŷŧ řƈŕƁŏ ƃŰƅŔ ¿ƈŕţƅ ƀţƔ ƛ (Ş)
¿ƈŕţ ƉŕƄ ŔŨŔ (Ð)Ə ƃƅŨ ũƈśŬŔƏ ƐƏŷŧƅŔ řƈŕƁŏ ŖƏŠƏ Ɖƈ ŕƈƏƔ ÔÎ ¿ƜŦ ƃƅŨ ¿ŸſƔ ƇƅƏ ƐƏŷŧ řƈŕƁŏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ
ũƔŧƈ ƏŌ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ŧŲ ŘũŮŕŗƈ ƐƏŷŧ řƈŕƁŏ ƉƏƏƊƔ ƉƔũŦŊ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ Ŷƈ ƏŌ ) Ƌŧũſƈŗ ƃƆƈƔ ƓƊŸƈƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ
ƉƏƄƔ ƉƅƏ .ťƔũŕśƅŔ ƃƅŨ Ɠž ŨœƊƔţ řƈœŕƂƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƆƅ řƔƈŬƛŔ řƈƔƂƅŔ ƓƅŕƈŠŏ Ɖƈ ¿ƁƗŔ ƑƆŷ řœŕƈƅŔ Ɠž ÐÓ (ŴſţƅŔ
ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ Ɖƈ ƒŌ ŶƔŗ Ɠž ƀţ ƒŌ ŽũŴ ƒŌ Śţś ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ Ɖƈ ƒƗ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏƅ
ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ Ə ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏƅ ŧƔţƏƅŔ ƀţƅŔ ƉƏƄƔŬƏ ŉŔũŮƅŔ ŧƎŸśƅ ŕƂžƏ ƛŏ ũŦŊ ¿ƄŮ ƒōŗ ŕƎŗ ŽũŰśƅŔ
.řƔƆƈŸƅŔ ŖŕŬţ Ɠž řŗƏƆųƈƅŔ źƅŕŗƈƅŔ Ŷžŧŗ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ƇŔŪśƅŔ ŨƔſƊś Əƍ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ƉƔƈŌ ƏŌ ũŧŰąƈƅŔ ŧŲ
.ƌƅ ŕŸƊƂƈ ŕŲƔƏŸś ƑƂƆś ŔŨŏ ƛŏ ƐƏŷŧ Ŷžũ ƏŌ ŉŔũŠŏ ŨŕŦśŕŗ ŕƈŪƆƈ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏ ƉƏƄƔ Ɖƅ ƃŮƆƅ ŕŗƊŠśƏ
:ƁƍƂŮƃŒ ŗƄƆš ŘœŵœƆřŞŒ
ƒŌ ¿ƔŧŸś ƃƅŨ Ɠž ŕƈŗ ƃƏƄŰƅŕŗ řƂƆŸśƈƅŔ ¿œŕŬƈƅŔ Ɠž řŮƁŕƊƈƆƅ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ŚŕŷŕƈśŠŕŗ řƂƆŸśƈƅŔ ƇŕƄţƗŔ ŧŔũƔŏ ƇśƔ
.ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƇŕƄţŌƏ ųƏũŮ ŘũŮƊ Ɠž ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ųƏũŮ Ɖƈ ųũŮ

(Ō)

.ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţƅ řƔŧŕŸƅŔ ũƔŻ řƈŕŸƅŔ řƔŸƈŠƅŔ řƂžŔƏƈŗ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ųƏũŮ Ɖƈ ųũŮ ƒŌ ¿ƔŧŸś ƇśƔ (Ŗ)
řƆƈţ Ɖƈ ũŝƄŌ ƏŌ ŧţŔƏ ƃƅŨ ƌƊƈ ŖƆų ŔŨŏ ŵŕƈśŠƜƅ ŘƏŷŧƅŔ ƌƔƆŷ ŖŠƔƏ ŚƁƏ ƒŌ Ɠž ŵŕƈśŠƜƅ ŘƏŷŧƅŔ ũƔŧƈƆƅ (Ś)
.řƔƂŗśƈƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƆƅ řƔƆŰƗŔ řƈƔƂƅŔ ƓƅŕƈŠŏ Ɖƈ %ÏÎ ƉƏƆŝƈƔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ
ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ Ɖƈ ũŝƄŌ ƏŌ ƉƔŰŦŮ ũƏŲţ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţƅ řƔŧŕŸƅŔ ũƔŻ řƈŕŸƅŔ řƔŸƈŠƅŔ ŧŕƂŸƊŔ řţŰƅ ųũśŮƔ (Ŝ)
¿ŕƈśƄŔ Ƈŧŷ řƅŕţ Ɠž Ə ŉŕƊŝƗŔ ƃƆś Ɠž řƔũŕŬƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅ řƔƈŬƙŔ řƈƔƂƅŔ ƓƅŕƈŠŏ Ɖƈ [%ÓÎ] ƉƏƆŝƈƔ ƏŌ ƉƏƄƆƈƔ
řƆƈţ Ɖƈ ũŝƄŌ ƏŌ ƉƔŰŦŮ ũƏŲţŗ ¿ŠŎƈƅŔ ŵŕƈśŠƛŔ Ɠž ƜƈśƄƈ ŖŕŰ ƊƅŔ ƉƏƄƔ ¿ƏƗŔ ŵŕƈśŠƛŔ Ɠž ŖŕŰƊƅŔ
.ƃƏƄŰƆƅ řƔƈŬƙŔ řƈƔƂƅŔ ƓƅŕƈŠŏ Ɖƈ [%ÐÓ] ƉƏƆŝƈƔ ƏŌ ƉƏƄƆƈƔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ
Ɠž řƆŝƈƈƅŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ Ɖƈ % ÓÎ Ɖƈ ũŝƄŌ řƂžŔƏƈŗ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţƅ řƔŧŕŸƅŔ ũƔŻ řƈŕŸƅŔ řƔŸƈŠƅŔ Ɖƈ ŚŔũŔũƂƅŔ ũŧŰś
.ŵŕƈśŠƛŔ ƃƅŨ

(Ş)

.řŷŕŗųƅŔ Ɠž ōųŦ ƏŌ ƓŗŕŬţ ōųŦ ŢƔţŰśƅ ƃƅŨƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ řƂžŔƏƈ ƉƏŧ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƀ œŕŝƏ ¿ƔŧŸś ũƔŧƈƆƅ ŪƏŠƔ
ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ¿ƔƄƏƅ ŪƏŠƔ ƛ ƌƊŔ ƑƆŷ ŕƎƈŕƄţŌ Ɖƈ ƒŌ ¿ƔŧŸś ƑƆŷ ƀŕſśƛŔ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƀœŕŝƏ ŽŔũųƗ ŪƏŠƔ Ə
ƇśƔ řƔƊž řŸƔŗų ƏŨ ƏŌ ŕųƔŬŗ ƏŌ řŻŕƔŰƅŔ Ɠž ¿ƔŧŸśƅŔ ƉƄƔ Ƈƅŕƈ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ řƂžŔƏƈŗ ƛŏ ¿ƔŧŸśƅŔ ŔŨƍ ƑƆŷ řƂžŔƏƈƅŔ
ƒũƍƏŠ ¿ƄŮŗ ũŝŎƔ ƛƏ ƇƎƈ ũƔŻ řƂƔŝƏƅŔ ŽŔũųŌ ƒŌũ Ɠž ƌƊŔ ƏŌ řŷŕŗųƅŔ Ɠž ōųŦ ƏŌ ƓŗŕŬţ ōųŦ ¿ƔŧŸśƅ ƋŉŔũŠŌ
.ƃƏƄŰƅŔ řƆƈţ ŢƅŕŰƈ ƑƆŷ

(š)
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:ŜŒŧťƗŒ
Ɖƈ ŕƍũƔŸŬś ƏŌ/Ə ŕƎƅƏŔŧśƏ ŕƎŠŔũŧŏ ¿ƏŗƁ ƏŌ/Ə řœƔƎƆƅ řƔƈŬũƅŔ řƈœŕƂƅŔ ƉƈŲ ŕƎŠŔũŧŏƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ¿ƏŗƂƅ ŖƆų ƇƔŧƂś ƇśƔŬ
.řƔŧƏŸŬƅŔ řƔŗũŸƅŔ řƄƆƈƈƅŔ Ɠž ƐũŦŌ řƔƈŬũ řųƆŬ ƒŌ ¿ŗƁ
:ƁƍƂŮƃŒ žőœśƍ
: ƓƆƔ ŕƈ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƀœŕŝƏ ¿ƈŮś
ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ řƔƄƆƈ ¿ƔƏţś řƔƁŕſśŔ

.Ï

ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŚŔŧƏŠƏƈ ŘũŔŧŏ řƔƁŕſśŔ

.Ð

ŉŔũŮƅŔ ŧƎŸś

.Ñ

řƅŕƄƏƅŔ ƉƜŷŏ

.Ò

ŶžŧƅŔ řƅŕƄƏ řƔƁŕſśŔ

.Ó

ƃƏƄŰƅŔ

.Ô

.(ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ųƏũŮ Ɠž ŕƎſƔũŸś ŖŬţ) ƃƅŨŗ ƀƆŸśƔ ŕƈƔž ŕƎŸƔƁƏś ƏŌ ŕƎƈƔƆŬś ƇśƔ ƀœŕŝƏƏ ƐũŦŌ ŚŕƔƁŕſśŔ ƒŌ

.Õ

:ƑőœŰƀƃŒ ŭœŮřŤƙŒƍ ƅœŲƈƃŒ
ƓœŕŲƂƅŔ ůŕŰśŦƗŔ Ə ƀƔŗųśƅŔ ŖŠŔƏƅŔ ƉƏƊŕƂƅŔ
ŕƂŗųƏ řƔŧƏŸŬƅŔ řƔŗũŸƅŔ řƄƆƈƈƅŔ Ɠž ŕƎŗ ¿ƏƈŸƈƅŔ řƈŴƊƗŔƏ ƉƔƊŔƏƂƆƅ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ŶŲŦś :ƀƔŗųśƅŔ ŖŠŔƏƅŔ ƉƏƊŕƂƅŔ (Ï
.ƃƅŨƅ ŕƂžƏ ũŬſśƏ řƄƆƈƈƅŔ Ɠž řƂŗųƈƅŔ řƔƈƜŬƙŔ řŸƔũŮƆƅ
řƎŠƅŔ Ɠƍ ("ŗƈŞƄƃŒ") ŽŕƊœśŬƛŔ řœƔƍƏ řƔƅŕƈƅŔ ƀŔũƏƗŔ ŚŕŷŪŕƊƈ Ɠž ¿ŰſƅŔ řƊŠƅ ũŗśŸś :ƓœŕŲƂƅŔ ůŕŰśŦƛŔ (Ð
řƔŌ řƔƏŬśƏ ƓœŕŲƁ ŉŔũŠŏ ƒŌ ƏŌ ƐƏŷŧ ƏŌ řƔŲƁ řƔŌ Ɠž ŚŗƅŔƏ ũŴƊƅŔ Ɠž ƒũŰţƅŔ ůŕŰśŦƛŔ řŗţŕŰ ŘŧƔţƏƅŔ
ƇƎƔž ŕƈŗ řƁƜŸƅŔ ƒƏŨ ŽŔũųƗŔ ŶƔƈŠ ũƂƔ űŔũŻƗŔ ƋŨƎƅƏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƀœŕŝƏ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ Ɖŷ ōŮƊś ŧƁ ŚŕŷŔŪƊ
ƏŌ ƐƏŷŧ ƏŌ řƔŲƁ ƒŌ Ŷžũ ŪƏŠƔ ƛƏ .řƊŠƆƅ ƓœŕŲƂƅŔ ůŕŰśŦƜƅ ƇƎŷƏŲŦŗ ƌƔž řŸŠũ ƛ ŔũŔũƁŏ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƏƄƅŕƈ
ƉƏƄƔ ƉƅƏ řƔŧƏŸŬƅŔ řƔŗũŸƅŔ řƄƆƈƈƅŔ ŞũŕŦ řƎŠ řƔŌ Ɛŧƅ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ƀœŕŝƏ ƏŌ ƃƏƄŰƅŔ ůƏŰŦŗ ƓœŕŲƁ ŉŔũŠŏ ƒŌ
.ůƏŰŦƅŔ ŔŨƎŗ ƐƏŷŧ řƔŌ Ɠž ũŴƊƅŔ řƔţƜŰ řƔŧƏŸŬƅŔ řƔŗũŸƅŔ řƄƆƈƈƅŔ ŞũŕŦ řƔœŕŲƁ řųƆŬ ƏŌ řƈƄţƈ ƒƗ

ťŶŕ ƍ

ĸŒ ¾ƍŪŧ ƏƄŵ ĸŒ ƏƄŮ ƍ ĸ ťƆšƃŒ

ŧŸŗ Ə ƃŗŕŬƅ ƓƂƔƏŬśƅŔ ũŕƈŝśŬƛŔ ƃƏƄŰ şƈŕƊũŗ Ɠž ũŕƈŝśŬƛŔ ƇŕƄţŌ Ə ųƏũŮ ƑƆŷ řƊŕƈƘƅ řƔŷũŮƅŔ řœƔƎƅŔ ŚŸƆųŔ ŧƂž
Śƈś ƉŌ ŧŸŗ ŕƎƔƆŷ řŴţƜƈ ƃƅŨ ŧŸŗ řœƔƎƆƅ ũƎŴƔ Ƈƅ ŕƎƔƆŷ řƈŪƜƅŔ ŚƜƔŧŸśƅŔ ŉŔũŠŏ Ə Ƈ ŕƄţƗŔ Ə ųƏũŮƅŔ ƋŨƍ řŸŠŔũƈ
.ƉŕŸśŬƈƅŔ ĺŔ Ə .řœƔƎƅŔ ¿ŗƁ Ɖƈ ƌƔƆŷ ŶƔƁƏśƅŔ ƐũŠ ŕƈŗ ŘũŮƊƅŔ ƋŨƍ ŚŕţſŰ Ɠž ũƏƄŨƈƅŔ ƏţƊƅŔ ƑƆŷ ŕƎśŻŕƔŰ
ϫ ÏÒÐÖ ŘũŦƕŔ ƐŧŕƈŠ Ó :ţƒŧœřƃŒ
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